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ABSTRACT 

 

Conducting Madetoja. Discoveries About the Art and Profession of Conducting 

 

For the material of my doctoral project, I have chosen the three symphonies of the Finnish 

composer Leevi Madetoja (1887–1947), all of which I have performed in my doctoral 

concerts during years 2012–2017. In my doctoral thesis, I concentrate on his first symphony, 

Op. 29, but to fully understand the context it would be beneficial to familiarize oneself with 

my doctoral concerts on the accompanying DVDs, as well as with the available commercial 

and archival recordings of Madetoja’s three symphonies. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to understand the effect of scholarly activity (in this case working 

with manuscripts and recordings) on the artistic and practical aspects of a conductor’s work; 

this is not a study on the music of Madetoja per se, but I am using these hitherto unknown 

symphonies as a case study for my research inquiries. My main research inquiry could be 

formulated as: What kind of added value the study of composer’s manuscripts and other 

contemporary sources, the analysis of the existing recordings of the work by other performers, 

and the experience gained during repeated performances of the work, bring to performing 

(conducting) the work, as opposed to working straightforwardly using only the readily 

available published edition(s)? My methods are the analysis of musical scores, manuscripts 

and recordings, critical reflection on my own artistic practices, and two semi-structured 

interviews with conductor colleagues. 

 

This thesis can be divided into two parts: The first part concentrates on Madetoja’s first 

symphony, its background, its form, and my research on the manuscripts and recordings of the 

work. The second part is an account of the process of studying, rehearsing and performing 

Madetoja’s first symphony in 2012 and 2017, which is followed by peer evaluation, critical 

reflection, and conclusions. This thesis is a chance to see inside the artistic process of an 

orchestra conductor and to find out something about the nature of the study and rehearsal 

process leading up to a performance of a symphonic work.  
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Introduction 

 

 

Leevi Madetoja (1887–1947) is known in Finland best for his opera Pohjalaisia, Op. 45 

(Ostrobothnians), and his compositions for chorus.1 My artistic research project for my 

doctorate degree at the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre (EMTA)2 was to study and 

perform the three symphonies (Op. 29, Op. 35 and Op. 55) of Leevi Madetoja in my four 

doctoral concerts, whereas my thesis concentrates on his first symphony, Op. 29. 

 

This thesis, and the four concert recordings3 from my performances of Madetoja’s 

symphonies with the Turku Philharmonic Orchestra (TFO)4 in 2012–13 and the Estonian 

National Symphony Orchestra (ERSO)5 in 2017, form the core of my doctorate studies at the 

Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre. I started the creative part of this project in March 

2012 giving my first doctoral concert with TFO and finished it with my fourth doctoral 

concert played by ERSO in May 2017. In the doctoral concerts I performed (among other 

repertoire) all three symphonies of Madetoja, and his first symphony twice – in my first and 

last doctoral concerts. 

 

The title of my written thesis is Conducting Madetoja. Discoveries about the Art and 

Profession of Conducting, and in this thesis, I am using the symphonies of Leevi Madetoja as 

material through which I look at my own work as an orchestra conductor. I started my formal 

conducting studies in Russia in 2001 at the N. A. Rimsky-Korsakov St. Petersburg State 

Conservatory, studying under professor Leonid Korchmar6. In 2003, I did my professional 

conducting debut in St. Petersburg, and ever since I have worked as a conductor in many 

different capacities and with groups from amateur to top professional level. I graduated from 

                                                 
1 The most popular composition of Leevi Madetoja overall must be his Joululaulu, Op. 20b No. 5 (“Arkihuolesi 

kaikki heitä”) for voice or chorus and piano, but most casual listeners would probably not be able to name the 

composer. 
2 In this thesis am using the Estonian language abbreviation EMTA (Eesti Muusika- ja Teatriakadeemia). 
3 The three first are available on DVD at the library of the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre in Tallinn 

(see p. 103, Sources), and the fourth can be viewed online at https://youtu.be/mYC10HR4p-s. A limited number 

of copies of this thesis will be available with all four recordings on DVD included. 
4 TFO is the Finnish abbreviation of the orchestra’s name (Turun filharmoninen orkesteri), which I will be using 

in this thesis. 
5 In Estonian “Eesti Riiklik Sümfooniaorkester”. 
6 Leonid O. Korchmar (b. 9 November 1943) is a conductor at the Mariinsky Theatre and a professor of 

conducting at the N.A. Rimsky-Korsakov St. Petersburg State Conservatory. He studied conducting first with 

Leo Ginsburg at the Moscow Conservatory, and later with Ilya Musin at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. During 

Musin’s later years Leonid Korchmar was his teaching assistant. 
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Leif Segerstam’s7 conducting class at the Sibelius Academy in 2009. From 2007 to 2010 I 

worked as Kurt Masur’s8 assistant with the Orchestre National de France, and from 2010 to 

2012 I was the assistant conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra in the US. From 2012 to 2016 I 

worked as the Music Director of St. Michel Strings9 in Finland. From 2017 I have been the 

principal guest conductor of the Krasnoyarsk Symphony Orchestra in Russia, as well as the 

Artistic Director of the Helsinki Metropolitan Orchestra10. As a guest conductor, I have 

worked with most Finnish professional orchestras, as well as orchestras in Europe, Asia and 

South Africa. In recent years, I have conducted several Russian orchestras, including the 

symphony orchestra of the Mariinsky Theatre. 

 

Subject and Research Inquiry 

 

For my artistic research project, I wanted to explore the orchestral music of my home country, 

and I wanted to look at the great Finnish symphonists who have been left “in the shadow of 

Sibelius”,11 therefore promoting Finnish orchestral music with both my creative and written 

work. From the contemporaries of Sibelius, the best choices were Erkki Melartin12 (1875–

1937) with his six symphonies, and Leevi Madetoja with his three. I adore Madetoja’s work, 

and his symphonic oeuvre is very compact, thus suiting well the limits of the artistic research 

project at Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre (EMTA). Furthermore, Madetoja features 

in the programming of Finnish symphony orchestras way too rarely. 2017, being a jubilee 

                                                 
7 Leif Segerstam (b. 2 March 1944) is a Finnish conductor and composer. Since 2012 he has held the position of 

chief conductor with the Turku Philharmonic Orchestra. In 1997–2013 Segerstam was the professor of 

conducting at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki. 
8 Kurt Masur (18 July 1927 – 19 December 2015) was a German conductor. In 2002–2008 he held the position 

of music director with the Orchestre National de France, after which he was named the honorary music director. 

Kurt Masur also held positions at the Gewandhausorchestra in Leipzig, the New York Philharmonic, and the 

London Philharmonic Orchestra. 
9 Mikkelin kaupunginorkesteri, a professional string orchestra founded in 1903. 
10 Helsinki Metropolitan Orchestra is a newcomer in the Helsinki orchestral scene – it performed its first concert 

in July 2017 under the name of SMO. The orchestra players are a mix of professionals, music students and 

amateurs living and working in the Helsinki metropolitan area. 
11 The feeling of being “in the shadow of Sibelius” was common to many of his younger contemporaries, and the 

composer Einar Englund (1916–1999) even titled his autobiography In the shadow of Sibelius (I skuggan av 

Sibelius, 1996). 
12 Erkki Melartin (7 February 1875 – 14 February 1937) was a Finnish composer and conductor. He was a 

student of Martin Wegelius and of Robert Fuchs. He wrote six symphonies (1902–1924) and was the first 

Finnish composer to bear Mahler's influence. Juhlamarssi (Festive March) from his ballet Prinsessa Ruusunen 

(Sleeping Beauty) is the most popular wedding march in Finland. 
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year (70 years from death and 130 years from the birth of Madetoja) has been an exception 

with more performances of his works than usual.13 

 

Another detail that spoke in favour of Madetoja as an interesting research subject was the 

situation with archival sources. I had discovered the original manuscripts of the three 

Madetoja symphonies in the archives of the National Library of Finland and the publisher 

Fennica Gehrman14. When comparing the manuscripts with the published editions I noticed 

several small details that I found interesting, and in my opinion even worth being included in 

a critical edition of the symphonies.15 

 

The topic of my written thesis, Madetoja’s first symphony, was influenced by its interesting 

history; the slow movement exists in two versions. During my doctoral research I discovered 

the older version, existence of which has not been mentioned in the literature on Leevi 

Madetoja before.16 When I started my research, the location of the composer’s original 

manuscript of this symphony was also unknown.17 After this thesis it will be easy for the 

musicologists to follow my footsteps and study the manuscripts and different versions of this 

symphony if they wish to do so. 

 

As I was in the archives looking at the materials I had discovered, I was faced with a 

multitude of questions, such as: What is the final form of the composition – the “final say” of 

the composer? Can we trust the available editions, or should we try to find out more about the 

history behind the composition, including early versions and manuscripts? What about earlier 

                                                 
13 According to the statistics of the Association of Finnish Symphony Orchestras there were 30 performances of 

Madetoja’s orchestral works in 2017 as compared to 25 in 2016 (compare this to performances of Sibelius, 333 

and 244 respectively). 
14 As the result of this study, the uncatalogued Madetoja manuscripts in possession of publisher Fennica 

Gehrman were moved in the Finnish National Library, where it is easier for researchers to get hold of them. 
15 From time to time orchestras make new recordings of Madetoja’s orchestral works, but it happens very rarely 

that the performers do their research and go to look at the manuscripts by themselves. Then it can happen like 

with the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra’s recent recording of Madetoja’s third symphony from 2013 – a 

triangle part that is clearly visible in the manuscript had been accidentally omitted in the printed edition which in 

turn led to its omission on the recording. This could have been avoided by simply visiting the National Library 

of Finland, less than a 20-minute walk from the Helsinki Music Centre! 
16 My belief is, that when writing the biography of Leevi Madetoja (1987), Erkki Salmenhaara must have had in 

his possession the printed score (1984) of the first symphony, since he does not mention the early version of the 

slow movement in his book. 
17 The information specialist of the National Library of Finland, Petri Tuovinen, wrote me on 2 January 2012, 

that they only have the second movement of the symphony in their manuscript collection, and after checking 

other publicly available collections, the only other source he could locate was the photocopy at the Sibelius 

Academy library (source B2). 
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recordings of the work?18 Should we listen to conducting teachers who tell us to avoid 

listening to recordings at all costs, “not to become just a carbon copy” of some other 

conductor?19 Or is there something we can learn from recordings? What about gaining 

experience in repeated performances of the work? How does it affect the conductor’s insight 

on the work? And how is the interpretation affected by the external circumstances, such as 

rehearsal time, orchestra’s familiarity with the repertoire, or work ethic? 

 

My main research inquiry could be articulated as: What kind of added value the study of 

composer’s manuscripts and other contemporary sources, the analysis of the existing 

recordings of the work by other performers, and the experience gained during repeated 

performances of the work, bring to performing (conducting) the work, as opposed to working 

straightforwardly using only the readily available published edition(s) of the work in 

question? Other inquiries that were being touched upon during my research process include: 

What does an interpretation of an orchestral work consist of – as seen from the perspective of 

the modern “rat race” of quickly produced orchestral concerts? What is professionalism or 

craftsmanship in conducting? How does conductor’s – or orchestra musicians’! – work ethic 

affect the performances?20 

 

The aim of this thesis is to understand the effect of scholarly activity (working with 

manuscripts and recordings in this case) on the artistic and practical aspects of a conductor’s 

work; this is not a study on the music of Madetoja per se, but rather I am using these hitherto 

unknown symphonies as a case study for my research inquiries. One additional aim of this 

thesis is to put under a magnifying glass the process that a professional conductor undergoes 

in preparation of a symphonic concert. To be more precise, it is an account of the factors that 

make up an orchestral performance, and more specifically of those factors that the conductor 

has influence over. 

 

This research is addressed to conductors, conducting students, anyone interested in 

Madetoja’s music and anyone interested in how conductors interpret music, prepare their 

                                                 
18 The problem with the missing triangle part could have been solved also by going to YLE archives and 

listening to the earliest recording of Madetoja’s 3rd symphony, where the triangle was at its rightful place. Most 

likely the performance was played from composer’s manuscript and the orchestra parts that went with it. 
19 Petri Sakari tells about his opinion on listening to recordings in subchapter 4.1.5. 
20 In subchapter 4.1 we will notice how personal the discussion about quality in orchestral performance can 

easily become. 
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scores and work in rehearsal (like intendants, music critics, agents/managers etc.), orchestra 

musicians, and audience members who have wide interests. I, for one, enjoy reading the 

writings of Simon Parmet and Jussi Jalas when it comes to Sibelius’ symphonies, so I 

assume similarly a colleague might enjoy reading my commentary when he is preparing 

himself for a performance of Madetoja’s symphony, or considering programming one in his 

future concerts. 

 

My hypothesis is, that studying the original sources in depth, in addition to the published 

sources, gives the performer a special insight in performing the work. Similarly, studying 

several recorded performances of the work through critical listening helps the performer in 

verifying his own interpretational choices, regardless of whether his ideas are in harmony or 

in contradiction with those of his colleagues. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

As my “raw material” for this thesis I am using the first symphony of Leevi Madetoja, which 

I conducted in my first doctoral concert in Turku in March 2012 and conducted again as part 

of the program of my fourth and final doctoral concert in Tallinn in June 2017.21 In other 

words, I am making a case study out of the preparations leading to my two performances of 

this symphony. 

 

Besides using the publicly available printed score as a material for this research, I have used 

the composer’s manuscripts.22 These materials will be presented and described in chapter 2.2 

of this thesis. Speaking of manuscripts, it is worth to mention here, that the board of Madetoja 

Foundation, which still guards the copyrights to Madetoja’s music until the end of 2018, 

explicitly asked me not to perform the original longer version of the slow movement of the 

symphony publicly in connection with my doctoral project.23 

                                                 
21 This work is the least played of Madetoja’s symphonies, and these days it surfaces in the repertoire of the big 

Finnish orchestras maybe once in every ten years. 
22 All three known manuscript scores are presently at the National Library of Finland. The set of orchestra parts 

previously used by the Helsinki Philharmonic is now archived in the City Archives of the City of Helsinki. There 

is also a separate set of hand-written parts of the slow movement of the symphony in the National Library of 

Finland, and some orphaned parts in the archives of the publisher Fennica Gehrman. 
23 E-mail correspondence 11.5.2017 with Annu Mikkonen, the executive director of the Society of Finnish 

Composers and a representative of the Madetoja Foundation. Starting from 2019 Madetoja is in the public 

domain. 
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Of this symphony, four commercial recordings exist, all either by a Finnish orchestra or a 

Finnish conductor. I also have in my possession copies of two archival recordings of the 

symphony in the YLE (Finnish Broadcasting Company) archives. The recordings will be 

discussed in chapter 2.3. This part will be easy to follow and enlightening to anyone who has 

the score of the work and one or more of the available commercial recordings of the work, 

since the focus will be on looking at the score and asking the question: Is what we hear really 

what the composer wanted?24 – and if it appears not to be the case, making guesses about the 

reasons. 

 

I have for several years kept a ”Score study book” (Opiskelupäiväkirja) on the repertoire I 

study for my concerts. This is my way of keeping track of the learning process and making 

sure I will not neglect any piece when I am preparing several works for my rehearsals and 

performances. Depending on my work schedule I have sometimes written lots of notes, 

sometimes just a couple of lines a day. First time I was writing notes about Madetoja’s scores 

was in 2012, and therefore I will include in my materials the diaries starting from that year. 

This time, as a way of documenting the process leading to my fourth and last doctoral concert, 

I have been additionally writing an ”Artist diary” (which I started in October 2016) where I 

give myself a license of writing on and off topic about every aspect of professional life as a 

conductor while preparing for my concerts. Both the ”Score study books” and the ”Artist 

diary” will be included in my sources for this study in addition to the scores, the manuscripts 

and the other more conventional documents relating to the topic. 

 

Madetoja’s symphonies are rarely performed, but I am by no means alone in performing 

them. As for performers who have specialized in Madetoja, I must say such specialists do not 

exist, since Madetoja holds such a marginal place in the repertoire. Closest to the specialist 

status comes the Estonian conductor Arvo Volmer25 who has recorded virtually every 

                                                 
24 This might seem a naive question, but in fact this is what almost every musician thinks when he prepares for 

the performance. Unless the composer is alive and well and available for consultation, we are left with just the 

score in most cases. And what is a score? It is a set of performing instructions for realizing the ideas of the 

creator of the work. Whenever there are several ways to interpret a notation it is a valid question to ask, is this 

what the composer meant with this notation? 
25 Arvo Volmer (born November 4, 1962 in Tallinn) was principal conductor of the Estonian National Symphony 

Orchestra from 1993 to 2001. From 2004 to 2013 he was Chief Conductor and Music Director of the Adelaide 

Symphony Orchestra and in 2014 was appointed Principal Guest Conductor and Artistic Advisor. From 2004 to 

2012, Volmer combined his Adelaide duties with the posts of music director and principal conductor of the 

Estonian National Opera in Tallinn. Among his recordings are the complete orchestral works of Leevi Madetoja 
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orchestral work of Madetoja while he held the position of chief conductor of the Oulu 

Symphony (in Madetoja’s birth town). In addition to Volmer there are two other conductors, 

Petri Sakari26 and John Storgårds,27 who have recorded a full cycle of Madetoja’s three 

symphonies. It is noteworthy, that Sakari recorded the three symphonies with the Iceland 

Symphony Orchestra while he was its chief conductor. Thus at least one orchestra outside of 

Finland has performed them all. 

 

After I had finished the creative part of my doctorate in 2017, I decided to include in my 

thesis two interviews, which would at the same time form a kind of a peer evaluation of my 

creative work as an interpreter of Madetoja. I asked Arvo Volmer and Petri Sakari about their 

willingness to sacrifice a few hours of their time listening to my performances and answering 

my questions, and to my great delight they both agreed to my suggestion. I had planned a 

structured interview with the same questions to both of my colleagues, but the interviews 

turned to be semi-structured after all, and in the end resembled more a collegial discussion 

than a typical interview. In chapter 4.1 I will present the results of the interviews.  

 

The methods I am using in dealing with my material are a formal analysis of the musical 

material of the symphony, analysis of the manuscript scores, analysis of the all available 

recorded performances of the work (mostly concentrating on choices of tempo), as well as 

recording and analysing my own processes of preparation, rehearsal, and performance of the 

symphony in Turku (2012) and in Tallinn (2017). 

 

Since my research topic is very much rooted in the practical question of how to study and 

prepare for a concert, how to rehearse, and how to perform the work in front of the audience, 

the method I will be using is critical self-reflection. I will be interpreting the choices I make in 

                                                                                                                                                         
and the complete symphonies of Eduard Tubin and Jean Sibelius. Since September 2014 he has been the Chief 

Conductor of the Orchestra Haydn di Bolzano e Trento. 
26 Petri Sakari (born November 28, 1958 in Helsinki) started his musical studies as a violinist, later embarking on 

a conducting career. He graduated in conducting at the Sibelius Academy in 1981 under Jorma Panula, and later 

also as a violinist. He undertook further study at the Aspen Music Festival in the United States and attended 

seminars with Franco Ferrara in Siena and with Rafael Kubelik in Lucerne. From 1988 to 1993 he was Chief 

Conductor and Music Director of the Iceland Symphony Orchestra, continuing as Principal Guest Conductor and 

returning as Chief Conductor from 1996 to 1998. In 2000–2004 he was Chief Conductor of the Gävle Symphony 

Orchestra in Sweden and in 2007–2011 Chief Conductor of the Turku Philharmonic Orchestra. Petri Sakari has 

recorded with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra the complete symphonies of Leevi Madetoja, symphonies and 

orchestral works by Sibelius, and works by Uuno Klami, Hugo Alfvén, Edvard Grieg and Icelandic composers, 

notably Jón Leifs. 
27 John Gunnar Rafael Storgårds (born 20 October 1963 in Helsinki) is a Finnish violinist and conductor. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conducting
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the light of my 15 years of experience working with professional orchestras. At the same time 

my method is hermeneutical since I will be interpreting the different stages of preparing for 

the concert in the light of the desired result (concerning this concert) as well as in more 

general level of finding and testing good working methods for the conducting profession. As 

is often the case most artists concentrate on doing things, rather than analysing ”how” they are 

doing those things. I think that this study, to quote Mika Hannula, ”[…] offers the opportunity 

to withdraw oneself from the rapid and myopic cycle of making art, and instead to concentrate 

on a tenaciously and coherently chosen subject.” (Hannula; Suoranta; Vadén 2005: 22). 

Conducting, just as many other forms of music making, can even be seen as research in itself, 

since it involves studying the scores in advance and planning how to rehearse the piece, and 

often the result of this study is a “significant insight” into the work. To make it into research 

in the traditional sense might just need the expansion of the “temporal perspective” (Hannula; 

Suoranta; Vadén 2005: 22), to slow down the process enough to make it possible to document 

it in detail. 

 

Literature review 

 

While looking for literature to support and inspire my research, I have collected materials 

from very different categories, naturally beginning with what has been written about Leevi 

Madetoja and his works. Other categories were books about Artistic Research (AR), 

publications on interpretation and on conducting, theses written by conductors, and finally, 

books written by conductors for conductors, biographical books and other non-scholarly 

writing around the subject. 

 

Books about Leevi Madetoja are not too numerous, and the best biographical book still is 

Erkki Salmenhaara’s28 Leevi Madetoja (1987). Before it there were other biographical 

publications about Madetoja29, but Salmenhaara’s contribution made them largely obsolete. 

This biography is a good starting point, whether you want to study Madetoja from historical 

perspective, or get a sense of his musical works. Madetoja’s music has inspired some narrow 

                                                 
28 Erkki Olavi Salmenhaara (1941–2002) was a Finnish composer and musicologist. He served as lecturer 

(1966–1975) and associate professor (1975–2002) of musicology at the University of Helsinki and was also the 

leading writer on classical music in Finland. 
29 For example, Kalervo Tuukkanen: Leevi Madetoja – suomalainen säveltäjäpersoonallisuus, published on the 

year of composer’s death (1947), and lengthy articles on two volumes of Suomen säveltäjiä, edited by Einari 

Marvia (1965, 1966). 
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analyses done on undergraduate level30, but the only doctoral dissertation I know of is by 

Kauko Karjalainen (1991) about Madetoja’s two operas, Pohjalaisia and Juha. 

 

Since Artistic Research (AR) is still a novel approach to research, I benefited greatly of Robin 

Nelson’s book Practice as Research in the Arts (2013). It has been my primary influence on 

the final form and presentation of my doctoral work, including the written thesis. One of the 

positive aspects of AR according to Nelson is, that it “allows a broader range of people to 

engage in scholarly activity once the possibility of practical knowing is recognized. It affords 

arts practitioners the opportunity to undertake study at the highest level and to achieve the 

award of PhD without abandoning their practice for an entirely logocentric approach.” 

(Nelson 2013: 114). I also got valuable insights from Mika Hannula’s, Juha Suoranta’s and 

Tere Vadén’s book Artistic Research – theories, methods and practices (2005). Hannula has 

underlined: “Artistic research means that the artist produces an art work and researches the 

creative process, thus adding to the accumulation of knowledge.” (Hannula; Suoranta; Vadén 

2005: 5). In this case there is no new work of art (since I work in the performing field of 

music and not in the creative field), but nevertheless there is a creative process of 

interpretation behind every performance. Nelson has stated, that “there is in some projects a 

need for high levels of performance skill. It would be impossible for a pianist to undertake a 

research inquiry into reinterpreting Beethoven’s piano concertos unless she had high-order 

skills in playing the instrument.” (Nelson 2013: 79). An interesting book about the question of 

artistry I decided to include in my supplemental reading is Artistry: the work of artists (1982) 

by Vernon A. Howard, since it also deals with the questions of know-how, know-what, and 

know-that, which are central to Robin Nelson’s Practice as Research (PaR) model (Nelson 

2013: 37).31 

 

As an academic discipline AR is quite a new paradigm, but one that has a tradition outside of 

the academy. Artists and arts aficionados have always enjoyed reading (or listening) artists 

telling about their work from the insider perspective. Through AR artists are encouraged to 

describe their experience and share it with other artists to benefit the whole arts community. 

In my opinion AR in the field of conducting is much needed. All conductors have their unique 

                                                 
30 The website madetoja.org maintained by the Madetoja Foundation lists seven papers from the University of 

Helsinki and two from the University of Jyväskylä among other publications on Madetoja. 
31 Nelson calls his model “Modes of knowing: multi-mode epistemological model for PaR” and it expresses the 

dialogical relationships between know-how, know-that and know-what. 
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processes of doing their work (preparing for concerts, for example), and these processes are 

very seldom discussed in the classroom. There is much more to conducting than conducting 

technique, and my experience studying conducting in four different conducting programs32 

and several masterclasses is, that the students spend most of their time learning repertoire and 

conducting technique.33 However, many areas necessary for being a successful conductor are 

never touched upon during the studies.34 There are plenty of topics waiting for conductor-

researchers to write about in the future. 

 

Of course it is necessary to know, what has been going on at EMTA concerning doctoral 

theses by orchestra conductors.35 There have been three such earlier works, by Mihhail Gerts 

(2011), Claudio Ordaz (2015) and Álvaro Gómez Gómez (2015). Gerts’ thesis deals with 

practical questions of accompanying operatic arias. The thesis of Ordaz is centred around 

recordings of Brahms’s second symphony (and he analyses them in a very similar way that I 

deal with different recordings of Madetoja’s first symphony in my thesis). Gómez Gómez 

studied Manuel de Falla’s music and his thesis is based on literature. 

 

Since I am also commenting on the edited scores, I have included the (unsubmitted) master’s 

thesis (2016) of Jari Eskola about editing music of Louis Spohr in my reading list, because 

Eskola has included a very good description on the process of preparing a modern (Urtext) 

edition based on composer’s manuscripts. Jari Eskola is, besides a long-time friend of mine, 

the Publishing Director at the Fennica Gehrman publishing company and a respected 

authority in Finland on all matters concerning music editing and publishing. 

 

To expand my complementary reading list, I thought of the kinds of works musicians like to 

read. My favourite books of this genre written by conductors are Erich Leinsdorf’s36 The 

                                                 
32 In St. Petersburg, Russia and in Helsinki, Finland, and briefly also in Copenhagen, Denmark (2005) and in 

Aspen, USA (2009). 
33Assuming, that the basics of music theory and instrument skills have been learned already before engaging in 

study of conducting. 
34 I remember how once a colleague called me some days before her graduation concert and asked me to explain 

her the concert etiquette of a conductor, since during her years of study no teacher had explained it to her or any 

other aspiring conductors in the class! 
35 And not only EMTA – at the Sibelius Academy to the date there have been two finished theses in the field of 

orchestral conducting (Peter Ettrup Larsen, 2015, and Tuomas Hannikainen, 2018), and one work currently in 

progress (by Jukka Iisakkila). As a conductor I have also performed in doctoral concerts of Olli-Pekka 

Tuomisalo (saxophone), Seeli Toivio (cello), Tapio Tuomela (composition) and Tuomas Kivistö (piano). 
36 Erich Leinsdorf (February 4, 1912 – September 11, 1993) was an Austrian-born American conductor. He 

performed and recorded with leading orchestras and opera companies throughout the United States and Europe, 

earning a reputation for exacting standards. He also published three books on musical matters. 
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Composer’s Advocate – A Radical Orthodoxy for Musicians (1981), and Gunther Schuller’s37 

The Compleat Conductor (1997). It is thus no surprise that both my line of thought and my 

chosen style of writing follows their example. Leinsdorf discusses exhaustively using 

different editions and using your education and reasoning faculties in trying to discover what 

the composer wanted to say. My contribution to this discourse is to go one step further, 

behind the printed editions orchestras use, and to go to the sources, to the manuscripts 

themselves which, surprisingly, Leinsdorf doesn’t mention at all in his book. Schuller has 

done a remarkable work analysing hundreds of commercial recordings of mainstream works 

and compared the sounding results to the composers’ scores in order to find out what kind of 

misunderstandings and traditions distort the results. The works discussed in my thesis 

(Madetoja’s symphonies) are unknown, and that is why I think that it is necessary to include 

in the analysis not only the commercial recordings, but also archival recordings which might 

give historical perspective in performing Madetoja’s music. 

 

There are also many conductors who did not write about conducting themselves, but who 

revealed interesting facts about their profession in biographies and interviews. Therefore, in 

my opinion it is interesting to use these sources to know what conductors say about 

conducting. There is plenty of material, so I limited it mostly to conductors who are well 

known in Finland and Estonia and who I also have met myself (they are Eri Klas38, Leif 

Segerstam, Jukka-Pekka Saraste39, Esa-Pekka Salonen40 and Mikko Franck41), plus a couple 

of anecdotes from other well-known figures such as Sir Thomas Beecham42, Carlos Kleiber43 

                                                 
37 Gunther Alexander Schuller (1925–2015) was an American composer, conductor, horn player, historian and 

author of numerous books on music. 
38 Eri Klas (1939–2016) was an Estonian conductor, who held several important conducting positions in Estonia 

and the Nordic countries, including the Royal Swedish Opera, Århus Symphony, Tampere Philharmonic and 

Danish Radio Orchestra. He was professor of conducting at the Sibelius Academy (1993–97) and the Estonian 

Academy of Music and Theatre (1997 until his death), where he received an honorary doctorate. 
39 Jukka-Pekka Saraste (born 22 April 1956) is a Finnish conductor and violinist. In 1987, Saraste became the 

chief conductor of the Finnish RSO, and has since held several conducting positions around the world, including 

Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Toronto Symphony Orchestra, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Oslo Philharmonic, 

Lahti Symphony Orchestra and WDR Symphony Orchestra in Cologne. 
40 Esa-Pekka Salonen (born 30 June 1958) is a Finnish orchestral conductor and composer. He is currently 

Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor of the Philharmonia Orchestra in London, Conductor Laureate of the 

Los Angeles Philharmonic, Composer-In-Residence at the New York Philharmonic and Artistic Director and 

cofounder of the Baltic Sea Festival. 
41 Mikko Franck (born 1 April 1979) is a Finnish conductor currently living in Estonia. He has held the positions 

of artistic director of the National Orchestra of Belgium (2002–2007) music director of the Finnish National 

Opera (2006–2013), and he is music director of the Orchestre philharmonique de Radio France since 2015. 
42 Sir Thomas Beecham (1879–1961) was an English conductor and impresario best known for his association 

with the London Philharmonic and the Royal Philharmonic orchestras. He was also closely associated with the 

Liverpool Philharmonic and Hallé orchestras, and according to the BBC, was Britain's first international 

conductor. 
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and Gennady Rozhdestvensky44. Finally, I included some publications of more generic sort, 

such as The Cambridge Companion to Conducting (2003), since it had an article about music 

business and conductors. We should not disregard this side, since the business factor has often 

a big influence on who will conduct and who will not. 

 

This thesis can be divided into two main parts. The first part concentrates on Madetoja’s first 

symphony, its background, its form, and my research on the existing manuscripts as well as 

existing recordings of the work. The second part is an account of the process of studying, 

rehearsing and performing Madetoja’s first symphony, and it is followed by a peer evaluation, 

critical reflection and conclusions.  

                                                                                                                                                         
43 Carlos Kleiber (3 July 1930 – 13 July 2004) was a German-born Austrian conductor who is widely regarded as 

being among the greatest conductors of the 20th century. 
44 Gennady Nikolayevich Rozhdestvensky (1931–2018) was a Russian conductor who had a major international 

career, heading such orchestras as Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre, Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, BBC 

Symphony Orchestra and Vienna Symphony Orchestra. He was also a professor of conducting at the Moscow 

Conservatory. 
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1 Leevi Madetoja and his symphonies 

 

 

Leevi Antti Madetoja was a Finnish composer whose opera Pohjalaisia has all but reached 

the status of Finland's "national opera" (Haapanen 1940: 134). In addition, his enormous 

choral output is regularly sung by hundreds of Finnish choirs. The core of his orchestral 

oeuvre is his three symphonies, which form the basis of my artistic research project and this 

thesis. 

 

1.1 Composer biography 

 

Leevi Madetoja was born on 17 February 1887 in Oulu. Madetoja's main instrument in his 

youth was kantele45, the traditional zither of Finnish and Karelian people, but later he learned 

to play the piano as well. In 1906 he moved to Helsinki to study music at the Helsinki Music 

School (the forerunner of the Sibelius Academy) and at the University of Helsinki. In 1908 he 

was introduced to Robert Kajanus46 and Jean Sibelius, and the latter took him as his 

composition student. 

 

Madetoja's first widely performed work was his piano trio, Op. 1, written in 1909, and the 

next year he composed his Elegy for strings – his first orchestral piece. His studies in Helsinki 

finished in September 1910 with a concert where he conducted his Symphonic Suite, Op. 4 

and a movement from his incidental music to the play Shakkipeli (Chess) by Eino Leino, Op. 

5. After this success Madetoja travelled to Paris at the recommendation of his friend, 

composer Toivo Kuula47, hoping to study music with the French composer Vincent d'Indy, 

though he only managed to meet him once (Salmenhaara 1987: 80). Leevi Madetoja spent the 

fall of 1910 and the winter of 1911 in Paris, and the next year he spent some time both in 

Vienna and in Berlin before returning to Paris. During this time, he did not study with anyone 

formally, but rather used this opportunity listening to the most interesting composers of the 

                                                 
45 Salmenhaara goes as far as to state that Madetoja is probably the only major composer whose main instrument 

was kantele. (Salmenhaara 1987: 16) I personally think that the way Madetoja uses ostinato, like in the second 

and third movements of his first symphony, might well stem from his kantele background. 
46 Robert Kajanus (Helsinki, 2 December 1856 – Helsinki, July 6, 1933) was a Finnish conductor and composer. 

He was considered an authority on the interpretation of Sibelius's music, and he and Sibelius were close friends. 
47 Toivo Timoteus Kuula (7 July 1883 – 18 May 1918) was a Finnish composer and conductor of the late-

Romantic and early-modern periods, and a student of Jean Sibelius (1906–1908). The core of Kuula's oeuvre are 

his many works for voice and orchestra. 
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day. 

 

In 1912–1914 Madetoja lived again in Helsinki, earning a living as a conductor and by 

writing articles about music. During this time, he composed his symphonic poem Kullervo, 

Op. 15, which enjoyed instant critical success. In 1914 he was appointed as orchestra 

conductor in Vyborg (Viipuri), where he stayed for two years. His first symphony, Op. 29 was 

finished there in January 1916 and received its premiere in Helsinki on 10 February, 

conducted by the composer. In May 1916 Madetoja moved back to Helsinki area where he 

lived the rest of his life except for several short trips abroad. 

 

Madetoja's first opera Pohjalaisia, Op. 45 was finished in 1923 and performed on 24 October 

1924. The success of this opera practically changed Madetoja's fortunes and finally made his 

name known all over Finland as well as abroad as far as the operatic world was concerned. 

His second opera Juha, Op. 74 (1934), did not enjoy similar success. 

 

Madetoja's oeuvre for orchestra consists of three symphonies, five orchestral suites, two 

overtures, two symphonic poems and a handful of smaller orchestra pieces. In addition to 

these purely orchestral works he also composed several cantatas and other works for choir and 

orchestra, orchestral songs, a ballet (Okon Fuoko, Op. 58), and incidental music for six theatre 

plays. Since Madetoja rarely was in a financial position to concentrate solely on composing, 

his orchestral output stayed relatively small, even though orchestra with its many colours was 

the medium in which he felt most at home. 

 

Madetoja died in Helsinki on 11 October 1947. Not much is known about his final illness, but 

it no doubt was influenced by his severe alcoholism. Madetoja was survived by his wife L. 

Onerva48, a famous poet in her own right. According to Madetoja's will the revenue created 

from his copyrights is channelled into a fund, Madetoja Foundation, which supports 

performances and publishing of Madetoja's works as well as helps young Finnish composers 

to get their works published and performed. 

 

 

                                                 
48 L.Onerva (1882–1972) was a chosen artist name. The birth name of the poet was Hilja Onerva Lehtinen. 
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1.2 Madetoja’s symphonies 

 

Leevi Madetoja concentrated on the orchestral forms early on, encouraged by his mentor Jean 

Sibelius. Madetoja’s first symphony, Op. 29 was written during several short periods of 

activity between 1914 and 1916 and finished in a hurry before the agreed performance date. 

This might be one of the reasons why the symphony is rather short (approximately 21 minutes 

in duration) and in three movements. The symphony was received favourably by the press, 

and Madetoja’s biographer Erkki Salmenhaara stated, that at the time (1916) there was only 

one name49 above Madetoja in Finland when it comes to symphonists (Salmenhaara 1987: 

148). Also Robert Kajanus honoured the work by performing the symphony in February 1917. 

 

Madetoja presumably started working on his second symphony, Op. 35 right after he had 

performed the first symphony, in 1916. Again, another kind of work50 delayed his 

composition work on the symphony so that he did not manage to finish it during the 

revolutionary year of 1917 either. The civil war that was being fought in Finland took the 

lives of Madetoja’s brother Yrjö and his friend and colleague Toivo Kuula, and these events 

no doubt left their mark in the symphony in the works, which often goes by the nickname 

“War Symphony”. Madetoja seems to have done the bulk of the composition work during the 

second half of 1918, and the symphony received its first performance in December 17, 1918 

by Robert Kajanus, to a great critical acclaim. 

 

Third symphony, Op. 55 was premiered in April 8, 1926 and following the success of the 

second symphony and Madetoja’s opera Pohjalaisia the audience was expecting another work 

in a grand national romantic style, but these expectations were not met. The work did not 

enjoy popularity in its time, and that is probably the reason why Madetoja decided to invest 

his money in publishing the second symphony in printed form instead of the third. In 

retrospect for example Erkki Salmenhaara valued the third symphony the highest in 

Madetoja’s output (Salmenhaara 1987: 230). 

  

In the thirties Madetoja mentioned several times that he was working on his fourth symphony, 

but these rumours end in 1938. Salmenhaara writes, that a friend of Madetoja, composer Olavi 

                                                 
49 Salmenhaara does not mention it, but he undoubtedly means Jean Sibelius. 
50 Teaching and working as a music critic. (Salmenhaara 1987: 157) 
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Pesonen51 had heard the story from Madetoja himself, that in 1938 his suitcase, which 

contained the finished score of the fourth symphony, was stolen at a train station in Paris 

(Salmenhaara 1987: 305). While examining a pile of unsorted manuscripts by Madetoja in the 

Finnish National Library in 2013 I found a few bars of music on top of which was written 

“fourth symphony”, but aside from that there is no other evidence of this work. 

1.2.1 Composing history and premiere of the first symphony 

 

The first mention of Madetoja’s first symphony happened in an interview the composer gave 

on October 13, 1914 to Viborgs Nyheter (Salmenhaara 1987: 127). At the time the composer 

had moved to live in Vyborg where he took up the conductor position of the local symphony 

orchestra. Madetoja was very busy organizing the musical life of Vyborg, and he even wrote 

to Jean Sibelius asking him to come to Vyborg to give a concert. He apparently had also 

mentioned, that he had begun composing his first symphony to Sibelius, since the reply 

included the famous remark: “What you wrote about the symphony work, delights me greatly. 

I think in this area you will win your greatest victories. Because, my opinion is that you have 

exactly the qualities that make a symphonist. This is really what I believe.”52 (Salmenhaara 

1987: 129). 

 

During 1914–1915 Leevi Madetoja composed some choral works and the cantata Sammon 

ryöstö (Stealing of the Sampo), Op. 24, and there is no mention of him working on the first 

symphony before a letter to his mother from summer of 1914 where he mentions a “big four-

movement symphonic work” (Salmenhaara 1987: 139). As the symphony finally was short 

and only three movements long, it is obvious that Madetoja’s compositional plan was not yet 

very concrete at this point. The next time the work was publicly mentioned was in an 

interview of newspaper Karjala-lehti on October 7, 1915, and then Madetoja already knew 

that the work would be performed in February in Helsinki. When the journalist asked further 

details about the symphony, Madetoja simply replied “I’m trying to make it beautiful.” 

(Salmenhaara 1987: 140). Throughout the fall of 1915 Leevi Madetoja mentions his work on 

the symphony in his letters to his wife L. Onerva, but mostly the letters tell of the difficulty 

                                                 
51 Olavi Samuel Pesonen (8. April 1909 Helsinki – 11. November 1993 Helsinki) was a Finnish composer, 

organist, music critic and music pedagogue. His main composing teacher was Leevi Madetoja. 
52 “Mitä kirjoitat symphoniia hommistasi ilahuttaa minua suuresti. Ajattelen että sillä alalla tulet lyömään 

suurimmat voittosi. Sillä pidän, että sinulla on juuri ne ominaisuudet jotka tekevät symphonikerin. Tämä on 

todella uskoni.” Translation by the author. 
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and slowness of the work and of his doubts whether he will be able to finish it on time for the 

promised deadline (Salmenhaara 1987: 146). 

 

The actual composing of the work seems to be happened in the early days of 1916. There are 

several mentions of the progress of the work in his letters to his wife and friends. On January 

9, 1916 Madetoja wrote that he will finish the first movement “by tomorrow” and on January 

17, he writes to Robert Kajanus promising to send him the finished first movement and asking 

if he can dedicate the work to him (Salmenhaara 1987: 146). The second movement (most 

likely its first version) was completed on January 22. On January 31 Madetoja wrote to his 

wife that the Finale of the symphony is “making good progress”. (Salmenhaara 1987: 147) 

The symphony received its first performance on February 10 conducted by the composer 

himself (Salmenhaara 1987: 147). 

 

1.2.2 Published editions of Madetoja’s symphonies 

 

Publishing his works was a constant struggle to Madetoja. When publishers did not have 

enough interest in his works, Madetoja resorted to funding the copying of the parts and scores 

from his own pocket. Madetoja’s first symphony, which was finished in 1916, was not 

published before 194353 when Madetoja sold all the publishing rights of the manuscript to 

Fazer54 together with the publishing rights of his second symphony. The modern printed 

edition of the score was published by Fazer as late as in 1984, but before that Fazer was 

distributing a hand-copied score together with hand written parts, which were replaced by 

printed parts as late as in 2002.55 

 

Madetoja’s second symphony (1918) was initially published by the composer himself. It was 

printed by WSOY in 1939 and Madetoja paid about 20 000 FIM for the work, plus additional 

5800 FIM to copyist Hugo Jäger for making matching parts for it (Salmenhaara 1987: 310). 

There was a distribution agreement with Fazer for this work already in 1938 but apparently 

                                                 
53 This is noteworthy, since the manuscript B (see subchapter 2.2) has dates of performances even before this 

date, so Madetoja has probably made this additional copy as a response to a need or as a “backup” score in 

addition to the original manuscript. 
54 Fazer was a major music publishing house in Finland during most of the 20th century, until it was taken over 

in 1994 by the multinational Warner Music. The music shop which later branched into publishing was founded 

already in 1897 by the members of the same Fazer family that is still today famous for its chocolate. 
55 This means, that both Petri Sakari and Arvo Volmer have been using the printed score, but the musicians have 

been playing from the hand-written parts. 
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the publisher did not want to invest in proper performance materials at the time. Only 300 

copies of the score were printed, and this score is the one in distribution still today.56 

 

The third symphony (1926) was published by Westerlund in 1944. The music publishing 

branch of the Westerlund company merged with Fazer in late sixties, and thus Fazer acquired 

the copyrights of the third symphony in 1967. The printed edition was published in 1987, 

although there is a proof-reader’s letter57 already from 1983 saying that the score is proofed.  

                                                 
56 This is also the only score that I have not been able to buy, since it is out of print. Hopefully this masterpiece 

would soon earn a reprint. 
57 Letter by the proof-reader Pesonen to Heikki Uusitalo of Fazer dated 4.8.1983 stating that he has corrected the 

third symphony’s score for publishing (Pesonen 1983). 
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2 Madetoja’s first symphony in analysis 

 

 

In this chapter I will look at the symphony from three different angles. First, I am looking at 

the final published text like I would look at any other score and make note of the form and the 

instrumentation. This look will be very cursory, since traditional music analysis does not play 

an important role in conducting. Instead, most conductors will develop for themselves a set of 

practical analysis tools as is discussed in the examples in the beginning of chapter 2.1. 

 

Secondly, I will analyse the manuscript sources of the symphony and see if they can give me 

any more inspiration or clarification as to how to perform the work. The manuscripts could 

also give us some answers to the questions raised by the published score – or, perhaps, seeing 

the manuscripts raises some new questions? Thirdly, I will analyse all existing publicly 

available recordings of the symphony and see how well they correspond to the score and see 

what I can learn (both in good and bad) from the interpretations of my colleagues. 

 

2.1 Analysis of the form 

 

Most conductors have undergone a formal musical training which has made them sit countless 

hours in the analysis class together with other students. Nevertheless, their attitudes towards 

formal music analysis can vary a lot. There are conductors whose approach is highly 

theoretical, and very successful conductors who could not care less about analysis. Mikko 

Franck has said, “I have never been interested in the theoretical side of music. Musicological 

explanations as such are fun to read, but for example stories describing the form and narrative 

of the musical works in the concert programs irritate me. […] Sometimes I browse through 

these texts and read how I am supposed to perform the piece. So, here is C major and here is 

rondo, and this and that is happening in this transition. I haven’t thought about them at all! ”58 

(Rautavaara; Franck; Hako 2006: 86–87). On the other hand, I remember assisting Christoph 

                                                 
58 ” Minua ei ole koskaan kiinnostanut musiikin teoreettinen puoli. Musiikkitieteelliset selvitykset ovat sinänsä 

hyvin hauskoja, mutta esimerkiksi teosten rakennetta ja etenemistä ruotivat tarinat konserttien käsiohjelmissa 

risovat minua. […] Joskus minä selailen näitä tekstejä ja luen sieltä, miten minun tulisi esittää ohjelmassa oleva 

kappale. Jassoo, että tässä on C-duuri, ja tässä rondo, ja tässä taitteessa tapahtuu sitä ja tätä. Enhän minä ole 

ajatellut niitä ollenkaan!” Translation by the author. 
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von Dohnanyi59 in Cleveland in 2012 and remember how he spoke mockingly about his 

colleagues who “don’t even know which key they are in”. Perhaps the middle ground is 

represented by Esa-Pekka Salonen, who has described his own analysis process as follows: 

“Usually I divide the big form into parts, and I don’t mean a musicological analysis, but I 

divide it as a mental crutch to aid my memory. First, I try to figure out the metric structure of 

the work. I simply draw lines in the score where the transitions and phrases change according 

to my understanding. When the proportions of the form units are completely clear to me, I 

make a harmonic analysis of the work. It just means figuring out what the music sounds like. 

[…] If these two first stages – the horizontal and vertical reading – have been done with care I 

can say that I know the work. After that I will proceed to more and more detailed 

examination.”60 (Salonen; Otonkoski 1987: 39–40). 

 

2.1.1 First movement, Allegro 

 

The first analysis of this symphony was published by Evert Katila in the newspaper Tidning 

för musik in February 1916. He concludes, that “Madetoja’s first symphony is characterized 

by remarkable musical ideas and their purposeful development. The composer’s refined taste, 

his confidence regarding the form, and his unusual sensitivity to colour which we know from 

his earlier orchestral works, can be felt in the now premiered first symphony, which sounds 

beautifully due to its brilliant instrumentation.”61 (Salmenhaara 1987: 148). 

 

In my description of the form I have given the reader bar numbers, because that gives a better 

idea of the proportions of different sections. However, when I describe the sections later in 

this thesis, they will be identified by their rehearsal numbers and letters, all of which are 

found in the published score and originate from the composer himself. The published score 

                                                 
59 Christoph von Dohnányi (born 8 September 1929) is a German conductor and the former Music Director of 

the Cleveland Orchestra (1984–2002). 
60 ”Yleensä jaan suurmuodon pieniin osiin, millä en nyt tarkoita musiikkianalyysiä musiikkitieteellisessä 

mielessä, vaan käytän paloittelua muistamista helpottavana henkisenä kainalosauvana. Ensin pyrin ottamaan 

selkoa teoksen metrisestä rakenteesta. Vedän yksinkertaisesti viivoja partituuriin niille kohdin, joissa 

käsittääkseni taitteet ja fraasit vaihtuvat. Kun muotoyksiköiden mittasuhteet ovat käyneet minulle täysin selviksi, 

teen teoksesta harmonisen analyysin. Se tarkoittaa oikeastaan sitä, että otan selvää miltä musiikki kuulostaa. […] 

Jos nämä kaksi ensimmäistä vaihetta – horisontaalinen ja vertikaalinen luku – on tehty huolella, voin väittää 

osaavani teoksen. Sen jälkeen etenen yhä yksityiskohtaisempaan tarkasteluun.” Translation by the author. 
61 ”Madetojan ensimmäiselle sinfonialle ovat tunnusomaisia merkittävät musiikilliset ajatukset ja niiden 

määrätietoinen kehittely. Säveltäjän hienostunut maku, hänen varmuutensa muodon suhteen ja epätavallinen 

väriaistinsa, jotka tunnetaan hänen aikaisemmista orkesteriteoksistaan, ovat tuntuvilla myös nyt esitetyssä 

ensimmäisessä sinfoniassa, joka loistavan instrumentaation ansiosta soi upeasti.” Translation by the author. 
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and parts do not contain bar numbers, thus using only them would make following the 

descriptions needlessly difficult for the casual reader. 

 

Exposition: 

Bars 1–37 First group (main theme) 

Bars 38–89 Transition62 

Bars 90–112 Second group (subsidiary theme), first subsection63 

Bars 113–139 Second group, second subsection64 

 

Development section: 

Bars 140–171 Section 165 

Bars 172–182 Section 266 

Bars 183–210 Section 3 (2 parallel subsections: bars 183–194 and 195–210)67 

 

Recapitulation: 

Bars 211–231 Second group (subsidiary theme), first subsection68 

Bars 232–247 Second group, second subsection69 

 

Coda: 

Bars 248–278 Section 1 (same as bars 172–182, transposed a whole tone lower and 

extended)70 

Bars 279–291 Section 2 (partial and modified repetition of Transition)71 

Bars 292–309 Section 3 (partial repetition of the main theme)72 

  

Most interesting in the form of the first movement is the recapitulation, where the subsidiary 

theme appears first, and the main theme appears after that only in the coda, where the material 

                                                 
62 Page 7, rehearsal letter B, a tempo (pochissimo meno allegro). All the rehearsal letters and rehearsal numbers 

originate from the composer himself. 
63 Page 14, Meno Allegro (8 bars after rehearsal number 8) 
64 Page 18, Tempo I (12 bars before rehearsal number 10) 
65 Page 21, 6 bars before rehearsal number 11 and rehearsal letter G 
66 Page 26, rehearsal number 13 
67 Page 28, rehearsal number 14 and rehearsal letter I 
68 Page 32, Meno Allegro (4 bars after rehearsal number 16) 
69 Page 36, Tempo I (10 bars before rehearsal number 18 and rehearsal letter M) 
70 Page 38, 6 bars before rehearsal number 19 
71 Page 42, rehearsal number 21 
72 Page 43, Quasi lento (two bars before rehearsal letter O) 
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of the development has been recycled. This is followed by augmentation of the material in the 

transition, and after that the main theme appears for the last time in a slow tempo. The 

movement begins and ends in F major, while the subsidiary theme appears first in D flat 

major and after the development section in E major. 

2.1.2 Second movement, Lento Misterioso – the two versions 

 

One of the most interesting discoveries I made while I was looking for the manuscripts of 

Madetoja’s first symphony, was realizing that the separate manuscript score of symphony’s 

slow movement73 stored in the Finnish National Library (source C) contains a version 

different from the published one. The Finnish National Library also has a set of matching 

parts for the second movement only, which means that it has probably been performed as a 

separate concert piece. Since I have also seen hand-written orchestra parts of the whole 

symphony with the different version of the slow movement (and without any cuts pencilled 

in), I am convinced that this version was also performed in the premiere of 1916, and maybe 

in some other early performances of the symphony as well. 

 

The score itself has 56 bars more music than the published version, but those bars are neatly 

crossed over, and a three-bar addition has been glued on the score just before the 

recapitulation. The paper for this addition is cut out from the last page of the manuscript, 

which could also (but not necessarily) point to the direction that the composer made this 

change early on. After getting a hold of the composer’s original manuscript of the whole 

symphony (source A), I noticed that it had the same cuts as this separate manuscript. 

 

The slow movement of the symphony, Lento misterioso, is in a ternary form (AABA) where 

the first theme group is in alla breve and the second theme group in 3/2-time. The tonal 

centres are D and F# respectively, but the coda of the work makes a sudden turn from D to B 

natural in the end. Between sections A and B there is also a development section, which 

introduces new thematic material and uses the second half of the first theme in its 

culmination. The movement begins apparently in D major, but the cello melody is in the 

Aeolian dominant scale (or D-mixolydian with a lowered 6th step), which produces a strong 

impression of a minor key. A closer look on the proportions of the sections is as follows: 

 

                                                 
73 Ms.Mus.Mt 1 
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Part 1: 

Bars 1–28 A1: introduction (bars 1–4), theme A1 (bars 5–28, cello solo) 

Bars 29–46 A2: introduction (bars 29–30), theme A2 (bars 31–46, violins and cellos)74 

Bars 47–98 Development section: developing the 2nd half of theme A (bars 47–62), 

introducing a new motif (bars 63–79), culmination with the 2nd half of theme A (bars 

80–98)75 

 

Part 2: 

Bars 99–137 B: introduction (in 2/2 time), theme groups B1 (bars 109–116), B2 (bars 

117–122), B3 (bars 123–133; all in 3/2 time), bridge (bars 135–137)76 

 

Part 3: 

Bars 138–178 A3: introduction (bars 138–146), A3 (bars 147–160, English horn), 

coda (bars 161–178)77 

  

The original version of the Lento misterioso is identical with the published version up until 

bar 134, after which it introduces a new 6-bar theme played twice in F# major and the third 

time in D major.78 This leads directly to a 7-bar introduction, and after that, the A theme 

returns first with violins and cellos, and is played in its entirety (followed by a 15-bar 

codetta), before the last statement with the English horn.79 The entire form is as follows: 

 

Part 1: (identical with the final version) 

 

Part 2: 

Bars 99–134 B: introduction (in 2/2 time), theme groups B1 (bars 109–116), B2 (bars 

117–122), B3 (bars 123–133; all in 3/2 time) 

                                                 
74 Page 47, rehearsal letter B 
75 Page 49, rehearsal letter C 
76 Page 57, rehearsal letter F 
77 Page 59, rehearsal number 11 
78 See Appendix 1 
79 See Appendix 2 
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Bars 135–158 C: C1 (bars 135–141), C2 (bars 142–151; both in F# major), C3 (bars 

152–158, in D major)80 

 

 

Part 3: 

Bars 159–196 A3: introduction (bars 159–165), A3 (bars 166–196, theme in violins 

and cellos without sordinos)81 

Bars 197–230 A4: introduction (bars 197–198), A4 (bars 199–212, theme in English 

horn), coda (bars 213–230)82 

 

Since the handwritten parts for this version are preserved in the Finnish National Library, it 

would be fascinating to put together an orchestra for recording this movement and discover 

how it sounds in full orchestration. It would also possibly shed light to the reasons why 

Madetoja decided to shorten the movement in the final version of the symphony.83 

 

2.1.2 Third movement, Finale – Allegro vivace 

 

The Finale starts, following the romantic symphonic tradition, with the same theme as the 

first movement of the symphony (not unlike Tchaikovsky’s fifth symphony for example). And 

whereas it starts in a scherzo-like mood it concludes with a hymn-like theme just like the third 

symphony of Jean Sibelius, with which this symphony also shares its three-movement 

structure.84 The Finale has a unique form which contains elements of a sonata form and a 

rondo without being either of those. 

 

Bars 1–22 First theme group (begins with first movement’s main theme, also contains 

already hymn theme’s accompaniment) 

                                                 
80 Rehearsal letter G of the sources A and C. The last three bars of this section are not readable, since they are 

under a patch of sheet music paper which has the new transition according to the shorter version. 
81 Seven bars before rehearsal letter I of the sources A and C. 
82 Five bars after rehearsal letter K of the sources A and C. Identical with two bars before rehearsal letter I of the 

published score F. 
83 As I mentioned in chapter Materials and Methods, it was however the wish of the Madetoja Foundation (as the 

owner of the copyrights to the unpublished materials of Leevi Madetoja) not to perform the original version of 

this movement in connection with my doctorate project. It will be possible from the year 2019 on, when 

Madetoja’s compositions will be out of copyright. 
84 Madetoja must have been familiar with the 3rd symphony of Sibelius, which was composed years 1904–1907. 
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Bars 23–48 Second theme group (contains the beginning of the hymn theme)85 

Bars 49–57 Transition86 

Bars 58–95 Andante episode87 

Bars 96–111 Recapitulation (with the same material as the opening)88 

Bars 112–133 First statement of the hymn theme89 

Bars 134–149 Transition (related to the first theme group and the final hymn 

accompaniment)90 

Bars 150–181 Second theme group91 

Bars 182–238 Two statements of the hymn theme (bars 182–205 and 206–238)92 

 

Here the most interesting feature is the way Madetoja presents and recycles musical material. 

The main theme of the first movement is not repeated after its two initial statements, but at 

bar 96 pizzicato strings and woodwinds play its fragment (without the first note), whereas the 

French horn’s answer to it is the same as in the beginning. The first theme group also contains 

the rhythmic motif that becomes the accompaniment of the hymn theme at the rehearsal letter 

K, while the theme fragment in strings and woodwinds is transformed into the 

accompaniment figure of the first appearance of the hymn theme at rehearsal letter F. 

 

The second theme group is characterised by the double stroke of the strings and the leggiero 

accompaniment of the woodwinds. The thematic material starts to appear in the brass; first in 

trumpets, then in horns, and we hear several times a motif which consists of the two first bars 

of the hymn theme. The Andante section is built on motifs moving step-wise in woodwinds 

and basses, and in its second half basses and cellos start an ostinato, which merges into the 

aforementioned theme fragment. 

 

The hymn theme appears first over the ostinato accompaniment of the basses in a soft 

dynamic, grows louder, and then disappears, leading to a transition with the rhythmic motif 

borrowed from the first theme group. Then the second theme group is repeated transposed a 

                                                 
85 Page 65, rehearsal letter B 
86 Page 71, rehearsal letter D 
87 Page 72, rehearsal number 6 
88 Page 74, rehearsal letter E 
89 Page 76, rehearsal letter F 
90 Page 79, rehearsal letter G 
91 Page 81, rehearsal letter H 
92 Page 87, rehearsal letter K 
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half step up, and that finally leads to the triumphant coda where the hymn theme is combined 

with the march accompaniment. Salmenhaara points out the original tonal solution of the 

movement; it starts in F major; the coda is in C major and the last 16 bars modulate to the 

unexpected A major (Salmenhaara 1987: 150). 

 

2.2 Manuscript sources of the symphony 

 

The manuscript sources of Madetoja’s symphonies are scattered between several places 

including the National Library of Finland, the Sibelius Academy, Music Finland (formerly 

known as FIMIC), City Archives of the City of Helsinki93, Lahti Conservatory (formerly 

Vyborg Music School), Sibelius Museum in Turku, and the publisher Fennica Gehrman 

(which has inherited the publishing rights from former Fazer and Westerlund publishing 

houses). Even some Finnish orchestras have manuscript materials in their possession. A 

comprehensive list of the sources does not exist. 

 

In the following subchapters my purpose is to critically compare the three existing manuscript 

scores of the first symphony with the published score. This serves two purposes, 1) to find 

possible errors in the published materials and 2) to shed more light into Madetoja's creative 

process and as a result to stir the performer’s imagination into discovering possible new 

interpretations of the musical text. 

 

The location of the original hand-written copy of Leevi Madetoja’s first symphony (source A) 

was not known when I started my research, but as the result of my inquiries it was found in 

the archives of the publisher Fennica Gehrman. The publishers had not realized that one of the 

two copies in their possession was, in fact, the composer’s original manuscript.94 The 

manuscript contains changes in writing of some rhythms clearly testifying that it was a work-

in-progress, and as a further proof the last page of the first movement has the text “Wiipuri 

15/1 1915 L.M.” (!) written on it. This is clearly a mishap on behalf of the composer, since 

there is a letter from Madetoja to conductor Robert Kajanus dated January 17, 1916 stating 

                                                 
93 The City Archives have a set of hand-written parts of Madetoja’s first symphony formerly used by the 

Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra. At the time of writing this chapter the parts were not available, because they 

were still not catalogued. Now they can be found under the signum Ue:94, but to see them requires getting a 

prior permission from the Helsinki Philharmonic music librarian. 
94 Both manuscripts are now located in the Finnish National Library under signum Ms.Mus.163 Madetoja 4. 
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that the first movement is ready, and there is also other extensive evidence in composer’s 

correspondence that he only began to compose the work late in 1915 (Salmenhaara 1987: 

146). In any case, the score predates the first performance in February 10, 1916. This score 

also has the original version of the slow movement visible under heavy cuts marked in red 

pencil (see below the description of source C for further explanations). 

 

The other hand-written copy of the symphony (source B) found in possession of the publisher 

Fennica Gehrman is much neater in appearance, and at first, I thought that it must represent 

the composer’s final wishes, as it is very similar in content to the printed edition. After 

studying both scores, I am now sure that the B score must have been selected to be the main 

source for the printed edition for the very reason that it is easier to read than A. But because 

the actual editing process happened over thirty years after the death of the composer, there is 

no way of knowing which was the preferred score of the composer, A or B.95 

 

As I mentioned in the section about the form of the symphony, the National Library 

collections at the Helsinki University contain one curiosity concerning the first symphony of 

Leevi Madetoja. They have a separate score (Ms.Mus.Mt 1) and matching parts 

(Ms.Mus.Suomen Säveltäjät 7–8) for the slow movement (Lento misterioso) of the work, and 

it contains 56 bars more music than the published version. I have named this source C. I have 

also seen some string parts of the whole symphony containing the long version of the slow 

movement, which proves that it is the original version and that Madetoja made some cuts in 

the subsequent performances of the work before coming up with the published version.96 

 

2.2.1 Description of the main sources of Madetoja’s 1st symphony 

 

Source A: Composer’s manuscript from 1916. National Library of Finland (signum Ms.Mus. 

163 Madetoja 4/4). Used in performance (rented out by the publisher). Every movement has a 

                                                 
95 Having now performed the piece several times and looked at all the manuscripts, equipped with this 

experience, I am convinced, that B is a hastily done performance copy with many unintended omissions and 

mistakes. It is unfortunate indeed, that this score has been the main source for the published edition F (obviously 

the editor has had both A and B at his disposal when preparing the printed edition), but this kind of mistakes 

might happen when the editors don’t have practical knowledge in performing the piece in question. In my 

opinion this symphony deserves a new edition based on the composer’s original manuscript A. 
96 This was the first of the manuscripts of Madetoja’s first symphony that I could get hold of, because it was 

mentioned in the catalogues of the National Library of Finland. You can imagine my surprise when I saw that 

the score contained a longer version of the symphony’s slow movement, which nobody seemed to know about. 
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separate page numbering; first movement has 34 pages, second 23 pages, third 33 pages. This 

manuscript has the longer version of the second movement with marked cuts to make it 

shorter. 

 

Source B: A performance copy in composer’s handwriting. National Library of Finland 

(signum Ms.Mus.163 Madetoja 4/4). No date. Used in performance (rented out by the 

publisher). Contains the places, names of conductors and dates of performances from years 

1933–1947.97 63 pages. This manuscript has the final (shorter) version of the second 

movement. It has also several metronome markings, presumably in composer’s handwriting. 

 

Source B2: Photocopy of B. Sibelius Academy library. No markings, most likely not used in 

performance. Not relevant to this study but mentioned for the sake of completeness. 

 

Source C: Composer’s manuscript of the 2nd movement only, containing the original longer 

version. National Library of Finland (signum Ms.Mus.Mt1). No date, but the layout matching 

source A and the cuts to the original version suggest that this manuscript precedes source B. 

Used in performance with its own set of parts. 19 pages. 

  

Source F: The current printed edition of the work by Musiikki Fazer Musik from 1984 

(currently available from Fennica Gehrman). 93 pages. 

 

The printed edition (F) contains no bar numbers, but instead it contains both rehearsal letters 

going from A through O, and rehearsal numbers going from 1 to 22.  These letters and 

numbers are already present in the first manuscript A, but in addition A has also a different set 

of rehearsal numbers, running from 2 to 29. 

 

The instrumentation is marked complete on the second page of F, but the percussion and harp 

staves are left out on the first page of the music in F and in B. In A the percussion has its own 

staff (marked Triangolo, Piatti, Tamburino), and so does the harp. 

  

A contains a dedication to the conductor Robert Kajanus with the words ”Omistetaan Robert 

                                                 
97 One interesting find in Fennica Gehrman’s archives was a principal double bass part which contains 

performance history between years 1951–1983, including some information about the duration of the work under 

different conductors. 
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Kajanukselle” (“omistetaan”, instead of the customary form ”omistettu”). In F the dedication 

is in English: ”Dedicated to Robert Kajanus”. In B it is in German: “An Robert Kajanus”. 

 

The following three subchapters are written in a form of errata, first mentioning the rehearsal 

letter or the rehearsal number, then the bar number counting from the former, and then the 

instrument(s) concerned. After the colon follow the description and comparison of the 

sources. It is important to notice, though, that this is not a complete list of the differences 

between the different sources; I have listed just the most obvious of them.98 A more detailed 

list can be found in the Appendix 3 – despite not being complete either, this list nevertheless 

will give a head start for the future editor of a critical edition of Madetoja’s first symphony. 

 

2.2.2 First movement, Allegro 

 

On top of the first page of the source B is written an estimation of duration of 21 min. (for the 

whole symphony, obviously) and a metronome marking: dotted half note equals 72. 

 

Bars 1–4, horns: In A the opening motif has staccato dots only in the first bar. In B both bars 

have staccato here and in the following thematic entrance nine bars later. It is probably safe to 

assume that the composer has meant the motif to be played in a similar manner throughout.99 

 

Rehearsal 1, bars 5–10, strings: In A there are no staccato dots in the main motif. In B they 

are added throughout.100 

 

Rehearsal 8, bar 8: In A there has been, instead of Meno Allegro, an earlier tempo marking of 

Allegretto followed by another word which cannot be read anymore. There is a metronome 

marking of 54 for a dotted half note (the only metronome marking found in A). B has the 

same metronome marking at this spot. 

 

Rehearsal E, bar 9: In F the marking here is Allargando. In A the allargando is written small 

                                                 
98 Many of which caught my eye only after the performances. The more experience you have with the work the 

easier it is to spot irregularities in the scores. 
99 See the discussion about the problem how to articulate this motif in brass, strings and woodwinds in chapter 

4.1.1. 
100 See the discussion in chapter 4.1.1. 
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in pencil only above the first violin staff. In B there is allarg. both above the strings and the 

woodwinds.101 

 

Rehearsal E, bar 13: In A there is an added Tranquillo? above the Tempo I as well as (tranq.) 

above the violins and at the bottom of the page.102 

 

Rehearsal E, bars 15–22, oboes: In A there are clear accents marked in both oboe entrances. 

 

Rehearsal 14, timpani: In A the timpani entry is marked fp, in B mfp. The next timpani entry 

in both sources is marked p although the surrounding dynamics are the same as in the 

previous entry. 

 

Rehearsal L, bar 13: A has here Tempo I (ma tranq.), whereas B has only Tempo I. 

Nevertheless, F has here Tempo I (ma tranquilllo), when the similar place in the beginning 

had only Tempo I, possibly giving the performer the (wrong) idea that the tempo here should 

be different from Tempo I.103 

 

Rehearsal L, bar 19, oboes: A has clearly marked accents in this place, in B and F they are 

missing. 

 

Rehearsal 20, bar 6: In both A and B the tempo marking here is poco a poco meno allegro al. 

The important final word “al” is missing from F, which makes the extent of this slowing 

down unclear. According to the manuscript, the tempo is supposed to slow down all the way 

to Quasi lento, and that is emphasized by the performer’s marking “Hitaammin” (slower) as 

well as two arrows pointing left on both six-bar phrases after rehearsal 21: poco a poco meno 

allegro al Quasi lento.104 

 

                                                 
101 Looking at A it seems that the allargando has come to the composer as an afterthought and it is perhaps not 

such a big event as the way it is written in F suggests. 
102 To me this implies that the tempo must be about the same as at rehearsal B, a tempo (pochissimo meno 

allegro). 
103 I admit having fallen in this trap too when studying the score for the first time. 
104 For me this was the spot that changed the most in the whole symphony after I saw the manuscripts, and the 

only one where my tempo plan was clearly altered from what it was before. 
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After the last bar A contains a place and date marked: “Wiipuri 15.1.1915 L.M”.105 Source B 

has a duration marked here, 6 ½ min. 

 

2.2.3 Second movement, Lento Misterioso 

 

Source B contains a metronome marking, half note equals 40. 

 

Bars 1–5, strings: C has no con sordino marked here (obviously a mistake).106 

 

Rehearsal A, bar 13 until rehearsal 3, Gran cassa: A has here pp, dim. possibile, and in bar 3 

after rehearsal B the dynamic is p (louder than before). This dynamic is missing from F, 

which is surely a mistake. B has the dynamic correctly, but no diminuendo. C has the p 

marked two bars earlier, at B, which would also be a logical place for a dynamic change, due 

to the entrance of double basses and bassoons.107 In A there is no tie between 5th and 6th bars 

after rehearsal B, and in C the tie has been purposefully erased. In B and F the tie continues, 

which seems to be a mistake. In A and C there is also a diminuendo hairpin two bars before 

rehearsal 3, missing from B and F. 

 

Rehearsal C until rehearsal D, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns and strings: Articulation of 

the dotted rhythm is inconsistently marked in all the sources and this inconsistency has been 

copied to F. At C the bass clarinet should have staccato dots logically, since it plays in unison 

with the oboes that are marked staccato. Similarly, the horn from bar 3 after C onwards 

should have staccato dots, since it plays in unison with the second violins that are marked 

staccato. The horns are here marked marcato. At rehearsal 4 every part which had staccato 

dots before (plus clarinets, bassoons and cellos) is now marked marcato. I interpret this as 

simile, that is, continuing to articulate the dotted rhythm as if the staccato dots would still be 

written on them. 

                                                 
105 We know that the symphony was composed in the beginning of 1916, therefore this is clearly a mishap by the 

composer. It happens so often that right after the year has changed one is still in the habit of writing the past year 

in dates. 
106 The basses are not marked con sordino in any of the scores, but that is a very commonplace omission, 

probably because it used to be rare for double bass players to own sordinos. It is nevertheless a valid solution to 

ask the basses use sordinos from rehearsal A until rehearsal B where the rest of the strings are marked senza 

sordino. 
107 In retrospect I think that this would probably be the correct place for the dynamic change, especially since it 

has been important to Madetoja to also cut the legato tie of the Gran cassa to synchronize the beginning of the 

phrase with the double basses six bars later. 
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Rehearsal 5, from bar 6 until rehearsal F, timpani: In F the dynamic markings are copied from 

B and they are surely misplaced (which you will see if you compare them with the trumpets 

and trombones). In A and C, the dynamics follow logically the rest of the orchestra, starting 

from mf and a crescendo hairpin in the following bar. 1 bar after rehearsal E there is an accent 

followed by cresc., but no new dynamic (in B and F there is a f here). Bar 4 after E should be 

ff, the following bar has diminuendo hairpin, then mf, and again crescendo until ff, after which 

all the sources have dim. assai. 

 

Rehearsal E until rehearsal 6, bassoons, trumpets, trombones: This passage has gone through 

a re-instrumentation, and the original version is still completely untouched in C. The bassoons 

have originally been both in the low register, the trumpets voiced so that the third trumpet is 

the lowest, and the first trombone has been playing in unison with the (original) second 

trumpet. In A there is a performer remark in Swedish, “riktigt I stämmorna” meaning, that the 

parts have this place correctly (revised). In B this passage has the same pitches as in F, but the 

dynamics are different; both at the second bar after E and at bar six there is f followed by 

diminuendo.108 

 

Rehearsal E, bar 6, second violins: The first note in this bar is clearly marked b natural in both 

A and B (in C the come I viol. has mistakenly been extended over this place), but it is in 

contradiction with the changing harmony, especially in woodwinds, first trumpet and first 

trombone who all have b-flat on the first beat. If the first quarter note would be played very 

short, just as a rounding off the tremolo in the previous bar, it could go unnoticed, but I 

decided to change it to b-flat in my performances, in analogy to rehearsal 6. 

 

Rehearsal 6, bars 3–5, bass clarinet, bassoons, timpani: In F (and B) the diminuendos seem to 

be misplaced. In A timpani has dim. possibile in bar 4 after rehearsal 6, and both bass clarinet 

and bassoons a bar later. 

 

                                                 
108 Both dynamic plans around rehearsal E are logical – in both A and B (and C) the dynamics of the timpani 

follow the dynamics of trumpets and trombones. Unfortunately, what has made its way in the printed score is a 

mixture of the two different approaches, which makes no musical sense when you look at this detail closely. I am 

also tempted to ask, why is there no accent in the sixth bar (in bassoons, low brass, timpani, and basses)? 

Perhaps a mistake by the composer? In retrospect I am fonder of the dynamic plan in A, but I have not yet heard 

it convincingly played, nor done it myself so far. 
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Rehearsal 9, bar 2, oboe: Source A has diminuendo here, which is missing in all other sources 

but would be analogous with bar 6 after rehearsal 8. 

 

 (Original) rehearsal G (bar 10 after rehearsal 10) and H (missing from sources B and F): At 

this point in sources A and C there is a section marked poco meno lento in F# major lasting 

for 17 bars, followed by a section (rehearsal H) in D major which lasts for 8 bars and leads to 

rehearsal 11. The three last bars of this section are not possible to read in the manuscripts109, 

because they are covered by a new transition which is taped over the original. Also, the bars 

14–21 after G probably have some changes, because this section is written over a separate 

piece of music sheet which is glued on top of the original page.110 In this section the strings 

are also marked senza sord., and the sordinos have originally been put back at rehearsal K 

(missing from B and F), four bars before the English horn solo. 

 

Rehearsal 11, Gran cassa: A and C have originally had Gran cassa tremolo here, but it has 

been erased after the cut from the 7th bar until rehearsal 12 has been made. In A the tremolo 

goes on for 15 bars in an analogous manner with the very beginning of the movement. In C 

the Gran cassa line is accidentally left empty after the 5th bar for the next 8 bars after which it 

reappears on the timpani line for the remaining two bars. 

 

(Original) rehearsal I, eight bars after rehearsal 11: Here the sources A and C have another 

section which is cut away from the final version. It is practically the same music as in 

rehearsal B, but with oboes joining flutes in the accompaniment figure, strings playing 

without sordinos, and with a prolonged ending leading to the English horn solo in rehearsal 

12. 

 

After the last bars A contains a duration estimate of 9–10 minutes, while B has 8’. C has a 

number 6 written after the last bar which in this context makes no sense. I suppose that the 

composer has estimated the original longer version of the slow movement to last 9–10 

minutes, whereas the final edited version is approximately 8 minutes long. 

 

                                                 
109 But they are legible in the parts. 
110 This previously unknown section of music is the most interesting single discovery I had when I looked at the 

manuscripts. In my opinion the existence of the earlier version of the slow movement together with all the other 

(mostly minor) corrections of the score based on the earliest manuscript justify publishing a new edition of this 

symphony. 
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2.2.4 Third movement, Finale – Allegro vivace 

 

Rehearsal 1, Tamburo militare: A has an accent followed by ppp, B an accent followed by pp. 

F is missing the accent, a likely mistake. 

 

Rehearsal E until rehearsal F, oboes and clarinets: In A the oboe line three bars after rehearsal 

9 has been given to clarinets in Bb, and after that there is an instruction to muta in A. 

However, there are pencil markings Oboi and Ob! in A, and in source B the line has been 

written to oboe like in F, with reminder to the clarinet to muta in A one bar before rehearsal 9. 

However, in B the flute line is missing altogether! So, F is a combination of both A and B.111 

 

Rehearsal H, bar 6, woodwinds and strings: In F and B the diminuendos and crescendos are 

misplaced. In A here, like in the similar place one bar before rehearsal 3, the ascending lines 

have crescendo, and the descending lines diminuendo. 

 

Rehearsal K: In A there is a reminder in composer’s handwriting saying “Obs! Staccato!”. 

There is also a marking from a performer saying “Ruhig! Fest!” above the strings.112 

 

Rehearsal L, Gran cassa: In A it is visible that at this moment the composer has originally 

wanted to add Gran cassa, but he has later erased it. Gran cassa has played tremolo all the way 

until rehearsal 18. 

 

Rehearsal 18, bar 3: In A there has been a pencilled fermata in this bar, which has then been 

erased. 

 

After the last bar at the bottom of the page of A there are numbers 21–22, probably meaning 

that the duration of the whole symphony is 21–22 minutes. After the last bar of B there is a 

marking 7’ which matches the duration of the Finale. 

 

                                                 
111 The pencilled marking on page 52 of B, “Vrt. II partit.” is thus most likely by the editor’s hand sometime in 

the 80’s. The interesting thing here is, are the flutes left out by accident or on purpose? Comparing the scores to 

the hand-written parts might bring an answer to this question. 
112 Markings in German. Ruhig is calm in English, but Fest can mean either a celebration, or it could also be an 

adjective meaning firm or solid. Both meanings are possible in this context. 
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All the mistakes and omissions to the Finale of the symphony were minor, such as missing 

accents or missing short diminuendos, and the kinds of things that could easily go unnoticed. 

Among the most interesting details in my opinion are the changes in instrumentation – for 

example, did the composer erase the final Gran cassa tremolo before or after the first 

performance? For me the tempo information that the Allegro three bars after rehearsal E is 

approximately the same as Tempo I was also an important confirmation which helped in 

making the tempo plan for this movement. 

 

2.2.5 Tempo and duration markings in the manuscript scores 

 

The metronome markings in the manuscripts are sparse, as seen. In A the only metronome 

marking is the Meno allegro of the first movement which gives 54 for a dotted quarter note. 

The score B contains this, and a couple of more metronome markings: beginning tempo for 

the first movement is 72 for a dotted half note, and the beginning tempo for the second 

movement Lento misterioso is 40 for a half note. None of the above have made their way to 

the printed edition for some reason, but since they seem to be in the handwriting of the 

composer, I would consider them trustworthy, and I used them in preparation for my Tallinn 

performance of the symphony. 

 

Both A and B also contain information on the duration of the symphony and its individual 

movements. For the total duration A gives 21–22 minutes, while B gives 21 minutes. First 

movement has no estimate in A, but B gives the duration as 6 ½ minutes. Second movement 

according to A is 9–10 minutes long (possibly meaning the original version) while B gives the 

duration as 8 minutes. The Finale is marked as being 7 minutes long in B, while A gives no 

estimate. All these estimates fall close to most recorded performances of the work, except the 

original (A) estimate of the slow movement. 

 

2.3 Analysis of the existing recordings of Madetoja’s 1st symphony 

 

There appears to be a widespread prejudice in the profession of conductors against listening to 

recordings. For example Erich Leinsdorf speaks in his book The Composer's Advocate: A 

Radical Orthodoxy for Musicians very strongly against using them for study purposes, 
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thinking that the limitations of the recordings distract us from noticing the variety of details 

implied in the score (Leinsdorf 1981: 2). But on the other hand, for example the famous flute 

player James Galway113 has very honestly said that he would not be the artist he is today if he 

did not have the chance to repeatedly listen to great interpretations of great flute players from 

recordings in his youth (Galway 1982: 178–182). There is also evidence that, for example 

Carlos Kleiber liked to acquaint himself with all the possible recordings of the works he 

himself was planning to conduct (Matheopoulos 1982: 410). 

 

In my opinion, there is no question about the usefulness of the recordings. If we think of the 

conducting giants of the past like Artur Nikisch114, during his lifetime people either went to 

concerts all the time, or, like Nikisch, played in the orchestra, and this was the way to learn 

the core repertoire of the day115 – by repeatedly hearing it performed by other conductors. In 

the era of recordings, we had the luxury of doing this study from our own living rooms, which 

meant we could listen to more good music in a shorter time compared to the previous 

generations. James Galway himself points out that “Not that there’s anything to equal the 

excitement of a live concert, but for a study of a piece or a performance, the record is the 

thing.” (Galway 1982: 179). My opinion is, that it would be most unwise to deprive oneself 

from these advances of technology, and to say that you somehow will lose your individuality 

by doing so is a questionable argument.116 

  

There are altogether four commercial recordings of Madetoja’s 1st symphony (see Table 1.), 

all of them being fairly recent. The earliest is by the Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra with 

Leif Segerstam, recorded in 1991, and the latest by the Helsinki Philharmonic and John 

Storgårds from 2013. The two others are by the Iceland Symphony Orchestra and Petri Sakari 

(1992) and by the Oulu Symphony Orchestra with Arvo Volmer (1999), as part of Oulu 

Symphony’s Madetoja Complete Works series. 

 

                                                 
113 Sir James Galway (born 8 December 1939) is an Irish virtuoso flute player from Belfast. He was principal 

flute of the Berlin Philharmonic under Herbert von Karajan and became one of the first flute players to establish 

an international career as a soloist. 
114 Artur Nikisch (12 October 1855 – 23 January 1922) was a Hungarian conductor who performed 

internationally, holding posts in Boston, London, Leipzig and Berlin. He was considered an outstanding 

interpreter of the music of Bruckner, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven and Liszt. Before his conducting career he played 

violin in the Vienna Philharmonic and in the Bayreuth Festival orchestra. 
115 The repertoire of the day was spread also as piano and chamber music arrangements (Hausmusik) for playing 

with family or friends, serving the same function as listening to recordings at home in modern times. 
116 If a performer is intelligent, he will not be negatively affected by what he hears; if not, then at least he will 

likely be copying a solid performance that has been deemed worthy of recording, which is better than nothing! 
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Table 1.  Existing publicly available recordings of Madetoja’s first symphony 

 

Conductor Orchestra Year 

Martti Similä (1898–1958) Finnish Radio Orchestra 

 

1956, live performance  

Paavo Rautio (1924–2005) Tampere Philharmonic Orchestra 

 

1980, live performance 

Leif Segerstam (1944–) Finnish Radio Orchestra 

 

1991, studio recording 

Petri Sakari (1958–) Iceland Symphony Orchestra 

 

1992, studio recording 

Arvo Volmer (1962–) Oulu Symphony Orchestra 1999, studio recording 

John Storgårds (1963–) Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra 2013, studio recording 

  

 

In addition to the commercial recordings, there are two archival recordings at YLE (Finnish 

Broadcasting Company) archives, the oldest being by the Finnish RSO and Martti Similä117 in 

1956, and the later one by the Tampere Philharmonic orchestra and Paavo Rautio118 from 

1980. Martti Similä’s recording has some significance, since he not only was from Oulu 

himself just like the composer, but he also knew Madetoja personally and performed his 

works regularly in his concerts and wrote some articles about Madetoja’s music. Thus, his 

performance just nine years after the death of the composer might have echoes of the way 

Madetoja’s music was played during his lifetime. On the other hand, it is good to keep in 

mind that there is no shortage of anecdotes proving Similä’s dislike of rehearsals and his low 

work ethic (Sirén 2010: 317). 

                                                 
117 Martti Iisakki Similä (April 9, 1898 in Oulu – January 9, 1958 in Lahti) was a Finnish pianist, conductor, 

composer, singer and actor and a close friend of Jean Sibelius. 
118 Paavo Taneli Rautio (March 23, 1924 in Helsinki – March 28, 2005 in Tampere) was a Finnish conductor and 

violinist. He was the chief conductor of Tampere Philharmonic 1974–1987. 
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One more thing to consider before analysing the recordings is to make some assumptions of 

the scores and orchestra materials in use. Since the printed edition of the score was published 

in 1984, Similä and Rautio have surely been using the hand-written scores in their recorded 

performances. Which score, A or B, is almost impossible to figure out without additional 

information. Sakari and Volmer recalled using the printed score in their recordings, while the 

musicians played from hand-written parts. Likely Segerstam had the same setup for his 1991 

recording. Only Storgårds has had both the printed score, and printed parts for his musicians, 

since the parts only came out in 2002.119 

 

In analysing the recordings, I am going to follow in the footsteps of Gunther Schuller, who is 

dissecting several standard repertoire pieces in his 1997 book The Compleat Conductor. I will 

be concentrating on the tempo and articulation choices of the conductors, because obviously 

those two factors will have the biggest variety among the interpretations120, but I will also 

highlight any interesting differences in the details between the recordings. 

 

2.3.1 First movement, Allegro 

 

When analysing the tempo markings of the first movement it becomes clear, that there are 

basically four different tempos in the first movement, two of them being very close to each 

other and only separated by the word pochissimo (“very little” in Italian).121  In the 

manuscripts there are two metronome markings, 72 BPM122 for a dotted half note for the 

Allegro, and 54 BPM for Meno Allegro. We can assert without any doubt that Similä (1956) 

and Rautio (1980) have been using hand written scores (that might have had one or more of 

the mentioned metronome markings in them), whereas the later performances most likely 

                                                 
119 If you carefully listen to the timpani part on pages 54–55 of the score, you can hear that with Storgårds and 

Volmer the timpanists are playing according to the printed score, and not according to the dynamics in the 

original manuscript score A. In Similä’s and Rautio’s recordings you hear the original dynamics, and also 

Sakari’s recording sounds closer to the original. 
120 They also are the factors a conductor can easily influence during performance. Of course, dynamics and 

balance belong to this category too, but in a commercial recording their realisation might depend more on the 

recording engineer than the conductor. 
121 To list them here, they are: Allegro, pochissimo meno Allegro, which could be the same as the Tempo I (ma 

tranquillo), Meno Allegro, and the final Quasi Lento. 
122 Beats per minute 
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have been conducted from the printed score from 1984.123 The latter contains no metronome 

markings, and that might explain why Segerstam and Storgårds are so far off the mark in the 

beginning tempo compared to the other performers, Segerstam being the fastest at 80 BPM 

and Storgårds the slowest at 66 BPM. All the other conductors fall very neatly in the region of 

72 BPM in the beginning page. 

 

The first marked tempo change at rehearsal letter B124, a tempo (pochissimo meno Allegro)125, 

has been interpreted in wildly different tempos. Segerstam, slows down 20 metronome points 

from 80 to 60, which shows total disregard for the word pochissimo here. Sakari slows down 

10 points from 72 to 62, and Volmer 6 points from 72 to 66. Storgårds slows down 4 points 

from his already slow starting tempo, but he is true to the spirit of this tempo change. The 

closest to the letter of the score is Similä who comes down from 72 three points to 69, which 

is just one step down in the scale of a mechanical metronome.126 Rautio, after the marked 

ritenuto, returns to the exact same 72 BPM he started with, maybe just looking for a different 

colour or character for the music that follows.127  

 

Almost all the performers have a temptation to take a faster tempo at the forte three bars 

before rehearsal number 5. Sakari follows his instinct128 here and returns to Tempo primo, 

even though nor the printed score neither the manuscripts show any tempo change here. To 

his credit he is doing the same thing in the recapitulation at rehearsal letter G, so he is being 

consistent. In my opinion this interpretation is based on the fact, that Sakari takes the first 

pochissimo meno Allegro quite slowly and when this episode is both times followed by the 

                                                 
123 Madetoja’s first symphony received its first printed score in 1984, published by Fazer, and to this day that is 

the only available score of the work. Before that the publishers rented out hand written scores (sources A and B 

to be exact). 
124 The printed score and all the orchestra materials only have rehearsal letters and rehearsal numbers, originating 

in the composer’s manuscript. None of the available materials has bar numbers. 
125 I think it is necessary to remind that a tempo and Tempo I (or Tempo primo) do not mean the same thing. A 

tempo is marked when an alteration in tempo, such as ritenuto or accelerando will cease its effect. Of course, the 

resulting tempo could also be the same as the first tempo of the movement, or Tempo primo. 
126 Just for the record, the original metronome had the following settings: 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 

60, 63, 66, 69, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 92, 96, 100, 104, 108, 112, 116, 120, 126, 132, 138, 144, 152, 160, 168, 176, 

184, 192, 200, 208, and before the electronical metronomes this tempo scale used to be familiar to composers 

and instrumentalists alike. Thus, the word pochissimo in this context cannot be expressed much more perfectly 

than by a tempo that is just one notch down from Tempo primo. 
127 This evokes the question, how exactly can a conductor produce a certain tempo, and if the conductor is able to 

do it, will the orchestra understand it? In my experience the musical collective has always a certain expectation 

of the tempo in any given place in the music, and if the conductor falls close enough to the expectations, he will 

be understood. 
128 Musical instinct could be a topic of a whole new study, but the fact is that a sensitive musician will 

immediately feel if, for example, a theme does not sound natural in some tempo, and will adjust accordingly. 
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principal motif, the music would not have the same forward pushing character as in the 

opening of the symphony. This was one of the points of the interpretation I discussed with 

Sakari and Volmer later (see chapter 4.1.1 and Volmer’s comment on “tempo injection”). 

 

Another test to the faithfulness towards the score’s tempo indications comes one bar after 

rehearsal 7, where it is written poco a poco rit., and, if correctly read, this ritardando129 

should stretch over 16 bars resulting in the following Meno Allegro. The only conductors with 

patience to slow down gradually are Sakari and Similä. All the others relax the tempo where 

they see the marking, stay in the new tempo for a while, and then make a more obvious 

ritenuto at the end of the cello solo, before Meno Allegro. 

 

Meno Allegro has, again, been interpreted in a multitude of ways, which is yet another proof 

that there is no established performing tradition concerning this symphony. The manuscript 

copy had a metronome marking 54 at this point, but only Storgårds hits this tempo right away. 

The slowest is again Segerstam at 40 BPM, followed by Sakari at 44 BPM. Rautio is the 

fastest at 58, Volmer very close at 52, and Similä is somewhat slower at 50 (in his live 

performance the ensemble is very chaotic at this point).130 

 

The next signpost is the Tempo I twelve bars before the rehearsal number 10. In the printed 

score there is no ambiguity here – the tempo should be the same as in the beginning. 

However, when the same music appears in the end of the movement, there is an added ma 

tranquillo in parentheses. In the original manuscript there is a pencilled Tranquillo? at this 

point, and it did not make its way to any of the subsequent scores. Therefore the question is: 

should we take this tempo marking at face value, or believe the marking that is in a similar 

section towards the end of the movement? And would the tranquillo really mean a 

modification of the tempo, or just a reminder not to rush? 

 

Table 2 shows how consistent (or inconsistent) the six conductors are concerning the Tempo I 

and its variant a tempo (pochissimo meno allegro) in this movement. 

                                                 
129 Most musicians make no difference between ritenuto and ritardando, but for those who like to split hairs 

ritenuto is understood to be a more sudden slowing down, ritardando more gradual. It is notable, that at this 

point Madetoja wrote out in the manuscript score the tempo marking as poco a poco ritardando. 
130 Here it is interesting to note different attitudes towards the motif five bars after rehearsal letter E. Leif 

Segerstam likes to take his time playing this quarter-note motif in violins, cellos and horns, while some others 

push the tempo forward. 
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Table 2. Comparison of fast tempos in recordings of Madetoja’s first symphony, first 

movement 

 

Conductor Allegro Tempo I, 

p. 18 

Tempo I (ma 

tranquillo), p. 36 

a tempo (pochissimo 

meno allegro, p. 7 

a tempo, 

p. 21 

Similä 72 72 72 69 69 

Rautio 72 75 78 (!) 72 75 

Segerstam 80 57 (!) 59 60 57 

Sakari 72 70 70 62 62 

Volmer 72 72 72 66 68 

Storgårds 66 70 68 62 66 

 

We can clearly see that Similä, despite all the technical shortcomings of this live performance, 

is being the most consistent concerning the tempo of the first movement. Volmer is also very 

consistent, as well as Sakari, apart from his own added Tempo primo both times after a tempo. 

Rautio seems to be suffering from a tendency to rush the tempos more and more throughout 

the movement, and in the case of Segerstam and Storgårds there seems to be little consistency. 

 

Coming back to the aforementioned Tempo I, it is followed by the second a tempo -marking 

(on page 21 of the printed score), but without pochissimo meno allegro. We can safely assume 

that it belongs there, however, since the music is the same as in the earlier statement. This 

passage leads to the development section which culminates in the scalar passages at rehearsal 

number 14. Again, we can hear completely different approaches to this music, Rautio rushing 

through the development section at 77 versus Segerstam going on at a leisurely 58 – a 

difference of almost 20 points. 

 

After the development section we arrive at the second Meno Allegro. Logically, it should be at 

the same tempo as the previous one, but it seems not a simple task to hit the same speed twice 

(see Table 3). 
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Table 3. Comparison of slow tempos in recordings of Madetoja’s first symphony, first 

movement 

 

Conductor Meno Allegro, p. 14 Meno Allegro, p. 32 Quasi lento, p. 43 

Similä 50 50–54 46 

Rautio 58 62 50 

Segerstam 40 44–40 27 

Sakari 44 44 30 

Volmer 52 54 40 

Storgårds 54 52–50 35 

 

Only Sakari and Similä arrive at the exact same tempo again, and Similä soon speeds up 

slightly. Segerstam starts somewhat faster, but then slows down to sluggish 40 BPM.131 

Rautio is surprisingly fast the second time, Volmer is quite close to the manuscript’s 54, and 

Storgårds takes the tempo slower the second time round, and still slows it down some more. 

 

After the second Meno Allegro there follows a Tempo I (ma tranquillo) which leads to a mini-

development culminating in fortissimo at rehearsal number 20. After that there is a section 

marked poco a poco meno allegro, and now it is notable that only the manuscripts have the 

very important word al written after it, meaning that the slowing down should result in the 

following tempo, which is Quasi lento. This is a fact which probably none of the conductors 

who used the printed score knew, but it is still implied, since poco a poco meno allegro needs 

to finish somewhere, in any case. What most of the conductors mistakenly do is that they slow 

down for eight bars, and assume the resulting tempo is reached where there is the next 

thematic material (an augmented version of a motif from the beginning of the transition), 

which is at rehearsal number 21. Rautio, Segerstam and Storgårds keep this section exactly in 

tempo, while Similä and Volmer slow it down just slightly. The only one who again does a 

terrific job in pacing the slowing-down is Sakari. 

 

The final Quasi lento once more shows us how different the results can be, when Segerstam 

                                                 
131 In my opinion the point of Meno Allegro is, that it is a modification of the original Allegro, and thus should 

not become Andante or Adagio. I would like the Meno Allegro to be in a moving tempo somewhere between 50 

and 60 (in my first performance I did it approximately in 50), so I think the marking 54 BPM for the dotted half-

note in the manuscripts is a very good guideline – and probably it comes from the composer himself. 
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slows the music down all the way to 27 BPM, while Rautio’s live performance keeps the 

tempo at 50, almost twice Segerstam’s speed.132 Besides that, Madetoja writes sempre 

lentando at the end of the horn melody, and only Segerstam and Sakari spell this out by 

clearly slowing the tempo down one more time.133 

 

2.3.2 Second movement, Lento misterioso 

 

The tempo structure of Lento misterioso is deceivingly simple. The beginning tempo should 

stay the same until rehearsal letter C, and from there on there should be a gradual Poco a poco 

string. (al doppio movimento) through Agitato, poco a poco più mosso until establishing 

Doppio movimento one bar after rehearsal letter E. After that there is a ritardando until Poco 

tranquillo (ma più mosso che Tempo I), followed by a short ritenuto to Tempo I, and the final 

three bars are marked Lento possibile. Thus there are altogether four tempos, and their 

relationships are clearly defined by the composer. Nevertheless, none of the six conductors 

and their orchestras follow this simple tempo plan. Table 4 shows the tempo in four different 

points (per quarter note) in the first section from the beginning to the rehearsal letter C. 

 

Table 4. Comparison of the tempos (beats per minute for a quarter note) in the first section of 

the slow movement. 

 

Conductor Lento misterioso A, p. 45 B, p. 47 3, p. 48 

Similä 63 82 84 90 

Rautio 70 75 73 78 

Segerstam 56 60 63 68 

Sakari 66 72 68 78 

Volmer 82 84 88 92 

Storgårds 74 75 84 84 

 

                                                 
132 Segerstam also adds accents to the tremolo notes where the g# appears! He also has his ”special accented 

tremolo” added at one bar before rehearsal letter F. 
133 To manage this kind of a detail is not only depending on the conductor and his concept of the piece, but it 

requires great skill from the instrumentalists as well. In a live performance you might realise that the horn 

players are tired, and you’d like to give them a bit of relief by not slowing down too much. But when you are 

making a recording and leaving a legacy, the conductor in my opinion should put the artistic considerations 

before anything else. 
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The inability or the unwillingness of the six experienced conductors to keep one tempo is 

puzzling, since looking at rehearsal letter C and onwards it is clear that Madetoja is 

completely capable of writing a long accelerando. So why make it where none is written? 

Similä has accelerated 27 (!) metronome points before any stringendo has been indicated.134 

Segerstam and Sakari both accelerate 12 points in their respective tempos, Volmer and 

Storgårds ten points. The conductor most capable of restraint is Rautio with only 8 points of 

acceleration. 

 

One of the possible problems here is choosing a too slow tempo to begin with. In the 

manuscript copy there was a pencilled-in 40 BPM for a half note, which would mean 80 BPM 

for the quarter note. The conductors who start close to this are Volmer with 82, Storgårds with 

74 and Rautio with 70. Sakari comes close to this tempo (78) finally after some acceleration. 

 

Articulation of the ostinato which starts the movement by two flutes and the violas is also 

something that might influence the tempo. Madetoja has written no rests here, but obviously 

the wind players need to breath at some point. Volmer has solved this so, that every bar is 

clearly separated from others, and thus it is possible for the flute players to breath whenever it 

is necessary without interrupting the flow.135 Most of the other conductors, especially 

Segerstam, Sakari and Storgårds, want to create an uninterrupted legato line, therefore they 

have opted for the flutists taking breath approximately in every fourth bar. Since the placing 

of the breaths can be problematic, the phrase lengths not being equal, I myself am somewhat 

fonder of Volmer’s solution. An additional question is: should the violas adopt the same 

articulation, or provide sustain? 

 

The next interesting question is: what do the conductors do when they arrive at rehearsal letter 

C, where the acceleration is meant to start? Similä, Rautio and Storgårds start to go here faster 

suddenly, as if there were a new tempo marking, which is a clear misreading of the score. 

Segerstam, Sakari and Volmer keep the tempo steady at this point and start to accelerate 

gradually after it (although they too were already doing a slight acceleration since the 

beginning). 

                                                 
134 Partly to blame is the principal cellist of the Finnish RSO (most likely Pentti Rautawaara who was the 

principal cello at that time) who starts rushing the tempo immediately, and the conductor has no other choice 

than to follow, since this was a live performance. See the discussion on this movement in chapter 4.1.2. 
135 In his later performances of the work Volmer seems to have changed his mind about this detail, see our 

discussion in chapter 4.1.2. 
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The composer had marked Agitato, poco a poco più mosso at D, where there is new thematic 

material and a triplet figure appears in the accompaniment. The acceleration should continue 

through this section, but one of the conductors, Rautio, has come to his peak tempo (75) 

already here and is not able to make it faster, therefore when he reaches Doppio movimento, 

he goes slower, at 72 BPM, probably to be able to bring out a good fortissimo. The other 

conductors can keep up the acceleration. 

 

Doppio movimento literally means double tempo, but here we must again ask: how did the 

conductors manage to do it, and did they understand it as double tempo compared to the 

starting tempo or compared to whatever their tempo was before the marked stringendo? In 

Table 5, I have presented these three points for comparison, as well as the final Tempo I. Only 

Rautio and Storgårds come really close to doubling their beginning tempo, while Volmer 

succeeds best in doubling the tempo during the stringendo. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of tempos in the slow movement 

 

Conductor Lento 

misterioso 

Rehearsal 3, p. 

48 

Doppio 

movimento (half 

note), p. 54 

Tempo I, p. 59 

Similä 63 90 100 90 

Rautio 70 78 72 72 

Segerstam 56 68 80 56 

Sakari 66 78 84 68 

Volmer 82 92 90 88 

Storgårds 74 84 76 80 

 

Ideally this row should contain the same numbers or at least numbers just a few points apart 

from each other. Most consistent seems to be Rautio with only 8 points of variation overall 

and coming very close to his original tempo in the end. Volmer and Storgårds are not so bad 

either, both within 10 points or variation. 

 

There is a method that gives an idea how can one decide the beginning tempo for this 
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movement if there is no metronome marking. As we can see, the Doppio movimento final 

tempo has variation from 72 to 100 in these six performances. It obviously depends not only 

on the conductor’s taste but also on the abilities of the orchestra, how fast or slow this Agitato 

character can be played in full fortissimo.136 But if we can imagine that result, we could just 

as easily halve that tempo and take that number for the beginning tempo (in this case, taking 

the half note of Doppio movimento and using it as the quarter note in Lento misterioso). But 

as the numbers show, this has not been the preferred method for most of the conductors in 

question, or at least realising it in performance or a recording has proved to be very difficult. 

 

The two tempos we did not yet discuss are the Poco tranquillo (ma più mosso che Tempo I) 

and the final Lento possibile. In Poco tranquillo there is a big variation from 42 BPM of 

Segerstam to 60 of Storgårds, but all of them are faster than the original tempo. Similä, Rautio 

and Segerstam do not keep this tempo stable, but it is changing according to how the wind 

players play their motifs. It is impossible to say if this has been a conscious decision or 

resulting of the conductor’s (or musicians’) inability to keep a steady pulse. In the final 

Tempo I, Similä and Sakari seem to have some problems synchronising with the English horn 

solo. 

 

Lento possibile, meaning as slowly as possible, is only realised by Segerstam, Sakari and 

Storgårds. Rautio seems to disregard this instruction and stays in the same tempo as before.137 

 

2.3.3 Third movement, Finale – Allegro vivace 

 

The tempo structure of the Finale of Madetoja’s first symphony is simple and has not caused 

much trouble to any of the six conductors. The variation nevertheless is big and interesting to 

                                                 
136 I recall a phrase I learned from one of my teachers (it was probable said by Christopher Seaman during 

summer 2009 in Aspen, since I clearly recall that the term was introduced in English), which is ”tempo of 

success”. That means the tempo in which the musical result will be the best with this group in these 

circumstances. Sometimes, especially if we are working with students or amateurs, it can be very far from the 

original tempo marking, or from the tempo we as artists would like to have, but to ensure success and a pleasing 

listening experience to our audience, we must be flexible and realistic sometimes. This is a term that I eagerly 

pass on to my conducting students, especially when I see a young and enthusiastic conductor trying to demand 

impossible things from the orchestra. 
137 I have noticed that extremely slow tempos are hard to rehearse. It seems that the orchestra musicians get 

frustrated when nothing seemingly happens – usually slow parts are technically easy. It also asks courage to keep 

a slow tempo in a performance or to hold a final fermata long enough to be effective. My guideline is: hold the 

final fermata of a movement or a piece until you start to think it is already embarrassingly long – then it is almost 

long enough! 
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look at. The Finale has four tempos, two of which are closely related to each other. They are 

the beginning Allegro vivace, Andante, and Moderato which later becomes Moderato assai 

with the same thematic content. 

 

The deciding factors choosing the beginning tempo are the tempo designation Allegro vivace, 

which must be faster than the first movement Allegro using the same thematic material, and 

the double stroke of the violins which needs to be fast enough to create an energetic mood. 

The conductors have chosen tempos between 90 (Segerstam) and 110 (Similä and Volmer). In 

both live recordings the beginning of the movement is rhythmically unstable. 

 

It is interesting to follow what happens to the tempo during the long and gradual crescendo 

from the pianissimo of rehearsal letter B until the culmination in fortissimo at four bars before 

D. Similä is accelerating quite chaotically as he makes the crescendo, whereas Segerstam 

temporarily gets faster and then back to the original tempo. Storgårds and his orchestra 

manage to keep the same tempo very stable throughout, while Volmer accelerates from 110 to 

112 and Sakari decelerates from 98 to 96.138 

 

At rehearsal letter D there is a slowing down which all the conductors handle well, and after 

that, the Andante episode. This episode has first a section with quartole accompaniment in the 

basses, changing at rehearsal number 7 to triplets (quarter notes in 6/4 time). At this juncture 

both Rautio and Volmer have decided to take suddenly a faster tempo, even though there is no 

justification for it in the score. 

 

Between the rehearsal letters E and F139, the tempo goes several times back and forth not 

unlike in the beginning of the finale of the third symphony by Sibelius.140 The Moderato that 

follows is interesting again since it is not clear what its relationship to the preceding Andante 

should be. It does have the similar triplet accompaniment as in rehearsal number 7, and maybe 

that has led Segerstam and Storgårds to take it in the same tempo. All the others have decided 

                                                 
138 This reminds me of a discussion I once had with Segerstam while studying in his class at the Sibelius 

Academy during years 2004–2009. He said that there are basically two kinds of performers concerning 

culminations: artists like him, who want to pull the tempo back before the big moment, and artists like Jukka-

Pekka Saraste, who want to rush towards it. 
139 In this section in the recording of Sakari with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra there is an embarrassing 

wrong note by the 3rd horn that has slipped unnoticed by the record producer. 
140 This is not the only point where the two symphonies share similarities – the most outstanding of course being 

the compact three-movement form, and the finale ending with a ”hymn” theme. 
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that Moderato must be faster than Andante. 

 

The interpretation of the last four bars of the Moderato section have again posed a dilemma to 

the six conductors for whatever reason. True, they are basically the same bars that are found 

towards the end of the movement141, but there is no indication of a tempo change. However, 

five conductors out of six decided to make a ritardando here, Rautio and Sakari a big one. 

Segerstam has decided to do the opposite, and he accelerates slightly towards the Tempo I in 

letter G, which sounds very fresh compared to the others. 

 

The next Tempo I has proved to be very hard to hit correctly, and apart from Storgårds it has 

been taken faster (see Table 6). Everyone except Volmer takes the tempo down at letter H. 

 

Table 6. Comparison of tempos in the Finale of Madetoja’s first symphony 

 

Conductor Allegro 

vivace 

Andante, p. 

72 

Moderato, p. 

76 

Tempo I, p. 

79 

Moderato 

assai, p. 87 

Similä 110 49 58 124 (112) 72 

Rautio 103 68 (72) 82 114 (108) 90 

Segerstam 90 64 63 104 (100) 65–60 

Sakari 98 58 66 106 (100) 68–70 

Volmer 110 56 (66) 72 114 (116) 66 

Storgårds 102 63 63 100 (104) 75 

 

 

The last tempo change is at the coda at letter K, marked Moderato assai. Logically assai is a 

word that strengthens the original designation, therefore Moderato being a not-so-fast tempo 

becomes somewhat slower with assai. The only conductors who share this view with me are 

Segerstam and Volmer, the rest conducting the final march faster than in its first appearance 

at letter F. 

 

There are several other points in this movement worth noticing, one of them being Madetoja’s 

polyrhythms. Four bars before D (and again two bars before 14), Madetoja writes an even 

                                                 
141 Compare with bars 9–10 after rehearsal 17. 
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rhythm for the horns while all the woodwinds and strings have a triplet accompaniment, and 

none of the six conductors has succeeded in bringing out the polyrhythm. Apparently, the 

urge of a professional musician to synchronise his part with others overrides playing the 

correct rhythm when there is doubt.142 

 

The last two pages of the symphony have several points of interest highlighting how much the 

conductors have faith in the composer vs. wanting to enhance the result with whatever means 

they have. The only markings here by Madetoja are Poco allargando five bars before the end 

and Pesante in the last bar. Nevertheless, almost everyone starts to slow down beginning with 

the second last page. Similä makes a big ritenuto already three bars before 18, and Segerstam, 

Sakari and Volmer follow suit. Only Rautio and Storgårds can resist the urge for a bit longer. 

Practically everyone is slowing down in the beginning of the last page, but each according to 

his temperament. When Similä and Segerstam reach the Poco allargando bar, they are already 

playing it pesante, the last bar becoming molto pesante with them. Rautio plays the two bars 

in almost the same tempo, while Sakari, Volmer and Storgårds make a small but clear 

difference. 

 

There is one more detail worth mentioning in the ending of the movement, which is the lone 

timpani roll three bars after 18. Timpani is already playing fortissimo here, and there is no 

other indication. However, apart from Similä (whose timpanist was probably playing at 

maximum volume already), all the others ask the timpanist to make a crescendo here.143 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

 

In the course of writing my thesis I have gone through my notes and scores again and again, 

and it has become clear that analysing a great work of music is a never-ending process. The 

results of this triple distillation of looking at the form, the manuscripts and the recordings, has 

given me a lot of new insight into this work, in fact much more than I have been able to put in 

use in my performances so far. 

                                                 
142 The same phenomenon sometimes occurs when in the same bar someone else plays the same note but 

chromatically altered – musicians often cannot believe their ears and check these notes from the conductor’s 

score. 
143 That was also what my instinct told me when I was performing this symphony in 2012. Without the 

crescendo a simple tremolo in the same dynamic just seems too weak after all the Sturm und Drang that 

preceded it. At some point in the original manuscript A there has even been a fermata pencilled over this bar. 
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Concerning traditional music analysis, I am tempted to side with Mikko Franck and say that 

the analyses are fun to read, but they have very few practical implications for the process of 

rehearsing and conducting. Bringing out the form of the piece I conduct is obviously a priority 

to me, but the more important question is how to do it. For every attentive listener it is quite 

easy to notice when a theme appears again in a familiar way after a development, if the 

performers have made sure that each different theme has a distinct profile (thus, the question 

of highlighting the form cannot be kept separate from questions of phrasing, articulation and 

balance). It is much more important to ask, ”how” does the first theme reappear – what is 

special in this recapitulation? Just think of Beethoven’s Eroica and the anticipation of the 

principal theme played in a soft dynamic by the lone second horn four bars before the actual 

recapitulation. Or the finale of Nielsen’s Kleine Suite, Op.1, where the cello and bass continue 

their ostinato from the development section while the first violins have already started the 

recapitulation proper. In this way the formal analysis of Madetoja’s first symphony only 

confirmed to me what I already knew “by ear”, for example the fact that the beginning pages 

of the Finale already contain the seeds of the material that forms the hymn-like coda of the 

movement. 

 

Seeing the composer’s manuscripts was a much more revealing process, since its implications 

were very practical and direct. Many of the tempo markings were clarified after seeing the 

originals (and after realizing what had been left out). Also, several details that had to do with 

dynamics and articulation made more sense after seeing the same spots in the manuscripts. 

Not all problems of articulation were solved for good – for example, the very opening motif 

of the whole symphony still has room for interpretation (see the discussion in chapter 4.1.1). 

 

After listening to all the recordings, I must say that I don’t have a favourite. Some conductors 

(like Sakari and Volmer) are more consistent in following the score, therefore I am inclined to 

listen to them more than the others. But there are also other qualities that affect the listening 

experience. For example, Similä has very convincing overall tempos, but the imperfections of 

his live recording are so numerous that it does not make for an enjoyable listening experience 

anymore after a few hearings. 

 

Looking at the tempos alone, it is impossible to say which interpretation is “the best”, even 
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though it is possible to find some hints as to which performances were close to the spirit of 

the score. We can perhaps just conclude that there are vast differences in how the conductors 

see the score, and the reasons might vary from strong musical instincts of one kind or another 

to the work ethic of said conductor or the lack thereof. In any case, each of these conductors 

has been involved in the same cycle of study-rehearse-perform, and the results are very 

different. Maybe the biggest lesson here is, that a good piece of music is open to many 

interpretations – and indeed misinterpretations – and it still can sound good! 

 

Listening to all the different recordings was very helpful to me, because it directed my 

attention to several details that I otherwise would not have thought of. Among the things that 

became clearer were the tempo relationships in each of the movements. It also strengthened 

my view on the effect of pochissimo in the first movement Allegro. It equally strengthened 

my view of keeping the tempo steady in the first half of the slow movement but made me 

worried about my ability to hit doppio movimento in a correct tempo (something that is very 

hard to practice alone).144 It confirmed to me the relationship between the first appearance of 

the march/hymn in the finale, and its final appearance (Moderato assai) which should be 

slower than the first if anything. It also reminded me of importance of the long ritardandos 

and generally to pay more attention to longer structures in the development of tempos. 

 

After this mostly theoretical introduction to Madetoja’s first symphony, chapter 3 discusses 

the process of making this music alive in rehearsals and bringing it to the live audience. 

  

                                                 
144 I have not yet commented on how the conductors can practice on their own in absence of their “instrument”, 

but for me it is important to practice with a metronome, and in front of a mirror so that I can see how clearly and 

accurately I am reproducing the metronome tempo in different articulations or moods. This is again something, 

that certain conducting teachers find controversial, even though for an instrumentalist practicing with a 

metronome and a mirror is the most commonplace recommendation. 
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3 Performing Madetoja’s 1st symphony with TFO (2012) and ERSO (2017) 

 

"What does the young conductor do, who will never profit by anybody else's experience, 

thanks to his unconquerable egotism and innate stupidity? He will take a first-class orchestra, 

and after playing twenty bars he will stop, and he begins educating them!” –Sir Thomas 

Beecham145 

 

I have performed Madetoja’s first symphony altogether three times to date – twice in 

succession with TFO (Turku Philharmonic Orchestra) in March 2012, and once with ERSO 

(Estonian National Symphony Orchestra) in May 2017 (these performances were also 

doctoral concerts contributing to my artistic research project at EMTA). Performing a work 

more than once is always a “luxury” in the sense that you notice more things in the score, can 

work out solutions faster in the rehearsal, can either change your mind about some details or 

stay convinced with your first interpretation – all in all you get deeper in the piece. Since 

there were five years between my two performances and I had in the meantime discovered the 

manuscripts of the symphony (not to mention the performing experience with other music 

gained during these years), I wished the ERSO performance to be somehow “definitive” 

reflecting all that I had learned, but the circumstances were so far from ideal that the 

definitive performance remains yet to be heard. Nevertheless, I tried and still try to learn from 

both occasions in both good and bad.146 

 

3.1 Personal preparation 

 

Score study is the “commonplace” preparation conductors are expected to do since their 

studies, but usually other aspects of preparation and performing life are very rarely touched 

upon during conducting studies. Therefore many young conductors naively think that score 

study is all they must think about prior to the rehearsals. I have named all the “other necessary 

stuff” administrational preparation, and it consists of essential tasks which are non-musical, 

but without which the concert would not be possible, or at least it would be very difficult. 

                                                 
145 The Art of Conducting – Great Conductors of the Past 1995. Teldec Video 
146 Both performances were video recorded, and they are available on DVD as part of my doctorate project. The 

TFO performance can be found on Disc 1 and the ERSO performance on Disc 4 as well as on YouTube 

(https://youtu.be/mYC10HR4p-s). 
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Usually the study and preparation of any given work takes proportionally much more time 

than the actual rehearsing and performing of the piece. It is often said that the concert is only 

the tip of the iceberg. The concert lasts for a few hours, while 8–15 hours of orchestra 

rehearsals before concert is commonplace.147 How long should the study period last, then? 

There is no correct answer. It all depends on the circumstances, the conductor’s experience, 

the available time for study, and the work ethic. It could last days, weeks, months or even 

years.148 

 

Some study books on conducting outline a process to study the score, usually involving going 

through the score several times concentrating each time separately to a particular musical 

parameter, such as form, phrasing, instrumentation, harmony, dynamics, etc.149 On the other 

hand, my professor at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Leonid Korchmar told me in the very 

beginning of my studies with him in 2001, that he cannot teach me any particular method for 

studying the score, since ”everyone will have to find their own way”. He told me that he first 

browses through the score quickly to get a general picture of the duration and the form of the 

work. After that he would browse through it slower, taking note of more elements in it and 

their relation to the whole, in a kind of a hermeneutic circle. He advised me to start from what 

he considered the minimum – marking down the phrase lengths throughout the score and 

learning to sing the main melodic line from the beginning of the piece until the end. 

 

My method for studying the score follows basically the guideline my professor gave me, plus 

some more theoretical analysis, depending entirely on the work and its musical language. One 

of the things my professor recommended me was also to think very early on what kind of 

gesture I would use in conducting this or that musical event.  This is an advice he himself 

recalled receiving from his teacher Ilya Musin150. 

                                                 
147 There are exceptions, of course. For example, at the Mariinsky Theatre it happens very often that the only 

rehearsal the musicians get is the dress rehearsal, which will be too short to go through the whole concert 

program. Also, the London orchestras are famous of performing with just the dress rehearsal. 
148 The longest time I have spent having one score continuously on my music stand was three months (Kalevi 

Aho’s Chamber Symphony No. 3, which I performed in St. Petersburg in 2005), because it was a very 

complicated contemporary piece which was not only difficult to grasp musically, but also very challenging to 

conduct in technical sense. 
149 For example, Diane Wittry does this in her book Baton Basics. (Wittry 2014: 188–189) 
150 Ilya Musin (1904–1999), professor of conducting in the Rimsky-Korsakov St. Petersburg State Conservatory 

1932–1999. 
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Since the program usually consists of more music than just the symphony, in the score study 

phase I need to make sure I am evenly preparing the whole program. In Turku my program 

for concerts on March 29 and 30, 2012 was: 

 

Richard Wagner: Overture to the opera Parsifal 

Gustav Mahler: Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (soloist Markus Nieminen, tenor) 

Leevi Madetoja: Kullervo (a tone poem), Op. 15 

Leevi Madetoja: Symphony No. 1, Op. 29 

 

The first entry in my Score Study Book (2012–2014) about the TFO concert is from February 

2, 2012 simply listing all the repertoire I needed to study that year so far, according to my 

concert engagements. The second mention is from March 14 and there I have been planning 

the rehearsal order and concluded that I will have to start with the overture to Parsifal which 

also needs two extra players (oboe and bassoon), and then progress to Madetoja’s symphony, 

Kullervo, and Mahler in a diminishing order of instrumentation. I have also planned on which 

days I will rehearse what and noted possible difficulties and challenges in the Parsifal 

overture (Mäkilä 2012–2014). 

 

The next entry is from March 22 about Parsifal overture, then March 23 about going through 

the whole program, noting different challenges in each of the works. The Kullervo overture 

proved to be the most challenging to prepare because of the frequent polyrhythms. On March 

24 there are again notes on all the works, on a misprint found in Parsifal and a clarified 

understanding of the symphony’s finale. On March 25 I was pondering questions about the 

symphony’s slow movement and breathing of the flutes (everything long, or everything 

shortened to facilitate the breathing). From March 26 onwards I have notes on the actual 

rehearsals with the TFO. 

 

Between the performances of TFO and ERSO I started looking for the manuscripts of this 

symphony and found them in the archives of Fennica Gehrman, where they had been lying 

forgotten probably ever since the printed edition had been published in 1984. Looking at the 

manuscripts did not change my general idea of the work much. The only major change was 
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adding the missing word al in the poco a poco meno allegro towards the end of the first 

movement, which I mentioned in the earlier chapters. 

 

For my concert with ERSO on May 31, 2017 my program was:  

 

Väinö Raitio: Joutsenet (The Swans), Op. 15 

Jean Sibelius: Karelia Suite, Op. 11 

Leevi Madetoja: Tanssinäky (Dance Vision, a tone poem), Op. 11 

Leevi Madetoja: Symphony No. 1, Op. 29 

 

The study process before my ERSO concert (according to my study book and Artist diary) 

was as follows: I had the first record of starting to review the pieces for this program in my 

study book on March 24, which was more than two months before the actual concert. I had 

recorded also that I wrote to ERSO administration and asked them to confirm the program (to 

which I received no reply). I had all the scores, except for Raitio’s Joutsenet, which I found 

the following day at the Sibelius Academy library. On May 4, I had my next possibility to 

look at the scores, and I had made some decisions about Raitio and Sibelius works. I have 

entries after that on May 16, 18, 19, 21 and 22. Mostly my notes are about The Swans and 

Dance Vision, because Madetoja’s symphony and Karelia Suite were the familiar works for 

me. From 24 May 2017 onwards my notes are about the ERSO rehearsals. 

 

3.2 Administrational preparation checklist 

 

There is much more to do before the rehearsals start than to study the scores. I have called this 

phase “administrational preparation”, and it starts already with the first contact to the 

orchestra’s administration, when discussing programs, dates and soloists. Of course, 

sometimes the conductor is lucky enough to have a manager to help with non-musical chores, 

but that does not always help.151 

 

Conductors, managing their own careers, should know what kind of tasks to take care of 

ahead of a concert. In addition to the concert dates, repertoire and soloists, they should of 

                                                 
151 I have organised just a couple of my concert engagements through a manager, and the message from the 

orchestra administration was then, that they would have much preferred to talk directly with the artist, because 

the manager was hard to reach, and the message somehow always was distorted on the way. 
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course be interested in details of travel and accommodation and other contractual matters. 

Then they need to know the rehearsal schedules, and the orchestra will want to know the 

rehearsal order in case there are several works with different instrumentation. Also, if soloists 

are involved, the conductor needs to decide or find out which days and at what time to 

rehearse with them. Then there is also the question of orchestra editions, corrections to the 

parts, bowings, orchestral seating and other practical matters. 

 

3.2.1 Contacting the people 

 

My experiences with the Turku Philharmonic Orchestra (TFO) and the Estonian National 

Symphony Orchestra (ERSO) were very different. With TFO I was corresponding directly 

with their then Intendant Marjukka Lieppinen, and she was very quick to answer all my 

questions, therefore we had a good cooperation during the beginning of my doctoral 

project.152 Our first contact about the doctoral concerts was as early as in 2009, and a year 

later I got an approval for my series of doctoral concerts from the new chief conductor (my 

former conducting professor Leif Segerstam). Then we started to figure out the timing of the 

first concert. In July 2010 we already had agreed on my concert fee, and in December 2010 

we had the dates fixed. We carried on the conversation by email up until my concert date and 

could plan the whole process step by step so that everyone knew all the time what the plan is. 

Lieppinen even agreed to be the camera director of the video recording of my first doctoral 

concert, for which I am very grateful to her. 

 

With ERSO my initial contact was with the professor of EMTA, Tõnu Kaljuste (even though 

he has no official position within ERSO), and he first suggested to have me conduct ERSO on 

Nargenfestival 2016. That plan did not come to fruition, and the next chance was to do it in 

May 2017 as part of Tallinn Old Town Days (but nominally it would be a Nargenfestival 

concert even though the festival itself was several weeks away). I then turned to ERSO 

general manager in hope of discussing the program and other details with him. I sent him and 

his assistant altogether five emails concerning my doctoral concert, but the communication 

was very difficult. I had several other questions that were left unanswered because I never got 

through to the right person. 

                                                 
152 After my first concert Marjukka Lieppinen moved to new job in Sweden and a new intendant, Emilie 

Gardberg started her work at TFO. 
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3.2.2 Visiting the hall and the orchestra 

 

With the Turku Philharmonic I had performed once before (on 21 May 2010), so I was 

already familiar with the “feel” of the hall. I had also been in the hall to listen a couple of 

concerts with TFO, therefore I was comfortable with the place; I also knew how to find my 

way backstage.153 

 

Although the Turku hall acoustics were familiar to me, I heard from the musicians that the 

balance on the podium differs greatly from the balance in the middle of the auditorium, and in 

certain things I just had to trust the musicians, for example that when I felt I did not hear 

enough woodwinds on the podium, the musicians convinced me that they could be heard very 

well in the audience. The Turku Concert Hall is also known for the fact that the acoustics are 

very uneven – there are good seats in the hall, and seats where the balance of the orchestra is 

completely wrong. 

 

I first went to the Estonia concert hall on April 19, 2017, as my express purpose to hear the 

orchestra and the hall when Risto Joost was rehearsing ERSO and Pablo Ferrández was 

playing the Dvořák cello concerto. I had a brief conversation with Joost at the rehearsal. This 

was the first time I heard ERSO and the first time I was in the hall listening to the acoustics. 

During this project I did not have time to go to the hall to check the balance while the 

orchestra was playing. Thus I was trusting the musicians to remind me if they thought 

something was not right concerning the balance. I also talked with some people who were at 

the hall during my rehearsals, and they did not see any reason to worry. 

 

3.2.3 Correcting the parts and submitting bowings to the orchestra 

 

I had corrected some of the orchestra parts during TFO rehearsals in 2012 and coming to the 

first ERSO rehearsal I checked the harp and clarinet parts which, as I remembered, had the 

biggest problems (wrong transpositions and clefs), but they were already corrected. I thought 

                                                 
153 Sometimes concert centres and theatres can feel like mazes, and it can be a cause of extra stress when you 

can’t find your way. I remember a concert in Szczecin’s brand-new concert hall where I was left alone after the 

first rehearsal, and I had no idea how to find my way out. I sent a message to the chief conductor asking for 

directions, and she replied: “we always say that you must go to the white corridor and take the white door”. Of 

course, the whole building was white inside out. 
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then, that we were probably using the same set of parts with ERSO, which we had in Turku 

earlier, and this was confirmed later by the publisher.154 After the concert with ERSO, I went 

through the materials one more time to see if any more corrections were added during our 

rehearsals. 

 

I have used my own bowings with orchestras in several occasions when I was more in touch 

with playing my former main instrument, the cello (then I could try out things on an 

instrument by myself). Recently I have asked copies of proven-to-work bowings from 

reputable orchestras (like the Helsinki Philharmonic), to bring them to a new orchestra when I 

have been aware of short rehearsal time (like when working with the Mariinsky Orchestra). In 

Turku, I trusted the concertmaster in choosing good bowings, and for my ERSO concert I had 

a plan to ask one of my violinist friends to work on the bowings with me, but I had to drop 

that plan due to difficulties in scheduling and distance. Therefore, my final decision was to 

again leave the bowing matters to the concertmaster and the principals – I simply did not have 

the time to do it all by myself. 

 

3.2.4 Seating arrangements and string count 

 

Seating is something I usually think about only when returning to an orchestra for the second 

or third time. The first time, aiming to make a positive impression, I want the orchestra to 

have the maximum comfort, meaning that the players can sit however they are used to sitting. 

When the relationship has been built, it is possible to ask for different arrangements for the 

sake of artistic result. There are some exceptions. First, if the orchestra is used to changing 

seating (like the Mariinsky orchestra) it is possible to ask for a specific seating from the 

outset. Second, an artist with a reputation (for example, Christoph von Dohnanyi or Sir Mark 

Elder) can ask for a specific seating, and people will not dare to complain out of respect. 

There are of course some exceptional people like Valery Gergiev who can change the seating 

on the fly.155 This time I did not change the seating with either of the orchestras. Since this 

                                                 
154 Confirmed by Susanna Lehtinen from Fennica Gehrman by email on 14.5.2018 
155 On the Gergiev Festival in Mikkeli in the summer of 2014 my masterclass students got to witness with me an 

extraordinary moment. Gergiev was rehearsing a Brahms´s symphony, and suddenly decided that the horns are 

not in an ideal place in the Martti Talvela Hall where they were playing. He told to the horns to move from the 

right side of the stage to the left side, and immediately continued the rehearsal without waiting for them. While 

the rest of the orchestra was playing, everyone in the brass row started to move around their instruments and 

sheet music, and as soon as each player found themselves a new seat they simply continued playing. The music 
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was my first contact with ERSO it would have probably affected the rehearsal atmosphere 

negatively. 

 

For the concert with ERSO I was asked for a string count, and for romantic works like this I 

prefer a large section. Therefore I asked to have sections of 16–14–12–10–8156 (in Estonia the 

standard is to count desks and not players, thus it would be written as 8–7–6–5–4 in the 

rehearsal schedule). I did not receive exactly this number of players, but a proper string 

section nevertheless. 

 

3.2.5 Planning the rehearsal schedule 

 

With TFO we knew the rehearsal hours months in advance, and I had time to think about the 

rehearsal order, considering the diminishing number of players, the extras needed, the soloist, 

and my own comfort preparing a completely new program to myself. With ERSO everything 

was done very late, and the question was how to rehearse in this little time a program partly 

familiar to me, but totally unfamiliar (apart from the Karelia Suite) to the orchestra. I planned 

the diminishing order, but since there was no soloist I did not have to think of other matters. 

Personally, I like to switch the order of any multi-movement work’s movements every 

rehearsal day, because I want to have the full attention of the orchestra for each of them – and 

we know that after about an hour or so of rehearsing the average person’s attention span is 

more or less exhausted. 

 

The orchestras sometimes have a tradition of having sectionals on their own, and sometimes 

they schedule occasional sectionals either led by the principals or the conductor. Especially if 

the orchestra rarely has a sectional they often prefer working with the conductor. Then the 

general rule is – conduct a sectional only if you know how to conduct one. When you conduct 

a sectional, you should have a plan, even if the plan in its simplest form is just to make the 

section play the parts (for example string parts) from the beginning to end and repeat the parts 

where you hear problems. It is of course better if you have thought out solutions to possible 

                                                                                                                                                         
did not stop even once. My American masterclass students were shocked and amused, since in the US the 

rehearsal would have been stopped, the musicians would have gone out, and the stage hands would have come in 

to re-seat the orchestra before the conductor could continue the rehearsal. 
156 This row refers to the numbers of players in the string sections in the order: first violins, second violins, 

violas, cellos and basses. 
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problems beforehand, or if you have preferences about bowing styles etc. It can be surprising 

to realise, how often the players will appreciate taking something apart and simply practicing 

it slowly. This is something that takes time, naturally, so a sectional is a good chance to do 

that instead of doing it in a tutti rehearsal where the other sections might become frustrated 

hearing just one section practice their parts. Before my concerts in Turku I asked about 

sectionals beforehand, but in the end, I did not insist in having them. With ERSO I did not 

even ask.157 

3.3 Rehearsal process with TFO and ERSO 

 

My experiences with TFO in 2012 and ERSO in 2017 were different in several aspects. They 

differed not only in the administrational and scheduling aspects which I have already written 

about, but also concerning the amount of rehearsal time and the timing of the rehearsals, 

which for my ERSO concerts influenced negatively both the result and the rehearsing 

atmosphere. 

 

With TFO we had fixed the rehearsal schedules weeks in advance, and I had enough rehearsal 

time. From Monday to Wednesday we worked from 10 to 14 o’clock, and on the first concert 

day we had a three-hour dress rehearsal. On Friday there was a second concert without a 

rehearsal, and that one was also my doctoral exam with the jury present. Altogether I had 15 

hours of rehearsal and two concerts, everything being done in consecutive days, whereas with 

ERSO I had 11 hours of rehearsal, which in normal circumstances would be enough for a 

short program, but with a 4-day break between the rehearsals and our only performance of the 

repertoire, it would have been nearly impossible to come up with a top quality concert.158 In 

addition the repertoire was mostly new to ERSO. 

 

                                                 
157 In Pärnu, where I regularly conduct the Pärnu City Orchestra, I have sometimes arranged a sectional, and 

there it seems to be a “novelty” to the players. In Vladikavkaz I have asked a string sectional and gotten it, but 

recently my younger colleague worked there, and he wanted to let the winds go home and just rehearse the 

strings, and to him the orchestra had replied it is not possible – if the strings stay the winds should stay also. So, 

it depends sometimes on the authority you have over the players. What is possible to an older and more 

experienced conductor should be possible to the younger as well, but often is challenged. 
158 There are exceptions, of course, like the day when the Cleveland Orchestra played Brucker’s 8th symphony in 

Oberlin without any rehearsal. If some repertoire is the repertoire of the orchestra, they can do it. This was my 

goal for example with the Mikkeli orchestra, and I kept some difficult pieces in programs and masterclasses for a 

long time in the hope that they would become orchestra’s “property” so to say, and that they would be able to 

play them at the drop of a hat. 
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On 26 March 2012, I have written notes after my first TFO rehearsal and about the different 

problems each work of the concert program posed. In the symphony I had noted problems in 

balance, quality of sound and in some rhythms. After the second concert on March 30 I have 

simply stated that the symphony had its “good and bad moments” during both performances, 

just in different places. Since I was not keeping a detailed diary at that time, and it’s been 

quite a long time since the TFO concerts I don’t have very precise memories from the actual 

rehearsals. 

 

On 23 May 2017 I arrived in Tallinn for the ERSO rehearsal period and settled in my hotel. 

My first rehearsal was on Wednesday from 10 to 14 o’clock, and I managed to videotape part 

of this rehearsal with the help of my friend Johan Randvere.159 In this rehearsal I could 

rehearse the whole program without hurry. The next two rehearsals were just three hours long 

(minus the breaks), because Tõnu Kaljuste had to rehearse a Dance music symphony during 

the last hour. Apparently, this was very busy time for ERSO.160 

 

My very first impression working with ERSO was positive, since we managed to do quite a 

lot in the first rehearsal. Many players were still sight-reading, therefore I myself was not too 

critical of the proceedings either. 

 

On May 24 I had analysed my rehearsal with ERSO, and I was reassured that it had been quite 

good for the first reading. I had noted that the orchestra has the tendency to anticipate the beat 

(to play “early” as opposed to the way big orchestras usually play after the beat). I had noted 

the problematic players, like one of the brass principals having some problems playing the 

correct rhythms. Mostly the problems at this stage were about correct rhythms and ensemble. 

On May 30 I had recorded in my diary simply my impressions on the two remaining 

rehearsals, one of which was the fact, that some members of the orchestra appeared to have an 

attitude problem with this project. 

 

Next week I returned to do the dress rehearsal and the concert on Wednesday, May 31, 2017. 

The last time we had played the program was the previous Friday, there were four full days 

off in between, and the only familiar work in the program for ERSO was the Karelia Suite by 

                                                 
159 What I wish for the doctoral projects of this kind would be that the school would automatically offer help in 

documenting the rehearsals and concerts, but according to EMTA:s practices it is not the case so far. 
160 See Appendix 4 for the ERSO rehearsal schedule. 
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Jean Sibelius. We had a short dress rehearsal, then I had just enough time to go to my hotel to 

change into my concert suit and come back to the hall. In the hall there was just a handful of 

people in attendance, due to the timing (in the middle of the day and in the middle of the 

week) as well as marketing (being advertised as an exam and not a concert, which in my 

opinion was a mistake both regarding the public and the orchestra). The concert was done 

without an intermission and its duration was one hour (by request of EMTA and ERSO). 

After the concert was over, I got feedback from the jury immediately. 

 

With both orchestras the most difficult section to work with was the brass. Maybe it just 

happens, that the brass players are the most outspoken ones in the orchestra, or that they have 

so much time in their hands counting the rests, that they have time to watch the conductor 

critically.161 Or it might be that brass players acquire certain bad habits that make the 

conductors correct them more often than the other sections in the orchestra, which causes 

tension between them and the conductor. With TFO I remember hearing criticism from the 

brass about my voice not being loud enough when I was talking to the orchestra, and when 

playing the Kullervo overture it was a member of the brass section who finally said that they 

feel uncomfortable playing with my fast “in six” and asked if I could conduct “in three” 

instead (which I ultimately did). With ERSO the brass players were unable to play the right 

rhythms in the slow movement of the symphony, and after I had rehearsed them repeatedly, 

one of the brass principals tried to put the blame first on my conducting technique, and then 

on the woodwinds who he (wrongly) supposed should have been playing the same rhythms as 

them. 

 

With ERSO after the initial good start I could feel much more tension during the rehearsals 

than with the TFO where I knew many of the players personally. And that was also proven in 

conversation with one woodwind player of ERSO who later said that she herself thought that 

many musicians were behaving childishly. Also, an acquaintance of mine who came to the 

rehearsal said having an impression that ERSO was not committed but rather was giving me 

“maybe 70%” of what they could give. 

 

                                                 
161 This was one topic we talked with Arvo Volmer off the record after my interview with him. Who orchestra 

musicians think is a “good conductor” depends very much on their instrument and on their attitude towards 

work. Volmer remarked, that many brass players just look at their mobile phones during the long sections when 

they have nothing to play, therefore a good conductor in their opinion naturally is someone who just shows their 

every entry very clearly so that they won’t need to count the rests. 
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3.4 Performances with TFO and ERSO and their feedback 

 

Both performances in Turku were well received – I myself like it when a program can be 

repeated, and many orchestra players also appreciate it. My performance was also very 

positively reviewed in the local newspaper. 

 

The performance of my ERSO concert can be watched on YouTube at the address 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkaA7hS4Y28&list=PL2bUQi4JuR5Skp_FTTx7HzEhm

niZlOLy7. My wish was to have a good quality video recording of the concert using multiple 

cameras, but unfortunately this did not happen. There was just one stationary camera pointed 

at the podium, sometimes zooming in and out without any plan.162 For me it was of course an 

exciting day, and a big relief to get the final part of my artistic research project done. I was 

also happy to add two new works in my repertoire, Raitio’s Joutsenet and Madetoja’s 

Tanssinäky. As I have mentioned about the time of the concert (a matinee in the middle of the 

week), we could not expect much public. With a hall full of people, the orchestra’s 

“investment” in their playing would probably have been greater. 

 

The ERSO performance was also shown live without my knowledge or consent over the 

EMTA network. On one hand I was happy that this way the audience was larger than what I 

saw in the hall, but on the other hand it shouldn’t have happened without my cooperation.163 

On May 31, 2017 I have noted in my Score study book after the concert, that the concert was 

a success, considering all the circumstances, but not as good as I had hoped for. 

 

3.4.1 Jury feedback 

 

I remember that after my first doctoral concert with the TFO prof. Kaljuste was very excited 

about the music and told me that he wants to play all the Madetoja symphonies on his 

Nargenfestival. In the jury feedback after my last doctoral concert with ERSO, Kaljuste 

started the discussion, and again told how much he likes the repertoire I chose, especially 

                                                 
162 Using only one camera is now the requirement at EMTA for conducting exams, but in my opinion, it is not 

enough to create the “feel” of the event, therefore Robin Nelson suggests the use of multiple cameras and editing 

of the result (Nelson 2013: 85). In this respect documenting my TFO concert succeeded much better. 
163 In my concert in Sofia in June 2017, the concert hall was also testing their equipment and wanted to webcast 

our concert, and they only asked for our consent after the dress rehearsal. My soloist Seong-Jin Cho refused, and 

it was his absolute right. 
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Madetoja which in his opinion should be performed more in Estonia too. He thought that I 

was at my best in Madetoja, and that Sibelius (the Karelia Suite) did not have enough 

“Suomen tuska”164 which he likes in Paavo Berglund’s interpretations. Toomas Vavilov 

thought that my working was thoroughly professional, even though I lost my baton in the end 

of Sibelius, he joked. Lauri Sirp was also positive in his evaluation. Toomas Kapten said that 

he wanted to see a stronger artistic statement and would have preferred me to take more risks. 

But of course, he also must have understood the circumstances where it was very difficult to 

do more than the essential. Prof. Tarum had some interesting feedback. She liked the Raitio 

piece (Swans) and considers it an important piece in the orchestral repertoire. Someone else 

also remarked that the culmination of Raitio was very successful in the concert. 

 

3.4.2 Reviews 

 

My concert with TFO (as well as all my concerts with them in general) was reviewed in the 

main Turku newspaper with the headline “Madetojaa mehevästi”. The reviewer wrote about 

the symphony, that “Mäkilä sculpted the symphony with loving care. In the slow movement 

an earthy string sound had its chances to blossom. A pristine, tender, most Finnish atmosphere 

was created.”165 From my concert with ERSO I unfortunately couldn’t find any reviews, but 

on the other hand that is no wonder due to the lack of attention to the marketing of the 

concert. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

 

The results, purely from the point of view of technical level of orchestral playing, were quite 

different between the performances of TFO and ERSO, and unfortunately that also affected 

the artistic results since the technique and artistic result (“art and craft”) are very much 

interconnected in music just as in most other arts. With the TFO I could better achieve the 

tempos I wanted, whereas with ERSO especially the first movement dragged on in a “safe” 

tempo. I could also not concentrate on building longer lines with ERSO, because I was 

involved in a lot of “housekeeping”, keeping an eye on musicians who might forget their 

                                                 
164 ”Finnish pain” 
165 ”Mäkilä muotoili esityksen lämmöllä ja rakkaudella. Hitaassa osassa esiin kuoriutui vähän voimallista 

jousisointiakin. Syntyi rikkumaton, hellä, mitä suomalaisin tunnelma.” (Lauri Mäntysaari, Turun Sanomat 

31.3.2012) Translation by the author. 
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entries, reminding people about the dynamics etc.166 In this respect the TFO performances 

were superior.167 The players had learned the pieces well enough and remembered more or 

less everything, since there was no four-day break between the last rehearsal day and the 

concert like we had with ERSO. The Turku players were also responsible and involved at the 

concert because this was part of their subscription series and the hall was full of their usual 

public. 

 

One other factor impacting the result was, that my concert with TFO was marketed properly 

since they wanted to sell tickets, therefore there was a plenty of public at both concerts. For 

my own motivation I must say that the simple fact that I was paid trips and hotel and a 

generous honorary for this concert of course made it more easy and pleasant to work for it. It 

is no wonder that from TFO I got a positive review from the local music critic, but after my 

ERSO concert there were no critics. The only feedback I got in Tallinn was from the jury, a 

few players, and my friends who sat in the hall. 

 

In retrospect I must say also that in 2012 I would have been in far worse situation to handle 

the kind of interrupted and stressful rehearsal process I had with ERSO. In 2017, I had not 

only more conducting hours under my belt, but I had also been through more tough situations 

with less than usual rehearsal time, when working with the Mariinsky orchestra, for example. 

I nevertheless wished that the circumstances of my final doctoral concert would have been 

more resembling of a normal concert. 

  

                                                 
166 The symphony went quite well in this respect, but in Tanssinäky we had a moment where a solo did not start 

because the player was not counting the rests. In Russia I learned the proverb “conductor is always at fault”, but 

I would still say it is not the duty of the conductor to count the rests on behalf of a player, just as it is not his duty 

to play on behalf of the player, or practice on behalf of the player. 
167 See also Arvo Volmer’s comment in chapter 4.1.3. 
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4 Peer evaluation and critical reflection 

 

In this chapter I will discuss my two performances as well as other aspects of conductor’s 

work with two esteemed colleagues, Arvo Volmer and Petri Sakari, who both have conducted 

full cycles of Madetoja’s symphonies on record and thus have an intimate knowledge of the 

music and the composer. I will also critically reflect on my own performances, on what I have 

learned during this project, how I see Madetoja’s first symphony now, and what would I do 

differently in my future performances of the work. 

 

4.1 Discussions with conductor colleagues 

 

I had prepared a series of interview questions (see Appendix 5) for my meetings with Arvo 

Volmer and Petri Sakari, but both preferred a more informal discussion around Madetoja’s 

first symphony and my two performances of it. They both also answered the questions in the 

end, but most of the time was spent discussing different options in interpretation of the score 

and qualities of the two orchestras and their players.168 In both meetings we listened to the 

symphony movement by movement and discussed both during the listening and after it. I will 

present the commentary in the same order. Finally, I will also summarize their answers to the 

interview questions, which concerned their relationship with Leevi Madetoja’s music, their 

recollections of their recording projects of Madetoja’s symphonies, and their thoughts on 

conductor’s work and scholarship in general. 

 

4.1.1 About the first movement of the symphony 

 

After listening to both performances of the first movements (Turku 2012 and Tallinn 2017), 

Volmer’s clear preference was the performance in Turku, and he explained his reasons very 

carefully. According to Volmer, Madetoja has two distinct composing idioms, one national 

romantic (represented by the second symphony and his operas), and the other more rational 

and “French” (represented by the third symphony and the ballet Okon Fuoko). The first 

                                                 
168 Both conductor colleagues, having had the luck to work with many high-level ensembles were surprisingly 

critical of individual players and their effect on the result – not everything is in the hands of the conductor, after 

all. 
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symphony falls in the latter category because of its polyrhythmic nature.169 The Turku 

performance, in Volmer’s opinion, has a “more straightforward and active rhythmical drive, 

which results in greater clarity of understanding where is syncopation and what is 

syncopation, and what is the polyrhythmical thing. Because […] in order to understand the 

syncopation, we have to establish the rule. What is the bar line? Because then the syncopation 

is the deviation of the music from the suggested rule. Otherwise the audience won’t 

understand [it].” 

 

While listening to the first movement in my two performances, Petri Sakari made right away 

several remarks on individual players170 and details in balance. He also noted that my ERSO 

performance was somewhat slower in tempo, but some tempo details, for example the 

Largamente after rehearsal letter L were very successful in this performance.171 He also was 

curious about the change in my interpretation of the coda (in Turku I conducted it “in one”, in 

Tallinn “in three”). He thought that with such a slow ending it somewhat loses energy, so 

Sakari would have preferred the tempo somewhere in between my Turku and Tallinn 

performances.172 

 

The first detail both of my colleagues delved in was the articulation of the opening motif of 

the first movement, especially when it appears in the strings on the third page of the score, 

because it has an added slur over the two last notes. In Volmer’s words, “this is something 

that I cannot advice and nobody can. Everybody has to just to decide on their own what this 

thing means and Tubin actually has the same issue systematically throughout his total oeuvre 

of symphonic writing.” Sakari remarked, that it sounds “a bit clumsy here if it is separated. 

                                                 
169 Volmer pointed out the polyrhythms at the rehearsal number 12, which is “a nasty place to conduct actually, 

because the strings start to pull you one way and the winds other way, and you have to make up your mind which 

way to go yourself, which is the truth for you, and to try to assemble the rest to the other parts of the orchestra.” 
170 Sakari for example singled out one player who in his opinion “always plays out of tune”. We must remember 

that the Turku Philharmonic Orchestra was Petri Sakari’s orchestra for five years, therefore he knows and 

remembers every individual player. 
171 Petri Sakari’s preference was to treat the Allargando and Largamente in this movement with “Leif-like” 

excess. 
172 Later in the discussion I explained Sakari my view of the coda, and I am keeping to my interpretation that it 

should be very slow indeed. In addition to the fact that there was the missing word “al” from the printed score, 

the original manuscript also has a hand written “slower” where it says poco a poco meno allegro, as well as a 

backwards arrow drawn under both phrases, therefore this detail seems to have been very important to the 

composer or some of the earliest performers of the work. 
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Well, they played more or less legato. Maybe it is better that way? I doubt Madetoja himself 

knew what he wanted there, after all.”173 

 

The problem with this motif is, that in its first appearance in horns in the very first four bars 

of the score the motif has staccato dots over the quarter notes, but no slurs. The horns keep 

this way of writing systematically throughout the whole movement, except for the coda, 

where in Quasi lento a slur is added. In the third statement of the motif in the strings it has a 

slur even though it could be understood as an “echo” of the preceding horn motif. With strings 

part of the problem is, that fragments of the motif also appear without the dot on the last note, 

for example in bar 51. It does not make the matter any clearer that the trumpets have it written 

the both ways – when they play alone it is without the slur (bar 26, for example), and when 

they play it together with the woodwinds, it is slurred (bar 178). Woodwinds have the slur 

throughout just like the strings. 

 

In my two performances I wanted to interpret the first statement of the motif literally, 

separating the last note, but after comparing several possible interpretations of the motif174, 

and the fact that in the very first manuscript (A) the dots seem like a later addition (they are 

only on the first two bars and above the upper horn line, and do not appear consistently in the 

rest of the score either) I have now concluded, that also in the horn and trumpet lines the 

second bar should be played in a more legato manner. I think that the two keys to this 

interpretation are 1) the ending of the first movement, with the horns finally having the slur in 

the last appearance of the motif (also in A!), and 2) the beginning of the finale, where the 

same motif is starting the movement, but this time in woodwinds, and with the slur. Since the 

composer clearly wants us to remember the first movement with this gesture, why articulate it 

differently? 

                                                 
173 ”Se on vähän kökkö jos se on irti tässä näin. Niin kuin ne nyt soitti sillai aika legatossa. Ehkä se on kuitenkin 

parempi? Tiesiköhän Madetojakaan mitä se siinä halusi, loppujen lopuksi?” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 

1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
174 This question could be solved in at least three different ways. The first is to assume, that there is no big 

difference between how the motif is played with or without the slur or the dots, which is confirmed by the fact 

that in the manuscript the dots are mostly missing from this motif. The second option would be to add the final 

dot wherever it is missing. But this could be countered by looking at what happens before the rehearsal number 6 

– there the flutes and violins are playing in unison, flutes with the final dot, but the violins continuing the line to 

the next bar. In this context it would be illogical to separate the last dot under the slur. Third option would be to 

find a logic in two different articulations of the motif and make this movement about a “fight” over two different 

versions of the motif. But this would in my opinion require a more consistent juxtaposition of the two different 

versions. Now it seems to me, that the composer has just intuitively chosen one way of writing over the other 

according to the instrument (no slurs in brass in general, slurs in strings and woodwinds in general), and made it 

consistent in a few places as an afterthought. 
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The next point of interest to my colleagues was bar 50, where there is no tempo change, but 

the motivic content suggests returning to Tempo I. I played that place differently in my two 

performances. In Turku (influenced by the recordings I had listened to and having not yet 

seen the manuscripts) I made a slight più mosso at this point, whereas in Tallinn I insisted on 

staying in the same tempo since no tempo change is suggested by any of the scores. This, 

however did not convince my colleagues. Volmer said “there is definitely the spot here after 

figure four […] where one feels that an extra tempo injection is kind of required.” He also 

added that if the previous tempo change is indeed pochissimo meno Allegro, we can go back 

to the issues of “general musicianship”, and he remembered Ilya Musin underline that every 

musical motif should have its own tempo.175 Petri Sakari said that this moment in the 

movement reminds him of Ravel’s La Valse, and that even though it is not written there, he is 

intuitively tempted to take Tempo I at this point because of the thematic content. 

 

At the saltando at rehearsal number 12 my colleagues disagreed about the bowing – Sakari 

would have chosen ricochet bowing like I suggested, but Volmer would not use it, since he 

considers it a “special effect”. Both conductors agreed that this is a very tricky place to 

conduct and to rehearse. “[It’s] unpleasant to be in the conductor’s podium at times. You 

know you just need to practice and practice, practice, practice, and once suddenly it feels very 

well and you think you have it, and then next time it doesn’t go at all [laughs], so there’s no 

guarantee.”176 In Turku the players played ricochet, but in Tallinn they initially did not, and 

despite asking for it (by suggestion of Toomas Kapten), ERSO string players finally did not 

play ricochet in the concert. 

 

Another point that both Volmer and Sakari wanted to comment on, was in the development 

section at rehearsal number 14. I had chosen to interpret the eight notes in strings “literally” 

détaché, since there were no dots above them, but both of my colleagues would have chosen 

spiccato here not to slow down or make the passages sound too heavy. Sakari said that it also 

depends on the hall acoustics, how much “off the string” is good. As an afterthought, in the 

manuscript the staccato dots are added only above bar 178 and the rest is supposed to be 

played simile. One interpretation could be that the simile continues also after the bar 182. A 

                                                 
175 Volmer suggested that this saying goes back all the way to Brahms. I have also heard it, but I connected it 

with Wagner for some reason. 
176 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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more plausible explanation would be that in general the preferred way in this movement 

would be spiccato-like playing of the eight notes177, and the dots at bar 178 are just a reminder 

not to play the repeated notes on the string.  

 

Both commentators made an interesting remark on the visuals of my conducting already at 

this point. Sakari said about the Tallinn performance, that my conducting had “even too much 

clarity”, and Volmer said, that I conducted “like a professor – you are really very, very 

punctual”, whereas the “Turku thing seems to have a little bit more natural flow and the music 

needs to flow, and you go, and you are more energetic in the whole process of leading.”178 

 

4.1.2 About the second movement of the symphony 

 

The first thing that drew both Volmer’s and Sakari’s attention in the second movement was 

the playing of the principal cellists.179 The cello solo sets not only the tempo of the beginning 

of the movement (which is crucial because of the long stringendo leading to Doppio 

movimento), but also the overall mood. Volmer was not happy with both cellists starting the 

solo with an up-bow, and his explanation was very interesting. In Volmer’s opinion the 

phrasing of this theme has to follow the rules of Finnish language, where an “upbeat” is not 

natural, but the stress of the word or the phrase is, as a rule, in the beginning.180 Thus, even 

though this phrase could be interpreted as starting with an upbeat, I agree with Volmer that it 

does not, and I also agree that the cellist’s bowing should be chosen to emphasise the chosen 

principle in phrasing. 

 

The next noteworthy question was again about articulation. Sakari pointed out the change in 

articulation three bars after rehearsal letter C, where again we find a dot under a slur. In this 

                                                 
177 For example, at rehearsal number 10 the woodwind eight notes are not slurred, and they are played in unison 

with the violas and violins. If the woodwinds are to tongue the notes, somewhat more spiccato-like playing will 

match their articulation better. 
178 Later in the discussion I explained the very difficult working circumstances I had with ERSO, and both 

colleagues then understood why my conducting in the 2017 performance was more clear and “professorial” as 

opposed to the natural and artistic flow in the 2012 Turku performance, which was done in a framework of a 

usual season concert and a commonplace rehearsal process. 
179Volmer knew both players and said about the ERSO principal that “luckily he retired”. Sakari recognized the 

Turku principal from the first notes, and he also was shocked by the insensitive playing of the ERSO principal in 

my performance. 
180 I have often followed this “Fenno-Ugric language principle” when I have thought about phrasing in Sibelius’ 

music, but for some reason it had not crossed my mind in this particular case. Leif Segerstam often stressed this 

principle in his teaching at the Sibelius Academy. 
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point I am of the opinion, that the dotted note should be separated (the place is marked 

marcato), and the same rule should be applied in the woodwinds after rehearsal number 4 

(even though the dot is not written out), since the marcato is still there. 

 

The biggest “event” in this movement, in Volmer’s words, is the stringendo to Doppio 

movimento which lasts for 34 bars from rehearsal letter C until E. He would have liked to see 

even more clear progression of acceleration in the successive motifs at letter D, and a more 

“turbulent” final tempo. “Every time [the parallel passages] come they are already on the next 

level. But this is extremely difficult to achieve, and this probably partially depends on the 

players – if the players don’t move, then you can row the boat as much as you can, but if it 

goes against the tide and the trees on the river shore don’t start going quicker past, more 

quickly…”181 Sakari also admitted that calculating the tempo here is very difficult, and the 

result usually is anyway slower than Doppio movimento. 

 

One detail I wanted to ask about was the beginning flute and viola motif, where I thought it is 

a problem not to have a place to breathe. Both Volmer and Sakari thought that this is a non-

issue. Sakari thought that if there is something that bothers me about the breathing places, 

then as a conductor I can interfere, but usually the woodwind players will take care of the 

breathing themselves. “When they know that the idiom is to play long and sustained, they can 

agree who will breathe and who won’t, and in a way in a good acoustic it will sound long.”182 

In Volmer’s opinion the most important thing here is to convey the idea of a lullaby (he even 

wanted to paste the words “tuuti-tuuti” or “äiu-äiu” over this line), and it is of secondary 

importance where the flutes would breathe. “The issue for the conductor is very often, when 

the conductors start thinking of the convenience and the technical side of the musicians, they 

compromise their own idea. And you start to help people and actually you end up – maybe 

everybody is very happy to play because it is comfortable to play with you – but it’s not 

interesting because you are helping them so much.”183 

 

The last point of interest for both Sakari and Volmer was the way the very last clarinet solo in 

this movement was played. In both Turku and Tallinn, I simply left this solo up to the taste of 

                                                 
181 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
182 ”…kun tietää että se idiooma on, että soitetaan legato sitkeesti, ja ne sitten sopii sen että joku hengittää ja joku 

ei, ja tavallaan hyvässä akustiikassa siitä tulee se, että se kuulostaa pitkältä.” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 

1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
183 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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the individual player, and I liked both versions – in Turku more staccato, in Tallinn more 

legato. Both Sakari and Volmer preferred the Tallinn version where the player played his line 

legato. Sakari thought, that it was a problem of the individual player in Turku, who wanted to 

make “something special” out of the solo instead of playing it semplice like it should be. 

Volmer found virtues in both ways but said that to him they convey a very different message. 

“When you play it in an articulate way, then it’s already what’s going to happen here [third 

movement]. Although the motif doesn’t have that. But it’s already something that’s going to 

be, a party or something – this dancing motif, whereas when you have a pastoral thing, then 

you actually carry this mood of the lullaby, put the baby in the bed and cover him nicely up... 

This was the nightly scene.” 

 

We also spent some time on discussing the precision of certain rhythms, like the syncopation 

of the second bar of the beginning theme, and the rhythms in the brass at Doppio movimento, 

and wondering about the inability of musicians to sometimes play the correct rhythm. 

Volmer’s answer was “That’s for us to solve. To rehearse, and to demand.” 

 

4.1.3 About the third movement of the symphony 

 

The first comment by Volmer was again about individual players’ contribution to the 

performance: “Trumpets did not have a good day in Turku.” After that we continued the issue 

of playing correct rhythms, since despite my efforts in rehearsal the horns in both orchestras 

found it difficult to play correctly in rehearsal letters C and I. Both Sakari and Volmer also 

immediately commented on the way ERSO played the coda, with trumpets and strings playing 

unwanted (and unwritten) diminuendos in the end of their phrases despite me showing with 

my conducting that they should continue quasi crescendo. “I could see you show them. It’s 

the same thing with the strings – you know already in advance, that it’s going to be quasi 

diminuendo, but with the brass it’s almost… Because there are so many conductors, who 

always say, ‘don’t play loud, release the notes’ and then they have this that nobody can 

sustain anymore! That’s why it’s my… I ask brass: Please play softer, but with quasi 

crescendo, it’s better.”184 

 

                                                 
184 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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The biggest disagreement Volmer had with me was about the tempo of the Finale, since he 

saw it quite differently from me. “I really have a huge difference between the tempo of the 

first movement and the last movement. And I am not worried about the violins at all.” To 

Volmer my tempo was slow, and he went into detail about how the different motifs relate to 

each other when the tempo is fast and when it is slow.185 Sakari was somewhat more flexible, 

preferring a tempo somewhere between my Turku and Tallinn performances. “The beginning 

of the Finale [with ERSO] was clearly slower and I initially thought that there’s now time to 

play, but on the other hand you lose the electricity. But the basic tempo in Turku was to me 

just a hint too rushed. Somehow forced, a little bit. At least for that hall…”186 

 

Volmer also objected to the way Turku musicians played the Andante section of the finale. “I 

don’t think they understood it at all. Because it felt very artificial.” Both conductors also 

agreed, that the two places with Meno mosso around rehearsal letter 9 should be slower to 

make a clear difference between the tempos.187 In general, both of my interviewees 

encouraged me to adopt a more robust way of expression, in which all the different gestures 

and events of the score will be highlighted more, including accents, articulation differences, 

tempo differences etc. 

 

Finally, Volmer summarized his impression of the two performances by saying that in his 

opinion both were excellent, and the Turku performance was by far more artistic, and if he 

had to choose individual movements, he would choose the first movement from Turku, and 

the remaining movements from Tallinn. He again pointed at individual players while he made 

this judgement. He preferred the ERSO second movement “apart from the cello solo which 

was with a nasty sound. Just unpleasant. So, there’s nothing, I mean, if you have somebody… 

Itzhak Perlman said that violin and singing is… With the singer you have to like the voice and 

                                                 
185 Most of this part of the discussion happened in the form of singing different motifs, and that is why it is 

nearly impossible to quote it in a written form. In general, when we discussed the different articulations and 

tempos the quickest way to make ourselves clear was to sing the motifs. It is to some extent true what the 

comedian Martin Mull has said, that “Writing about music is like dancing about architecture.” 
186 ” Tää oli selkeesti hitaampi tää (ERSO:n finaalin) alku, aluksi mietin, että ehtii soittaa, mutta sitten toisaalta 

siitä vähän menee se electricity pois. Mutta mä koin sen vähän kiireisenä sen Turun perustempon, ihan karvan 

verran. Jotenkin puskettuna, pikkasen sillä lailla. Ainakin siinä salissa…” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 1.8.2018, 

translation by the author.) 
187 This Meno mosso cannot anyway be too slow, because it is followed by a ritenuto leading to Moderato which 

has the same thematic content as the coda, which in turn is marked Moderato assai and should be even slower. 

Volmer insists, that the Meno mosso here is clearly slower than the preceding Allegro, which in turn must be 

slower than the Allegro vivace in the beginning. The tempos from fast to slow are Allegro vivace, Allegro, Meno 

mosso, Moderato and Moderato assai. If the Allegro vivace is very fast, as Volmer suggests, then it will be 

easier to make a big difference between Allegro and Meno mosso. 
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then little bit of mistakes and who cares, it’s beautiful, and the violin as well… And any string 

instrument, if the sound is sweet then it’s pleasant to listen to; if the sound is ugly, then 

there’s nothing to talk about. Nothing to talk about! Who cares, it’s just ugly. Forget about it.” 

 

About the Finale Volmer pointed out the importance of good trumpet players. “…you realize 

that probably it must have been Indrek who was the trumpet player [of the ERSO 

performance], the first trumpet, who played actually some time in Turku as well… But he 

went there as a guest. But if you have a trumpet who you trust, and you don’t fear, then it 

actually solves a lot of problems of the conductor. If you are a little bit anxious about the 

trumpet – how they’re going to cope – then that doesn’t help. […] In general, I have to say 

that you have done, you have opened my eyes to that and risen my interest which I think is 

very good, so the time sitting together here has been very beneficial and I am very grateful for 

you for coming and to have this discussion.” 

 

4.1.4 About recording Madetoja’s symphonies 

 

Petri Sakari remembers performing Madetoja already as an instrumentalist, playing violin in 

the Tampere city orchestra in the 80’s under Paavo Rautio’s conducting (coincidentally, 

Sakari remembers participating in the very YLE recordings that I have discussed in chapter 

2.3). “Probably my interest in Madetoja came through Paavo Rautio.”188 

 

When Sakari was appointed the Chief Conductor of the Iceland Symphony Orchestra, one of 

his goals was to make recordings with the orchestra, and they managed to get a contract with 

Chandos Records. When the representative of the company asked Petri Sakari, which Nordic 

composer is the one that he would like to highlight, his answer was Madetoja. Therefore, the 

Madetoja symphony cycle was chosen to be the first recording project of the Iceland 

Symphony Orchestra and Chandos Records. “To my knowledge, I am the first conductor to 

record all Madetoja symphonies with one orchestra.”189 Arvo Volmer’s recording project of 

all Madetoja orchestral works was a more obvious choice, him being the Chief Conductor of 

the Oulu Symphony Orchestra, in the birth town of the composer. 

                                                 
188 ”…varmaan mun Madetoja-kiinnostus tuli Raution Paavon kautta.” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 1.8.2018, 

translation by the author.) 
189 ”Ja tietääkseni olen ensimmäinen kapellimestari, joka on saman orkesterin kanssa levyttänyt kaikki 

Madetojan sinfoniat.” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
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While preparing to record the first symphony, Sakari did not listen to YLE tapes, but he knew 

of Leif Segerstam’s recording (also discussed in chapter 2.3). He worked from the printed 

score (from 1984), but he remembers that the orchestra played from hand-written parts which 

were probably the same he himself played from under Paavo Rautio in 1980. When I asked 

Sakari about consulting manuscript scores his answer was: “No manuscripts! At that time, I 

had so many new works to study that I didn’t have… It was like a survival game at that 

point.”190 Volmer echoes similar sentiments in his answer: “I saw a handwritten score 

somewhere, but I got the other [printed] score, and it was so much easier to work from it. We 

had a lot of work at these days as well, besides that I was under significant amount of 

stress.”191 Volmer also remembers listening to some of the existing recordings before getting 

to work with his recording project, but “I realized that this is not my thing, because I had 

some different ideas going on. I like Madetoja very much, and I firmly believe at least in my 

tempo relationships and my structure.”192 

 

Both Sakari and Volmer had the possibility to perform the symphony in concert before 

recording it, therefore they did not have to make any special preparations or precautions 

before the recording sessions. Neither of them made special efforts to check the orchestra 

parts, because they trusted their ears and the fact that the possible mistakes would be found 

during the rehearsing process. Sakari said that usually he documents misprints in his scores 

and might have some of those corrections in his score still. 

 

4.1.5 About conductor’s work as a scholar and an interpreter 

 

In my planned interview questions the two last were about conductor as an interpreter and as a 

scholar. Both Sakari and Volmer had very interesting answers – Sakari was briefer and 

Volmer wordier in this respect. 

                                                 
190 “Ei käsikirjoituksia, siihen aikaan oli niin paljon uusia biisejä (mitä) piti opiskella, että ei ollut oikein… Se on 

niin kuin juuri se, että se on niin kuin ”survival game” siinä vaiheessa, että tota…” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 

1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
191 I was pleased to hear these very honest answers from my colleagues, and I discussed with Petri Sakari more 

in length the fact, that during our studies we are given a very idealized picture of our profession, and nobody 

forewarns us that when the work starts pouring in we no longer have the luxury of studying our scores as 

meticulously as when we were students, and there will be times when we are stressed out and feel unmotivated 

to study certain works that we nevertheless have committed to performing. A “survival game” is a very apt 

description of the job at times. 
192 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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Petri Sakari said that for him music is an abstraction, and he does not usually create 

metaphors or pictures to go with it – and he admits that this is sometimes a problem with, for 

example, German orchestras, that are used to conductors explaining music with picturesque 

words. Instead, he wants to see the pieces in their historical context and in connection with 

other works of art in the same era. “This is about knowing the culture, the genre and the era. I 

have always been interested in history, I am the “museal” type. When I studied musicology in 

Helsinki, Bruckner was my thing. That is when I made research, and the most important 

literature was in German, from before Second World War – I read all of it. In being an 

academic the most useful thing is that you learn how to find sources. But how to make [the 

music] alive? It’s about Zeitgeist and of course you need to know the repertoire, and I admit 

that I also listen to recordings – mostly old recordings, I am not interested in what some Rattle 

is doing, for example. I listen to Mravinsky, Reiner, and the whole Hungarian–Jewish school 

which emigrated to the US – they had a kind of speck of truth there somewhere – and also, the 

older recordings.”193 

 

Sakari continued: “When it comes to manuscripts, we all have now the same possibilities as 

Harnoncourt to go to the library of Musikverein to read manuscripts of Brahms. In a way, if 

we have a possibility, it is our duty. But the musicologists have made it easy for us and we 

have these [Urtext editions] that cost an arm and a leg. I can’t afford them – I go to the 

Sibelius Academy library and read them and copy what’s there. And [Urtexts] have a lot of 

mistakes still, they often already smell of dust.”194 

 

                                                 
193 ” Tässähän nyt tulee se kulttuuri, sen genren ja ajan tuntemus. Mä olen aina ollut historiasta kiinnostunut, 

museaalinen tyyppi. Bruckner oli mun juttu, kun tulin 70–80-luvun vaihteessa Hesaan opiskelemaan 

musatieteellisessä. Silloin tutkin, silloin tärkein Bruckner-kirjallisuus oli saksankielistä, ennen toista 

maailmansotaa. Luin ne kaikki, ja miten löytää… Siitä on akateemisuudessa hyötyä, miten löytää ”sources”. 

Mutta miten saada se eläväksi? Se on se ajankuva ja sitten tietysti sun täytyy tuntea tuotanto, ja myönnän että 

jonkun verran kuuntelen… Ja sitten kuuntelen enemmän vanhoja. Ei mua kiinnosta mitä joku Rattle teki 

sinänsä…Mutta mua kiinnostaa Mravinskyt, Reinerit, ja nimenomaan unkarinjuutalainen koulu, joka tuli 

Amerikkaan. Niillä oli joku sellainen totuuden siemen siellä olemassa. Ja sitäkin vanhemmat sitten mitä on.” 

(Petri Sakari’s interview on 1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
194 ”Mitä tulee käsikirjoitusten tutkimiseen, meillä on kaikilla sama mahdollisuus kuin Harnoncourtilla mennä 

Musikvereinin kirjastoon lukemaan Brahmsin käsikirjoituksia. Tavallaan jos meillä on mahdollisuus, se kuuluisi 

meille. Ja nyt musiikkitieteilijät ovat tehneet tämän meille helpoksi ja on tehty nää [Urtextit], mutta a) ne maksaa 

ihan sairaasti jos sä haluat itsellesi ne partituurit – ei mullo varaa niihin enää, mä meen Akatemian kirjastoon ja 

luen sen ja kopsaan sieltä mitä siellä on… Ja niissä [Urtexteissä] on virheitä paljon. Se haisee jo valmiiksi 

pölyttyneelle se sivu.” (Petri Sakari’s interview on 1.8.2018, translation by the author.) 
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Volmer stated, that for him, the basis for interpretation has changed over the years. As a 

young conductor his motivation was to “make things right”, because what he heard others 

perform sounded either too slow, too fast, or not strong enough. Nowadays Volmer thinks, 

that “it’s very good idea if you know why you are doing one work. For example, I did Samson 

and Dalila in concert because of Dalila’s aria, because that music is so breathtakingly great, 

these two moments (sings). And if you find something that is really important, then you 

actually can relate the rest of the material and somehow construct around… So, what is most 

important? Why would you play Bizet’s symphony? Because of the oboe theme of the slow 

movement. Because it is so great, the slow movement – and the symphony is a very good 

symphony – but the revelation is the slow movement. It’s not even because you like 

something, but something is actually the reason. It probably has the greatest piece of 

information that you want to convey to the audience. And the whole piece has to give, so the 

rest of the piece has to serve so that the information becomes more evident. It’s emotional – 

what you want to tell, what is important for you. And the rest of it is technical – how to make 

it clear to everybody else… And then you come to the usual dramaturgical principles. If 

everything is important, then it comes across as if nothing is important! So, in order to make 

something really important, you have to sacrifice something. You have to do it like Puccini 

does it in his opera scores. He writes pages of casual ‘movie music’ and then where the small 

arioso comes it’s just like a blossom in the desert.”195 

 

Volmer also talked about how he feels interpreting music with lot of polyphony, like that of 

Mahler or Richard Strauss. According to him you must reduce the polyphony to bring out 

what is important. About tempo relationships he also said that they should not sound 

mechanical, but always fresh, so even if you base your idea around a simple tempo 

relationship you then “artistically flavour it” to one direction of the other. 

 

When I took up the topic of conductors doing research on the works they perform, Volmer 

told about his research on Mussorgsky’s Pictures at the Exhibition, his work on Sibelius 

symphonies, on Verdi, Mahler and Tchaikovsky’s Rococo Variations (where he these days 

prefers the original arrangement of the movements). “I hope this question actually can be 

transmitted also to the issue of these manuscripts. When I did [Sibelius] with the orchestra in 

Turku I took the chance and went to the Turku library and the copy that went into the 

                                                 
195 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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fireplace was there. The burnt one. The second manuscript which Aino196 fished out of the 

fireplace. Luckily the scores don’t burn… So, I looked at this manuscript and it was very 

interesting. I wrote down a few things and I became for example very convinced by the theory 

that Sibelius’ hairpins can be treated liberally almost at will to the performer just like 

Schubert’s. Because at times it’s an accent and if it’s looser, is it an accent or a diminuendo? 

And I think it makes a huge difference, because in the violin concerto this subject [in the first 

orchestra tutti] is full of accents – or diminuendos. I think it’s definitely accents. But it’s 

written like this, and then an editor has decided it looks like a diminuendo putting these 

diminuendos, never thinking that it was the composer’s habit of writing. Some of them are 

diminuendos – maybe.”197 

 

Volmer's last comments summarized beautifully my own thoughts after spending countless 

hours studying the manuscripts of Madetoja’s symphonies: “But you have to see the 

manuscript and make up your mind on your own – and it has to be based on decent musical 

logic, which is based on what you hear him (the composer) do in other works. So, looking 

into the manuscripts is important. And it gives you an idea. An emotional idea.”198 

4.2 Critical reflection 

 

My doctoral project on the music of Madetoja has undergone many different phases since I 

started it at EMTA in 2012, and in the course of it I have followed several lines of research 

inquiries, which could also be seen as wearing many different “hats”. I have at times followed 

a path of a musicologist, locating materials in the archives and comparing them with each 

other and the published scores. Sometimes I have assumed the guise of a music critic and 

evaluated the recordings of my colleagues. I have been trying to find my identity as an Artist-

Researcher and read theoretical books about topics hitherto unfamiliar to me. But the most 

important role for me, even after finishing this project, is the role of an orchestra conductor, a 

musician and an interpreter. In the course of this project I have questioned many general 

assumptions about this role, as well as my own assumptions about how the conductor’s work 

                                                 
196 Aino Sibelius (1871–1969), the wife of composer Jean Sibelius. 
197 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
198 Arvo Volmer’s interview on 26.6.2018 
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“should” be done, and doing this project has in a way set me free from some limiting beliefs 

and outdated models on what it is to be an orchestra conductor.199 

 

Central to my doctoral project is of course the music of Madetoja, and especially his first 

symphony, which I performed in two occasions and discussed in length in this written thesis. 

My work on this symphony consisted of studying it for rehearsals and performance, 

performing it three times,200 critically listening to all the available recordings of the work, 

familiarizing myself with the three existing manuscripts201 of the work, reflecting on my two 

video recorded performances of the symphony in the light of my accumulated knowledge of 

the work, as well as my accumulated experience as a professional orchestra conductor, and 

finally, discussing the work and my recorded performances with two conductor-specialists on 

the music of Madetoja, Petri Sakari and Arvo Volmer. 

 

After the two interview-discussions with my colleagues I came to the realization, that my 

project would only not have been complete without them, but maybe they were even the most 

important step of my learning process during it. These discussions have largely confirmed my 

views on many of my interpretational decisions, and they also raised several new alternative 

interpretations and views that questioned some aspects of my interpretations, and sometimes 

pointed out problems that I did not know even existed in my performances. I consider myself 

lucky that two artists of such a high standing offered their valuable time to listen to my two 

recorded performances and comment on them. 

 

My task in the following pages is to draw together the “scholarly side” of my project, namely 

my work on the various sources of the musical text and the possible models for interpretation, 

and my own interpretation of the work. But I must right at the outset point out that 

interpreting a great work of music is a never-ending process. Masterpieces lend themselves to 

a variety of interpretations, and they are so rich of details, that every time the artist is bound to 

find new ways of interpretation. What my interpretation was in 2012 is not the same it was in 

2017. And how I thought about a piece in 2017 is not how I think about it today. 

 

                                                 
199 These expectations have mostly come from some of my earliest conducting teachers, who as I now think in 

retrospect were not very good teachers or even musicians, but these early impressions stick surprisingly hard. 
200 Twice in Turku in 2012 and once in Tallinn in 2017. 
201 Two full scores and one manuscript of the separate slow movement. 
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I can already admit, that certain interpretational details of the first symphony of Madetoja 

have become clear to me only after study, performances and discussions with my colleagues – 

for example how I think about the articulation of the very first motif of the first movement. 

Only now I feel that I am ready to “fix” this question for the future performances of this work. 

Also, the questions of tempo seem to be solved only now – both the hierarchies of the written 

tempos and the more intuitive tempo solutions based on the thematic factors. I have become 

more convinced of some of my solutions, such as the slowing down of the coda of the first 

movement. On the other hand, I am now also ready to experiment with Volmer’s idea of the 

faster tempo in the Finale. If one’s aim is an “informed” interpretation of a work, my view is 

that the best approach is to combine the study of sources, the performer’s own musical 

intuition, and a dialogue with one’s colleagues. Unfortunately, very often there is too little 

time for both the sources and the dialogue. 

 

4.2.1 Reflections on the analysis of the symphony 

 

The results of all the different analysis methods of the symphony, as well as my performances 

and what my colleagues had to say about them, can be summed up in the following three 

points. 1) New clarity in choosing the tempos and making a general tempo plan; 2) 

Consistency and clarity in details of articulation and dynamics; 3) Better insight into how 

much the abilities of the individual musicians (and their attitude) can affect the interpretation. 

 

In the first movement of the symphony I still think that there are just four tempos, just as 

indicated by the manuscript score, two of them being very close to each other. What I am now 

readier to accept, after discussing it with my colleagues, is the need for intuitive modifications 

of the tempo, rather than sticking to a literal reading at all times (as I tried to do in my final 

doctoral concert). In my future performances my tempo plan would include this factor as well. 

In the second movement I am now better equipped to rehearse and conduct the long 

stringendo, after hearing Volmer’s opinions on where the speeding up could most obviously 

be heard and felt. For the Finale my tempo plan has not changed – what I discussed with my 

colleagues just convinced me of my current choices, even though I am ready to experiment 

with a faster basic tempo. 
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Studying the manuscript clarified many small details in articulation and dynamics in several 

places of the score. Seeing the contradicting markings in the sources also made me think more 

like a composer myself in order to find the solutions that convince me. This is the attitude that 

I want to keep for the future as well. Composers are sometimes in a hurry, but with some 

effort the clear idea behind the blurry expression can be discovered. Sometimes it happens, 

(like with the opening motif of the whole symphony), that you don’t have enough evidence to 

support either way of articulation. Then one just must make up their mind, and in this case, I 

like to think like a scientist – that the simplest solution is the one that is closest to the truth. 

 

The third aspect clarified by this project was, that a concert is a cooperative effort, and the 

conductor as an interpreter is very much depending on the skills and artistry of his orchestra 

musicians. If a player has a “bad day”, you might have to say goodbye to your interpretation. 

As Volmer said, our task is to rehearse and to demand, and demanding is not always easy. 

This is one of the reasons why psychology of conducting is an aspect of my profession I am 

increasingly interested in. What is the way to bring out the best in the musicians, and what is 

to be done if some musician simply is not up to the task? This kind of questions of general 

leadership and motivation in an artistic context could be topics of a whole new study. 

 

4.2.2 Thoughts on my own work processes 

 

After reflecting on the “countdown” to both concerts in question, I have not changed my mind 

about my general administrational process. I still think, that the preparations for the concert 

must start from the very first contact with the administration, and the more practical matters 

you can solve in advance, the better it is for the concert week. Sometimes the artist is the 

active one in solving the practical matters, sometimes it is the administration, and that is 

totally depending on the work culture of the orchestra in question. I just have to conclude, that 

the work culture in TFO and in ERSO is very different, and I doubt I could have done 

anything differently that would have improved the result. 

 

Reflecting on the score study, I can say that the difference between 2012 and now is clear – I 

study my scores faster and get faster to the point. This is also a necessity, since sometimes 

concerts follow each other in a very tight schedule, and there is no luxury of a long incubation 

period for the music. Quoting Petri Sakari, conducting is sometimes a “survival game”. This 
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said, I much prefer working slower and repeating my programs for added benefit. I am sure 

that the third time taking up the score of Madetoja’s first symphony would result in a more 

mature interpretation in both the overall arch of the work and the smaller details. From my 

personal experience I can also tell that having conducted a work before is the equivalent of 

having an extra rehearsal, in virtue of being able to predict several trouble spots, and possibly 

already having tried and tested tools to solve them – although it is good to keep in mind that 

different orchestras also have different keys to solving problems typical to them. 

 

The third aspect of my working methods which has gradually improved, is how I understand 

the psychology of the orchestra. An orchestra is usually full of talented individuals, and the 

conductor is in the best position to try to “invite” them to serve the music with their talents. 

This is a fact overlooked by many conductors and conducting teachers, who think that 

conducting is a one-way street where the information about the interpretation flows from the 

conductor to the players, ideally without any “interference”.202 How to unleash the 

interpretative potential of an orchestra, and how to motivate the players to give their best is 

one of the secrets of conducting that definitely separates the masters from the pupils. In my 

work the psychological/motivational aspect keeps growing whereas my ideas on interpretation 

and conducting technique and general rehearsal philosophy have stayed approximately the 

same.  

                                                 
202 I have run across a teaching tool called Wensberg’s Conducting Equation (by Norwegian conductor Morten 

Wensberg). Wensberg says. “The maximum potential of a conductor’s verbal and nonverbal skill is to be able to 

transfer an idea to the musicians without any loss of information – a 100% transfer success. In other words, c can 

only be less than or equal to 1 – this means that although communication – including technique – (c) is one of 

the two essential components in conducting, the theoretically infinite potential of growth is within the artistic 

skill (i).” My problem with this description is exactly the fact, that success is defined by fully communicating the 

musical idea of the conductor to the players, leaving no room for the creativity of the orchestra musician 

(https://www.linkedin.com/in/morten-wensberg-53b4a24/, accessed 4 November 2018). 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/morten-wensberg-53b4a24/
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Conclusion 

 

The title of my thesis at hand, Conducting Madetoja. Discoveries about the Art and 

Profession of Conducting, summarises in ten words my experience of the past seven years as 

an aspiring Artist-Researcher. The reason for choosing Leevi Madetoja’s music for my 

artistic research project was, first of all, to make the orchestral works of this neglected 

composer better known to the public and to the arts community, and secondly, it was my wish 

to make his music part of my repertoire and acquire a “feel” for conducting it. To these ends, I 

have conducted Madetoja’s music not only in my four doctoral concerts in 2012–2017, but I 

also have included his works in the repertoire of my former orchestra St. Michel Strings, and 

in several programs that I have conducted as a guest conductor over the years. In the middle 

of my doctorate project I was even asked to record Madetoja’s cantatas, but unfortunately at 

that moment I did not have the resources for such an extensive and prestigious project. My 

artistic research project in the doctorate program of EMTA consists of studying and 

performing Leevi Madetoja’s three symphonies (with two different orchestras, TFO and 

ERSO), and in this thesis, I concentrate on his first symphony, Op. 29. 

 

As for the latter part of the title, we must acknowledge, that conducting is both an art and a 

profession. Looking at it as an art, we must consider the study of music, the interpretation of 

it, the gestures used in communicating one’s vision, and the other subtle ways of influencing 

the musicians who play it. Looking at it from the side of the profession, we see that it requires 

discipline in preparation, knowledge of dozens of details which have to be in place before the 

first rehearsal, skills of organizing and leading the rehearsals as “the boss” of the musicians 

for a week, ways of dealing with problems that inevitably happen on the way, interpersonal 

skills to deal with soloists, orchestra musicians or administration, and knowledge of subjects 

as diverse as marketing or sound engineering. 

 

As I stated in the introduction of this thesis, I did not set out to write a musicological paper on 

Leevi Madetoja’s compositions, but I rather wanted to look critically at my own work as an 

artist and as a professional, through the process of conducting Madetoja’s music. After 

gaining first-hand experience in performing the whole series of Madetoja’s symphonies (in 

2012–13), I wanted to focus on just one of them, the first symphony, and discover in myself 

the Artist-Researcher by setting myself a research inquiry, documenting my practice/research 
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process, and building moments of critical reflection in my research timeline (Nelson 2013: 

29). I also expanded the methods of my usual process of study and preparation by the study of 

composer’s manuscripts, and all the available recordings of the symphony, and reflected on 

the difference experience makes in performing the piece repeatedly. The aim of my thesis was 

to understand the effect of scholarly activity on the artistic and practical aspects of a 

conductor’s work, and my hypothesis was, that studying the original sources in depth, in 

addition to the published sources, would give the performer a special insight in performing the 

work; similarly, studying a number of recorded performances of the work through critical 

listening, would help the performer in verifying his own interpretational choices, regardless of 

whether his ideas are in harmony or in contradiction with those of his colleagues. 

 

As for the discoveries part of my thesis title, that is where the main research inquiry comes 

into the picture. I asked myself, what kind of added value do the study of composer’s 

manuscripts and other contemporary sources, the analysis of the existing recordings of the 

work by other interpreters, and the experience gained during repeated performances of the 

work, bring to performing (conducting) the work, as opposed to working straightforwardly 

using only the readily available published edition(s) of the said work? The methods I used in 

answering this inquiry are, the analysis of musical scores, manuscripts and recordings, critical 

reflection of my own artistic practices, and two semi-structured interviews with my conductor 

colleagues. 

 

This inquiry consists of three different parts, and discussing it is divided over three different 

chapters. The analysis of the manuscripts and the recordings is discussed in chapter 2, but the 

topic of experience was so wide that it spread itself over chapters 3 and 4. 

 

The discoveries made through my research project could also be described through terms 

know-how, know-what and know-that (Nelson 2013: 37). In the first part, studying both the 

published score and the composer’s manuscripts, the type of knowledge that was growing was 

know-that. I gained more factual knowledge of the tempos and the articulations as well as 

clarified some moments in the score that were not clear to me in the first, or even second 

reading of the published score. This type of information can be transformed into know-what 

and know-how during rehearsals and performances. The know-what is manifested, for 

example, in realising that a certain section of music will work better concerning both the 
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orchestral balance and dramaturgy, when we correct the dynamics and articulations after the 

manuscript – suddenly it becomes understandable what the section should sound like. In 

Nelson’s Practice as Research (PaR) model, there is also interaction between know-that and 

the tacit or embodied know-how, which could be explained so, that when I gain new 

knowledge of certain musical textures, my conducting gestures will adjust to them 

automatically without a conscious effort. 

 

The analysis of the recordings can be also seen as a method to distil the know-how of other 

performers from the fruits of their labour. When I am making aesthetical judgments on the 

interpretations of my colleagues, I am also creating know-what out of this experience. I am 

making evaluations of the kind “this works, this doesn’t work”, or “this speaks to me”, and 

using this experience to cross out some interpretational choices and to elevate others in the 

realm of possibility. 

 

In chapter 3 I describe my first-hand artistic experience, the rehearsal and performing 

processes of the symphony with TFO and ERSO, mainly through the lens of know-what – the 

information gained through my prior experience as a professional conductor on what are good 

ways of working with an orchestra, including the administration. Since the cycle of 

preparation, rehearsal and performance for most of the time stays the same, a critically self-

reflecting artist could see himself being in the middle of a never-ending hermeneutic spiral, 

where he can again and again test his methods, make new hypotheses, and this way extract 

from each project new know-what, which will turn into new know-how at the next possible 

chance to study a score or to rehearse or perform with an orchestra. 

 

Chapter 4, which contains the interviews with my conductor colleagues, and the critical self-

reflection, is a continuation of chapter 3, but the focus is on know-how. It was to me 

wonderful to hear my older and more experienced colleagues share their opinions and 

experiences and try to translate their know-how into know-what for my benefit. Often it 

became clear that words are simply not enough, but the conversation morphed into singing the 

motifs and rhythms, knocking on the table to feel the pulse, and at one point even, in the case 

of Volmer, going to the piano to demonstrate the point under discussion. The conversations 

with my colleagues provided me with the most revealing moments during the whole research 
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project, and without them my final critical reflection would have been deprived of half of its 

substance. 

 

When thinking of my doctoral project from the perspective of Artistic Research, I must say 

that conducting – the art and profession of it – is Artistic Research to begin with. As an 

activity, conducting is more cerebral than playing an instrument, and the time conductors save 

for not having the need to practice, many of them use for scholarly activity – each according 

to their own skills and interests, naturally. To transform the practice of conducting into 

research requires time to reflect, and this can be a stumbling block for many. As for my own 

use of time, slowing down and reflecting in the course of this project has been of immense 

importance, and I have realised that I, too, have had too few chances for that. In the future, I 

want to spend more time studying, reading, and letting things grow in their own pace. I am 

now also more and more interested in the topic of editing scores for publication, to benefit 

both myself, and my colleagues. I also got a spark of interest in continuing to do Artistic 

Research and wish to contribute to the development of artistic doctorate programs in the genre 

of classical music. 

 

I can see several possibilities for further research in my topic. Firstly, Madetoja’s first 

symphony, as shown by this research, absolutely deserves a new edition. I am quite 

convinced, that so do his second and third symphonies, given that their sources would receive 

proper scholarly attention. As a practical musician, I also think that new performance 

materials require making new reference recordings. Secondly, the whole profession of 

conducting is still seen somewhat as a “dark art”, and that is just another way to say, that a lot 

of the knowledge about conducting is tacit. I can think of several topics worth of research 

starting from questions of conductor’s image and work ethic and going to questions of 

interpretation and psychology of an orchestra rehearsal. These kinds of topics interest me, and 

I would like to contribute to this (artistic) research in the future, to make the art and 

profession of conducting to seem a bit less mystical and a bit more practical, for the benefit of 

the next generation of conducting students. 
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19:00 Turku Concert Hall, Turku, Finland 

Turku Philharmonic Orchestra 

Markus Nieminen, baritone 

Sasha Mäkilä, conductor 

 

Richard Wagner: Parsifal, overture 

Gustav Mahler: Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen 

Leevi Madetoja: Kullervo, overture 

Leevi Madetoja: Symphony No. 1 

 

 

Doctoral concert No. 2 

 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 

19:00 Turku Concert Hall, Turku, Finland 

Turku Philharmonic Orchestra 

Jan-Erik Gustafsson, cello 

Sasha Mäkilä, conductor 

 

Richard Wagner: Siegfried-Idyll 

Camille Saint-Saëns: Cello concerto No. 1 

Leevi Madetoja: Symphony No. 2 
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Doctoral concert No. 3 

 

Friday, March 15, 2013 

19:00 Turku Concert Hall, Turku, Finland 

Turku Philharmonic Orchestra 

Kristof Barati, violin 
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Maurice Ravel: Pavane pour une infante défunte 

Pyotr Tchaikovsky: Violin concerto 
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Doctoral concert No. 4 

 

Wednesday, May 31, 2017 

13:00 Estonia Concert Hall, Tallinn, Estonia 

Estonian National Symphony Orchestra 

Sasha Mäkilä, conductor 

 

Väinö Raitio: The Swans 

Jean Sibelius: Karelia Suite 

Leevi Madetoja: Dance Vision 

Leevi Madetoja: Symphony No. 1 
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Töö lühikokkuvõte 

 

Käesolev doktoritöö on osa loomingulis-uurimuslikust projektist. Doktoritöö materjaliks on 

soome helilooja Leevi Madetoja (1887–1947) kolm sümfooniat, mida dirigeerisin oma 

doktorikontsertidel ajavahemikus 2012–2017. Doktoritöös keskendun esimesele sümfooniale 

op. 29 (vt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkaA7hS4Y28&list=PL2bUQi4JuR5Skp_FTTx7HzEhm

niZlOLy7), aga minu uurimuse mõistmiseks oleks kasulik tutvuda doktorikontsertidega, mis 

on kättesaadavad DVD-l Eesti Muusika- ja Teatriakadeemia raamatukogus, nagu ka Madetoja 

sümfooniate salvestistega teistelt dirigentidelt. 

  

Doktoritöö eesmärk on näidata, milline on dirigendi teadustegevuse (antud juhul töö 

käsikirjade ja salvestistega) mõju tema kunstiloomingule ja praktilisele tegevusele. Kasutan 

Madetoja suhteliselt vähetuntud sümfooniaid, et leida vastust oma uurimisküsimustele. 

Peamist uurimisküsimust võiks sõnastada järgnevalt: Millise lisaväärtuse annab dirigendi 

tõlgendusele helilooja käsikirjade ja teiste kaasaegsete allikate uurimine, olemasolevate 

salvestiste analüüsimine ja teose korduva esitamise käigus korjatud kogemus? Sellele 

küsimusele vastamiseks uurisin partituure, käsikirju ja salvestisi, reflekteerisin kriitiliselt oma 

dirigenditegevust. Samuti tegin kaks poolstruktureeritud intervjuud dirigentidest kolleegidega. 

 

Doktoritöö võib jagada kaheks osaks. Esimene keskendub Madetoja esimesele sümfooniale, 

selle taustale, vormile ja käsikirjade ning salvestiste uurimisele. Teine osa jäädvustab ja 

analüüsib teose õppimise, proovide läbiviimise ja esitamise protsessi aastatel 2012 ja 2017, 

millele järgneb arutlemine ja järelduste tegemine. Doktoritöö annab võimaluse vaadata 

dirigendi tööprotsessi seestpoolt. 

 

Leevi Madetoja loomingust on Soomes laiemalt tuntud esmajoones ooper “Põhjalased” 

(“Pohjalaisia”) op. 45 ja kooriteosed.  Minu loomingulis-uurimuslik projekt kätkes tema 

kolme sümfoonia (op. 29, op. 35 ja op. 55) uurimist ja esitamist. Eriliselt keskendusin 1. 

sümfooniale, mida esitasin esimesel (2012) ja viimasel (2017) doktorikontserdil vastavalt 

Turu Filharmoonia Orkestri ja Eesti Riikliku Sümfooniaorkestriga.  
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Olulise tõuke uurimisteema valikul andis Madetoja sümfooniate arhiiviallikate olukord. 

Avastasin Soome Rahvusraamatukogu ja kirjastuse Fennica Gehrman arhiivides Madetoja 

kolme sümfoonia originaalkäsikirjad. Fennica Gehrmani arhiivis olid käsikirjad 

katalogiseerimata ning nüüdseks on need üle antud Soome Rahvusraamatukogule, et need 

oleksid uurijatele ligipääsetavamad. Kui võrdlesin käsikirju trükis ilmunud väljaannetega, 

märkasin mitmeid erinevusi detailides. Leidsin, et dirigendina peaksin käsikirju põhjalikumalt 

uurima ja väärtustama. Avastasin ühtlasi, et Madetoja 1. sümfoonia aeglasel osal on olemas 

ka varasem versioon, mida pole seni kusagil mainitud. 

 

Minu hüpotees on, et originaalallikate põhjalik uurimine lisaks trükitud väljaannetele annab 

sügavama sissevaate teosesse ja rikastab esitust. Samuti on vajalik teiste interpreetide 

salvestiste kriitiline kuulamine, mis aitab teha endal tõlgenduslikke valikuid.  

 

Kahjuks on Madetoja sümfooniaid esitatud ja salvestatud küllaltki vähe. Madetoja-spetsialisti 

staatusele läheneb kõige rohkem Arvo Volmer, kes 1994–2005 tegutses Madetoja sünnilinnas 

Oulus orkestri peadirigendina ning salvestas kõik Madetoja orkestriteosed. Peale Volmeri on 

Petri Sakari ja John Storgårds salvestanud kõik kolm Madetoja sümfooniat. 

 

Heliloojat käsitlevast kirjandusest tuleks kõigepealt esile tõsta Erkki Salmenhaara uurimust 

”Leevi Madetoja” (1987).  Loomepõhise uurimuse metodoloogias olid mulle oluliseks abiks  

Robin Nelsoni raamat “Practice as Research in the Arts” (2013) ning Mika Hannula, Juha 

Suoranta ja Tere Vadéni käsitlus “Artistic Research – theories, methods and practices” 

(2005). Käsikirjadega tegelemisel sain tuge Fennica Gehrmani kirjastusdirektori Jari Eskola 

magistritööst (2016), mille teemaks oli Louis Spohri teoste väljaandmine. Paljudest 

dirigeerimisalastest raamatutest kujunesid mulle eriti tähtsaks Erich Leinsdorfi “The 

Composer’s Advocate – A Radical Orthodoxy for Musicians” (1981) ja Gunther Schulleri 

“The Compleat Conductor” (1997). 

 

Leevi Madetoja sümfooniatest. Madetojat ärgitas sümfoonilisele muusikale keskenduma 

tema mentor Jean Sibelius. Madetoja 1. sümfoonia  oli kirjutatud lühikeste perioodide vältel 

ajavahemikus 1914–1916  ja lõpetatud kiirustades enne kokkulepitud esiettekannet. See võib 

olla üks põhjustest, miks sümfoonia on üsna lühike (ligi 21 minutit) ja kolmes osas (mitte 

neljas). Sümfoonia võeti väga hästi vastu. 
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Võimalik, et Madetoja alustas tööd 2. sümfoonia kallal kohe pärast 1. sümfoonia esiettekannet 

1916. Ent sümfoonia loomine aeglustus 1917. aasta revolutsioonisündmuste ja kodusõja tõttu, 

viimases kaotasid oma elu helilooja vend Yrjö ning sõber ja kolleeg Toivo Kuula. See kõik 

jättis jälje ka sümfooniale ning sageli nimetatakse teost ”Sõjasümfooniaks”. Madetoja tegi 

ilmselt suure osa tööst 1918. aasta teisel poolel, esiettekanne oli 17. detsembril 1918. 

Järgmine, 3. sümfoonia kõlas esmakordselt avalikkuse ees 8. aprillil 1926. Selleks ajaks oli 

Madetojast saanud tunnustatud helilooja, eriti imetleti tema ooperit ”Põhjalased” ja 2. 

sümfooniat. Madetojalt oodati suurt rahvusromantilist teost, ent tulemus ei vastanud publiku 

ootustele. Vahest sel põhjusel otsustas Madetoja investeerida oma raha hoopis 2. sümfoonia 

kirjastamisse. Ent näiteks Salmenhaara hindab kolmandat sümfooniat kõrgemalt kui teist. 

 

Kolmekümnendatel mainis Madetoja mitu korda tööd 4. sümfoonia kallal, kuid need 

kuuldused lõppesid aastal 1938. Kui aastal 2013 vaatasin läbi sorteerimata materjale Soome 

Rahvusraamatukogus, leidsin mõned taktid muusikat noodilehtedel, millele oli kirjutatud 

”neljas sümfoonia”, kuid rohkem tõendeid sümfoonia eksisteerimisest ma ei leidnud. 

 

Kuna kirjastajad ei huvitunud Madetoja teostest, otsustas helilooja rahastada nende partiide ja 

partituuri kopeerimist omast taskust. Madetoja 1. sümfooniat ei trükitud enne 1943. aastat, kui 

autor müüs kõik kirjastamise õigused Fazeri kirjastusele analoogselt 2. sümfooniaga. Fazer 

avaldas tänapäevase trükiversiooni 1. sümfooniast alles 1984, ent enne seda levitas Fazer 

käsitsi kopeeritud partituuri koos käsitsi kirjutatud partiidega, mida asendasid trükitud partiid 

alles 2002. 

 

Nüüd 1. sümfoonia salvestistest, mida kuulasin ja analüüsisin. 

 

Tabel.  Avalikkusele kättesaadavad salvestised Madetoja 1. sümfooniast. 

Dirigent Orkester Aasta 

Martti Similä (1898–1958) Soome Raadio Orkester 

 

1956, kontserdisalvestis  
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Paavo Rautio (1924–2005) Tampere Filharmoonia Orkester 

 

 

1980, kontserdisalvestis 

Leif Segerstam (1944–) Soome Raadio Orkester 

 

 

1991, stuudiosalvestis 

Petri Sakari (1958–) Islandi Sümfooniaorkester 

 

1992, stuudiosalvestis 

Arvo Volmer (1962–) Oulu Sümfooniaorkester 1999, stuudiosalvestis 

John Storgårds (1963–) Helsingi Filharmoonia Orkester 2013, stuudiosalvestis 

 

Pärast kõigi salvestiste kuulamist pean tunnistama, et on raske kedagi esile tõsta. Mõned 

dirigendid (nagu Sakari ja Volmer) järgisid partituuri põhimõttekindlamalt. Ent ka teistel oli 

huvitavaid lähenemisi. Näiteks Similäl olid väga veenvad üldised tempod, aga salvestises oli 

palju puudusi, mis takistasid nauditavat kuulamist. 

 

Siiski oli salvestiste kuulamine mulle väga kasulik, sest hakkasin märkama detaile, mis muidu 

oleksid minust mööda libisenud. Näiteks muutusid palju selgemaks tempode omavahelised 

suhted igas osas.  

 

1. sümfoonia esitamise ettevalmistusprotsess ja ettekanne.  Nagu öeldud, esitasin seda 

teost kaks korda, 2012 ja 2017. Vahepealsel ajal otsisin sümfoonia käsikirja ja leidsin selle 

Fennica Gehrmani kirjastuse arhiivis, kuigi väidetavasti olevat see olnud kadunud. Madetoja 

oli teinud hiljem mõningaid muudatusi rütmikas, kuid see ei muutnud minu tõlgenduse 

kontseptsiooni. Ainus suur muutus oli puuduva sõna al lisamine märkesse poco a poco meno 

allegro teel I osa lõpu poole. 

 

Enne proovide algust on dirigendil aga palju muud teha kui ainult partituure uurida. Nimetan 

selle perioodi ”administratiivseks ettevalmistuseks” ja see algab tõepoolest esimese 

kontakteerumisega orkestri administratsiooniga. Minu kogemused Turu Filharmoonia 

Orkestri ja ERSOga olid väga erinevad. Turu orkestri puhul suhtlesin otse orkestri intendandi 
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Marjukka Lieppineniga, kes vastas kiiresti mu küsimustele. ERSO puhul oli algne kontaktisik 

prof. Tõnu Kaljuste ja siis orkestri mänedžer. Mul oli palju küsimusi, millele kahjuks ei 

vastatud ja näis, et pöördun alati vale inimese poole. 

 

Madetoja 1. sümfooniat Turu orkestriga esitades olin korrigeerinud mõningaid 

orkestripartiisid ja esimesel ERSO proovil kontrollisin harfi ja klarneti partiisid, milles olid 

esinenud suurimad probleemid (valed transpositsioonid ja võtmemärgid). Selgus, et kõik on 

korras ja et kasutusel on samad partiid mis Turuski. Turus usaldasin poognastamise 

kontsertmeistrile ja nii toimisin ka ERSO puhul. 

 

Turu Filharmoonia orkestriga töötades panin tööplaani paika nädalaid varem ja mul oli 

piisavalt aega proovideks. Kokku oli mul viisteist tundi proovide läbiviimiseks. ERSOga oli 

mul proovideks üksteist tundi, kusjuures repertuaar oli ERSOle enamasti tundmatu ja 

proovidest ei piisanud.  

 

Vestlus Petri Sakari ja Arvo Volmeriga. Järeldused. Pärast kõiki Madetoja sümfooniate 

ettekandeid arutasin enda dirigeeritud 1. sümfoonia esitusi Turus ja Tallinnas kahe dirigendi-

spetsialistiga – need olid Petri Sakari ja Arvo Volmer. Arutluse järgselt tulin veendumusele, et 

minu loomingulis-uurimuslik projekt ei oleks võinud lõppeda ilma selleta – vahest need 

vestlused olid kõige tähtsam osa minu õppeprotsessist. Ühtlasi leidis kinnitust minu hüpotees, 

et dirigent peaks tundma mitte ainult noodiväljaandeid ja eri salvestisi, vaid ka teose käsikirju. 

 

Edaspidine uurimine. Madetoja 1. sümfoonia vajaks uut trükiväljaannet. Arvan, et sama on 

tema 2. ja 3. sümfooniaga, mille käsikirjad vääriksid uurijate eelnevat tähelepanu. Sellega 

seoses vajaksime ka uusi salvestisi. 
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APPENDIX 1: The original version of Lento misterioso, rehearsal letter G (source C) 
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APPENDIX 2: The original version of Lento misterioso, rehearsal letter I (source C) 
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APPENDIX 3: Comparison of the manuscripts A, B, C and the printed edition F 

 

First movement, Allegro 

 

On top of the first page the source B contains an estimation of duration of 21 min. (for the whole 

symphony, obviously) and a metronome marking: dotted half note equals 72. 

 

Bar 1, flutes, oboes, strings: In B the general dynamic is mf and only the horns play f in the opening 

phrase. Source A has only timpani playing mf, and that is what has made its way to the printed edition 

(F) as well. 

Bars 1–4, flutes, oboes and violins: In A the accompanying figure has been written so that the last note 

is a half note. This has been corrected by pencil to a quarter note tied to an eight note. This shortened 

form can be found both in B and F. At rehearsal 1 the oboes have already been written in the final 

manner in ink. 

Bars 1–4, horns: In A the opening motif has staccato dots only in the first bar. In B both bars have 

staccato here and in the following thematic entrance nine bars later. It is probably safe to assume that 

the composer has meant the motif to be played in a similar manner throughout. 

Bar 5, horns: In A the original opening motif has ended in high eb2 quarter note on the first beat of the 

5th bar, but the composer has crossed this over in pencil. 

Bar 5, trumpets: The assignment of the trumpet parts is somewhat unclear throughout the symphony in 

source A. In the beginning the 2nd trumpet has g1 and the 3rd trumpet the low bb but in B and F the 

parts of 2nd and 3rd trumpet are switched in a style that resembles horn writing. Already on the 3rd 

page of the manuscript Madetoja has written next to the staff the assignments from high to low I, III 

and II. This is something he has probably thought about afterwards and then made the changes that we 

see in the second copy B. 

Rehearsal 1, bar 4, violins: In A there is an eight note e1 in the place of the final eight rest. 

Rehearsal 1, bars 5–10, strings: In A there are no staccato dots in the main motif. In B they are added 

throughout. 

Rehearsal 3, bar 4, horns: In A there is a diminuendo hairpin, which is missing from B and F. 

Rehearsal B: In A there is an additional pencilled poco tranq. in parentheses. 

Rehearsal B, bars 1–12, harp: In A the harp has originally played full chords all the time (practically 

the same chords that are in the rehearsal 12 in a slower tempo), but the composer has pencilled most of 

them out. There is a marking of mf espr. here in A as well. 

Rehearsal 7, bar 2: In A tempo written out full: Poco a poco ritardando. 

Rehearsal 8, bar 8: In A there has been, instead of Meno Allegro, an earlier tempo marking of 

Allegretto followed by another word which cannot be read anymore. There is a metronome marking of 
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54 for a dotted half note (the only metronome marking found in A). B has the same metronome 

marking at this spot. 

Rehearsal 8, bar 15, oboe 1: The oboe has originally (according to A) started his part one bar earlier, 

playing the same pitches as the second flute but an octave lower in dotted half notes. 

Rehearsal E, bar 4, oboe 1: The oboe has originally (according to A) started his part one and half bars 

earlier, playing the same pitches as the first flute, but an octave lower and in dotted half notes. There 

are scratch marks in B as well at this spot, therefore the notes have been copied there as well before 

the composer has made up his mind. 

Rehearsal E, bar 9: In F the marking here is Allargando. In A the allargando is written small in pencil 

only above the first violin staff. In B there is allarg. both above the strings and the woodwinds.  

Rehearsal E, bar 13: In A there is an added Tranquillo? above the Tempo I as well as (tranq.) above 

the violins and at the bottom of the page. 

Rehearsal E, bars 15–22, oboes: In A there are clear accents marked in both oboe entrances. 

Rehearsal F, bars 9–12, 3rd flute: In A there is pencilled a part for Fl. Gr. playing in unison with the 

1st flute but extending over the bar line one eight longer. 

Rehearsal F, bars 12–17, harp: In A harp has originally played full chords. 

Rehearsal G, from bar 4 until rehearsal H, bassoon and tuba: In A the parts of bassoon and tuba are 

partially in pencil and partially inked, revealing two different ideas. 

Rehearsal 13, bars 8–11, trumpet: A has rests marked for trumpets and the trumpet part playing in 

unison with the woodwinds has been pencilled in later. 

Rehearsal 14, timpani: In A the timpani entry is marked fp, in B mfp. The next timpani entry in both 

sources is marked p although the surrounding dynamics are the same as in the previous entry. 

Rehearsal 16, bar 10, oboe 1: In A there are pencil marks indicating that the oboe has in earlier draft 

started one bar earlier, just like in the analogous place before E. 

Rehearsal L, bar 4, oboe 1: In A this place has the oboe pencilled in one and half bars earlier, just as in 

the analogous place after E. 

Rehearsal L, bar 9: In A again the Largamente is written only above the violin staff, just like the 

allargando in an analogous place after E. In B it is written also above the woodwinds. 

Rehearsal L, bar 13: A has here Tempo I (ma tranq.), whereas B has only Tempo I. Nevertheless, F has 

here Tempo I (ma tranquilllo), when the similar place in the beginning had only Tempo I, possibly 

giving the performer the (wrong) idea that the tempo here should be different from Tempo I. 

Rehearsal L, bar 19, oboes: A has clearly marked accents in this place, in B and F they are missing. 

Rehearsal 19, trumpet 3: A has this part pencilled in over the rests in trumpet staff. 

Rehearsal 20, bars 1–4, timpani: In A the original idea – continuous timpani tremolo – is visible under 

the editing. 

Rehearsal 20, bar 6: In both A and B the tempo marking here is poco a poco meno allegro al. The 
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important final word “al” is missing from F which makes the extent of this slowing down unclear. 

According to the manuscript, the tempo is supposed to slow down all the way to Quasi lento, and that 

is emphasized by the performer’s marking “Hitaammin” (slower) as well as two arrows pointing left 

on both six-bar phrases after rehearsal 21: poco a poco meno allegro al Quasi lento. 

Rehearsal 22, bars 7–8, strings: In A there is a pencilled marking here, “discret”, probably reminding 

the performer that the marked crescendo should not be too big. 

 

After the last bar A contains a place and date marked: “Wiipuri 15.1.1915 L.M”. Source B has a 

duration marked here, 6 ½ min. 

 

Second movement, Lento Misterioso 

 

Source B contains a metronome marking, half note equals 40. 

 

Bars 1–5, strings: C has no con sordino marked here (obviously a mistake). 

Bars 2–12, Gran cassa: F has con bacchetta di timp. (singular!) whereas A and C have the correct 

(plural) bacchette. B has it abbreviated bacch. Curiously enough, in A the Gran cassa is written in bars 

3–5 in the highest space, and after that in the second highest space, until the third appearance in 

rehearsal C where it is written on the middle line (an in the cut section again in the second highest 

space). In B it is written in the highest space until bar 12 and starting from the next appearance (four 

bars before rehearsal B) it is in the second highest space. C has it written on the middle line 

throughout. 

Rehearsal A, bars 5–8, bassoons: Only B has the dynamic mf marked after the crescendo. In A the 

second bassoon has had two-bar slurs that are then crossed over. B has slurs erased, C has them intact. 

Rehearsal A, bar 13 until rehearsal 3, Gran cassa: A has here pp, dim. possibile, and in bar 3 after 

rehearsal B the dynamic is p (louder than before). This dynamic is missing from F, which is surely a 

mistake. B has the dynamic correctly, but no diminuendo. C has the p marked two bars earlier, at B, 

which would also be a logical place for a dynamic change, due to the entrance of double basses and 

bassoons. In A there is no tie between 5th and 6th bars after rehearsal B, and in C the tie has been 

purposefully erased. In B and F the tie continues, which seems to be a mistake. In A and C there is 

also a diminuendo hairpin two bars before rehearsal 3, missing from B and F. 

Rehearsal 3, bar 6, horns and first violins: F and B don’t have the diminuendo hairpin clearly present 

in A and C and, though it logically would also belong there. 

Rehearsal C until rehearsal D, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns and strings: Articulation of the dotted 

rhythm is inconsistently marked in all the sources and this inconsistency has been copied to F. At C 

the bass clarinet should have staccato dots logically, since it plays in unison with the oboes that are 
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marked staccato. Similarly, the horn from bar 3 after C onwards should have staccato dots, since it 

plays in unison with the second violins that are marked staccato. The horns are here marked marcato 

though. At rehearsal 4 every part which had staccato dots before (plus clarinets, bassoons and cellos) 

is now marked marcato. I interpret this as simile, that is, continuing to articulate the dotted rhythm as 

if the staccato dots would still be written on them. 

Rehearsal 4 until rehearsal D, trumpets: In A there is an erased, independent third trumpet line at this 

section. 

Rehearsal 4, bars 5–6, Gran cassa: In B there is a crescendo hairpin here together with the rest of the 

orchestra. There is no crescendo in A or C (or in F). 

Rehearsal 5, bars 1–2, violins, violas and cellos: In source C this entry is marked ff. 

Rehearsal 5, from bar 6 until rehearsal F, timpani: In F the dynamic markings are copied from B and 

they are surely misplaced (which you will see if you compare them with the trumpets and trombones). 

In A and C, the dynamics follow logically the rest of the orchestra, starting from mf and a crescendo 

hairpin in the following bar. 1 bar after rehearsal E there is an accent followed by cresc., but no new 

dynamic (in B and F there is a f here). Bar 4 after E should be ff, the following bar has diminuendo 

hairpin, then mf, and again crescendo until ff, after which all the sources have dim. assai. 

Rehearsal E until rehearsal 6, bassoons, trumpets, trombones: This passage has gone through a re-

instrumentation, and the original version is still completely untouched in C. The bassoons have 

originally been both in the low register, the trumpets voiced so that the third trumpet is the lowest, and 

the first trombone has been playing in unison with the (original) second trumpet. In A there is a 

performer remark “riktigt I stämmorna” meaning, that the parts have this place correctly (revised). In 

B this passage has the same pitches as in F, but the dynamics are different; both at the second bar after 

E and at bar six there is f followed by diminuendo. 

Rehearsal E, bar 6, second violins: The first note in this bar is clearly marked b natural in both A and 

B (in C the come I viol. has mistakenly been extended over this place), but it is in contradiction with 

the changing harmony, especially in woodwinds, first trumpet and first trombone who all have b-flat 

on the first beat. If the first quarter note would be played very short, just as a rounding off the tremolo 

in the previous bar, it could go unnoticed, but I decided to change it to b-flat in my performances, in 

analogy to rehearsal 6. 

Rehearsal 6, bars 3–5, bass clarinet, bassoons, timpani: In F (and B) the diminuendos seem to be 

misplaced. In A timpani has dim. possibile in bar 4 after rehearsal 6, and both bass clarinet and 

bassoons a bar later. 

Rehearsal F: Sources A and B give the dynamic as sempre pp, but C has sempre p. 

Rehearsal F, bar 9, double basses: In B and F there is no dynamic marking here. A has pizz. sempre pp 

and C has pizz. sempre p. 
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Rehearsal 9, bar 2, oboe: Source A has diminuendo here, which is missing in all other sources but 

would be analogous with bar 6 after rehearsal 8. 

Rehearsal 9, bar 4, flutes and clarinets: Sources A and C have a diminuendo here, and p on the last 

quarter note. 

Rehearsal 9, bar 6, flutes, clarinets, bassoons: According to sources A and C a diminuendo belongs 

here as well. 

Rehearsal 9, bar 7, strings: In A and C there is a dim. marked here, with pencilled in poco a poco in A. 

The diminuendo is missing in B and F. 

(Original) rehearsal G (bar 10 after rehearsal 10) and H (missing from sources B and F): At this point 

in sources A and C there is a section marked poco meno lento in F# major lasting for 17 bars, followed 

by a section (rehearsal H) in D major which lasts for 8 bars and leads to rehearsal 11. The three last 

bars of this section are not possible to read in the manuscripts, because they are covered by a new 

transition which is taped over the original. Also, the bars 14–21 after G probably have some changes, 

because this section is written over a separate piece of music sheet which is glued on top of the 

original page. In this section the strings are also marked senza sord., and the sordinos have originally 

been put back at rehearsal K (missing from B and F), four bars before the English horn solo. 

Rehearsal 10, bar 10: A has dim. e rit., B has only rit. (and so does F), while C has neither. 

Rehearsal 11: All sources have Lento in addition to Tempo I. Lento is missing from F. 

Rehearsal 11, Gran cassa: A and C have originally had Gran cassa tremolo here, but it has been erased 

after the cut from the 7th bar until rehearsal 12 has been made. In A the tremolo goes on for 15 bars in 

an analogous manner with the very beginning of the movement. In C the Gran cassa line is 

accidentally left empty after the 5th bar for the next 8 bars after which it reappears on the timpani line 

for the remaining two bars. 

(Original) rehearsal I, eight bars after rehearsal 11: Here the sources A and C have another section 

which is cut away from the final version. It is practically the same music as in rehearsal B, but with 

oboes joining flutes in the accompaniment figure, strings playing without sordinos, and with a 

prolonged ending leading to the English horn solo in rehearsal 12. 

Rehearsal 11, bar 8: In A the violins are marked p and the rest of the strings pp. In B only the first 

violin line is marked p (the rest continuing in pp from rehearsal 11). C is like A, but the violins are 

also marked soli. 

Rehearsal 12, bar 3, English horn: A has a clearly marked diminuendo hairpin in this bar, which is 

missing from the other sources and F. 

Rehearsal 14, bar 7: In A and B the tempo marking is Lento possibile, in C it is Lento assai. 

Rehearsal 14, bar 7, horns and strings: In C the dynamic is marked ppp. 
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After the last bars A contains a duration estimate of 9–10 minutes, while B has 8’. C has a number 6 

written after the last bar which in this context makes no sense. I suppose that the composer has 

estimated the original longer version of the slow movement to last 9–10 minutes, whereas the final 

edited version is approximately 8 minutes long. 

 

Third movement, Finale – Allegro vivace 

 

Bars 2–3, flutes and oboes: F has crescendos in both (added in analogy to rehearsal A), A has a 

crescendo only in the flutes, B has no crescendos. 

Bar 7, Tamburo militare: F has “am Rande”, A has “Reunaan!” and “am Rande”, B has nothing. 

Tamburo militare is the only instrument doing crescendo in this bar, when others are marked 

diminuendo (the flutes have no dynamic in A). 

Rehearsal 1, Tamburo militare: A has an accent followed by ppp, B an accent followed by pp. F is 

missing the accent, a likely mistake. 

Rehearsal A, bar 6, flutes: No diminuendo in any of the sources (why not analogous with bar 7?) 

Rehearsal C, trumpets: No staccato is marked in A, but likely analogous with woodwinds that are 

marked stacc. sempre. 

Rehearsal C, timpani: In A originally tremolo, changed to eight notes. 

Rehearsal C, bar 5, timpani: In A originally continuous eight notes, the last beat then crossed out. 

Rehearsal D, bar 8, bassoon: Originally here has been one more bar of solo. 

Rehearsal 7, bar 2, flutes: No dynamic marked in any of the sources (assumed p). 

Rehearsal E: In A original tempo marking was Tempo I, Pochissimo più mosso, which has been then 

erased. 

Rehearsal E, bar 2, 2. violin and viola: In A marked espr. (!) in pencil. 

Rehearsal E until rehearsal F, oboes and clarinets: In A the oboe line three bars after rehearsal 9 has 

been given to clarinets in Bb, and after that there is an instruction to muta in A. However, there are 

pencil markings Oboi and Ob! in A, and in source B the line has been written to oboe like in F, with 

reminder to the clarinet to muta in A one bar before rehearsal 9. However, in B the flute line is missing 

altogether! So, F is a combination of both A and B. 

Rehearsal 10, bar 3: A reads pochissimo cresc. whereas B and F say poco cresc.  

Rehearsal 10, bar 7: In A the last note has been prolonged by one full bar which has then been crossed 

out. 

Rehearsal G, tamburo militare: In A this is marked again “am Rande”, which is missing from source 

B. 

Rehearsal G, bar 6, oboes and clarinets: In A this bar has been repeated, but then crossed out. 

Rehearsal G, bar 12, timpani: There is no diminuendo in A. 
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Rehearsal H, bar 6, woodwinds and strings: In F and B the diminuendos and crescendos are 

misplaced. In A here, like in the similar place one bar before rehearsal 3, the ascending lines have 

crescendo, and the descending lines diminuendo. 

Rehearsal 13, timpani: Here also in A it is visible that the composer has changed timpani’s tremolo to 

eight notes. 

Rehearsal 14, horns: In A there is pencilled in ma espr. in this bar. 

Rehearsal K: In A there is a reminder in composer’s handwriting saying “Obs! Staccato!”. There is 

also a marking from a performer saying “Ruhig! Fest!” above the strings. 

Rehearsal L: In A there is another reminder, “Staccato!” above the trumpet staff, probably meant to all 

the brass. 

Rehearsal L, Gran cassa: In A it is visible that at this moment the composer has originally wanted to 

add Gran cassa, but he has later erased it. Gran cassa has played tremolo all the way until rehearsal 18. 

Rehearsal 18, bar 3: In A there has been a pencilled fermata in this bar, which has then been erased. 

 

After the last bar at the bottom of the page of A there are numbers 21–22, probably meaning that the 

duration of the whole symphony is 21–22 minutes. After the last bar of B there is a marking 7’ which 

matches the duration of the Finale. 
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APPENDIX 4: ERSO rehearsal schedule 

 

                                     22. - 28. mai 2017.a.                                                ERSO 

 EMTA eksamid   

Dirigendid: Ingrid Roose, Hando Põldmäe 

Kontsertmeister:  Triin Ruubel 

 

E: 22. mai                                              keelp.: 7-6-5-4-3 

    

    10:00 – 11:30   Dvořák – Sümf. nr.9 (40´)  /H.Põldmäe/    2(P)/2(Ci)/2/2     4/2/3/1      1/2/0/0 

    12:00 – 13:30   Nielsen – Sümf. nr.2 (35´)   /I.Roose/        3(P)/2(Ci)/2/2     4/3/3/1      1/0/0/0              

T: 23. mai 

   10:00 – 10:45     proov:   Dvořák – Sümf. nr.9  /H.Põldmäe/   

            11:00 – 11:45     proov:   Nielsen – Sümf. nr.2   /I.Roose/ 

            12:00 – 13:00     Kontsert/eksam - Dvořák – Sümf. nr.9  /H.Põldmäe/     

            13:00 – 14:00     Kontsert/eksam - Nielsen – Sümf. nr.2   /I.Roose/ 

   Riietus: must ülikond,valge särk,pikk must lips 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

     31.mai doktoriõppe eksami(kl.13:00)  ja Raekoja platsi „Nargeni“kontserdi(kl.20:00) 

PROOVID: 

 

K: 24. mai                                                                             keelp.: 8-7-6-5-4 

                  10:00 – 11:15  Madetoja    Sümfoonia nr 1   

                  11:45 – 12:45  ?? Madetoja - Sümfoonia nr 1  + Raitio - “Luiged” +  Sibelius-“Karjala 

süit”   

                  13:00 – 14:00  ?? Sibelius “Karjala süit” + Madetoja -Dance Vision 

N: 25. mai 

                  10:00 – 11:15   Madetoja    Sümfoonia nr 1  

                  11:45 – 12:45   Raitio - “Luiged” + Sibelius “Karjala süit” + Madetoja -Dance Vision  

                  13:00 – 14:00   „Dance Music Symphony“   (dir. T.Kaljuste)   keelp.:5-5-4-3-3 
R: 26. mai  

                  10:00 – 11:15  Madetoja    Sümfoonia nr 1   

                  11:45 – 12:45  Raitio - “Luiged” + Sibelius “Karjala süit” + Madetoja -Dance Vision

   

                  13:00 – 14:00   „Dance Music Symphony“  (dir. T.Kaljuste)    keelp.:5-5-4-3-3 

                                                                

     Kava jrk. 31. mai kl.13:00   dir.Sasha Mäkila eksamil:          keelp.: 8-7-6-5-4 

                                                                                                                               

              Raitio          “Luiged”                     3/3(Ci)/3(BC)/3       4/3/3/1     1/2/0/1(cel) 

              Sibelius      “Karjala süit”            3/3/2/2      4/3/3/1     1/3/0/0 

 Madetoja    Dance Vision                        2/3/2/2      4/2/0/0     1/1/1/0 

              Madetoja    Sümfoonia nr 1          3(P)/2(Ci)/3(BC)/2    4/3/3/1     1/1/1/0 

                                                        

     Kava 31.mai  kl.20:00  Raekoja platsi  kontserdil, dir. Tõnu Kaljuste     keelp.: 5-5-4-3-3 

 

       Ek -„Dance Music Symphony“       2(P)/2(Ci)/2(BC),BC(CBC)/2,CF      4/3/3/1     1/4/1/1(kl,cel) 

 

 L: 27.mai      VABA 

 

 P: 28.mai      VABA 
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APPENDIX 5: Interview questions 

 

MADETOJA-PROJEKTIN KYSYMYKSET (Arvo Volmer ja Petri Sakari) 

 

1. Kerro vapaasti mitä muistat Madetojan 1. sinfonian levytyksestäsi (tai koko Madetoja-

levytysprojektista). 

2. Oliko käytössä painettu partituuri (1984) vai käsin kirjoitettu? Entä stemmat? 

3. Tutustuitko ennen levytystä aiempiin levytyksiin tai YLE:n kantanauhoihin? 

4. Tutustuitko teoksen käsikirjoituksiin tai yrititkö tutustua (1. sinfonian käsikirjoitusten 

olinpaikka oli pitkään tuntematon)? 

5. Olitko esittänyt Madetojan 1. sinfoniaa ennen kuin levytit sen? Jos olit, kuinka monta 

kertaa ja minkä orkestereiden kanssa? 

6. Millä tavalla valmistauduit levytykseen? Etsitkö (ja löysitkö) virheitä partituurista ja 

stemmoista? Jos teit erratan, olisiko siitä mahdollista saada kopio tutkielmani liitteeksi? 

7. Millä tavalla levytykseen valmistautuminen mielestäsi eroaa konserttiin 

valmistautumisesta, jos eroaa? 

8. Voisitko kommentoida lyhyesti kahta Madetojan 1. sinfoniani esitystä (TFO 2012 ja ERSO 

2017)? Näkökulmia voi olla esim. tempovalintojen onnistuminen, ylimenojen onnistuminen, 

energia, kommunikaatio jne. Sana on vapaa! 

9. Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät seikat, joista mielestäsi muodostuu kapellimestarin tulkinta 

teoksesta? 

10. Tutustuttuani Madetojan 1. sinfonian käsikirjoituksiin, mielenkiintoisimmat löydökset 

olivat ensimmäisen osan lopun tempomerkintä (puuttuva sana ”al”), kahden ensimmäisen 

osan metronomimerkinnät, ja se tosiasia, että teoksen hidas osa on ollut alun perin pidempi (ja 

sitä on saatettu esittää irrallaan sinfoniasta). Myös pieniä muutoksia instrumentaatioon on 

näkyvissä alkuperäiskäsikirjoituksessa. Madetojan 3. sinfonian käsikirjoituksesta löytyi 

kolmannesta osasta sinne selvästi kuuluvat triangelinlyönnit (partituurin s. 50), joita ei ole 

yhdessäkään levytyksessä. Mitä mieltä olet tällaisten löytöjen merkityksestä, tai 

käsikirjoitusten tutkimisen merkityksestä ylipäätään? Kuuluuko se lainkaan kapellimestarien 

toimenkuvaan, vai pitäisikö se jättää musiikkitieteilijöille? 

 

Käsikirjoitusten PDF-tiedostot: 

 

MadetojaSinfonia1  s. 5 harppu poistettu 

MadetojaSinfonia1B  s. 11 ”Poco a poco meno allegro al… Quasi lento” 

    s. 30 poistot hitaan osan keskeltä 

Madetoja-Symphonie No.1 s.3 metronomimerkintä pist. puolinuotti = 72 

    s. 10 metronomimerkintä pist. puolinuotti = 54 

    s. 30 metronomimerkintä puolinuotti = 40 

Madetoja 1-2   erillinen hitaan osan partituuri (poistot näkyvissä) 


